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FOREWORD
The Society of Engineering Science, Huntsville Chapter, organized the Symposium,
the proceedings of which are presented on the following pages. The purpose of
the two-day meeting was to provide a forum for the presentation and discussion
of various ideas in connection with the continuation and u_ilization of the United
States Apollo space program. In fact, the Symposium had been conceived and
planned prior to any official definition of aims or goals by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administr_.tion. This is the reason for the great variety
of problems discussed herein; the connecting thread between the various papers
is the possibility of future application to what'at first was known as Apollo ex-
tensions, but now has the name of Apollo Applications.
In the course of preparing for the Symposium, the indefatigable chairman of this
event, Dr. Rolland G. Sturm, has suffered a great personal loss. This is why
the following resolution was adopted by the Executive Committee of the Society
of Engineering Science, Huntsville Chapter: "Be it resolved, that the Proceed-
ings of this Symposium shall be dedicated to the memory of Mrs. Holland G.
Sturm".
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WELCOME
by
Ervin Y. Rodin
I welcome you to our Symposium on Apollo Applications; a meeting which marks
at least two "firsts". The first step is the fact that what is now called Apollo
Applications, but which probably will change its name many times in the future,
is now going to be discussed in the form of a symposium for the first time. The
second first is for the Huntsville Chapter of the Society of Engineering Science:
this is our first symposium. I would like to say a few words about both of these
things. I shall start with the one on which less money was, is being, and shall
be spent than on Apollo Applications: Our Society.
In the last few decades advances made both in engineering and research have
reached such staggering proportions that it became entirely impossible for any
one person to have an all encompassing knowledge of the kind that 19th century
scientists used to have. Some of this is of course unavoidable; however, we can
blame only ourselves for a significant portion of this inability for the assimila-
tion of more knowledge. In particular, I am sure that all of us here have en-
countered many times the basic communication and research gap between
engineers and scientists. There are frustrating situations when the engineer
cannot interpret the results of the research worker or when the research worker
comes up with conditions and requirements unattainable by the engineer, or when
a problem defies idealization and thus transcends and cuts across the boundaries
of many disciplines.
In order to meet such problems and to try to find answers for them, a group of
eminent scientists and engineers from many different fields of endeavor got
together and founded the Society of Engineering Science. This happened at
Purdue University about four years ago.
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However, a few of us here in Huntsville felt that what the National Society had to
offer was not sufficient; we wanted a more concentrated program, right on the
local scene and level. So, just about a year ago we formed the first Professional
Chapter of the Society.
I believe that this first year of ours was a successful one. We had three technical
meetings, addressed respectively by Dr. Edward Teller of the University of
California, Dr. Rudolf Hermann of the Alabama Research Inst__tute and Mr. Jim
Farrior of Lockheed, and, finally, by Dr. Henry Eyring of the University of
Utah. These men, eminent representatives of physics, aerodynamics, manage-
ment and chemistry helped us in a large measure towards the attainment of
better interdisciplinary cooperation.
This symposium is essentially the culmination of our first yearWs efforts. We
are certainly gratified by the response to it, as exhibited in our program;
i
government, universities, and industry are all represented here. We take this
i as yet another indication that scientists and engineers welcome the opportunity
to meet each other and exchange their ideas in a way so that the physicist will
{
interest the space physician and the mining engineer will want to integrate his
efforts with those of the mathematician.
A final few words about Apollo Applications. What is the philosophy behind our
symposium ? It was, I think, summarized in advanced by what Dr. Teller had
said during his visit here:
The growth of technology is exponential. This in part is
a correct statement based on experience. With some
optimimn one could even call it a mathematical etatement.
i
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More knowledge produces more problems and more problems,
more demands. Jt is reasonable to expect and it seems to be
true that progress at any time is proportional to general
development up to that time. But such simple description
of the growth of the topics in which we are all interested
is really and obviously an improper simplification. The
growth is very much a structured growth. The field is
becoming more complex and more specialized. It is also
becoming more interrelated.
Thus, an exchange of ideas, beth structured and specific, becomes im,,:.erative.
This Symposium, we hope, will be a forum for just such an exchange. We hope
that all who come to present ideas, will have ample opportunity to discuss them.
And we hope that those who are here to assess the state of these arts will also
be able to do so.
Thus, I now declare this Symposium to be in session.
i
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SOME PROBLEMS IN DESIGNING A LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY MISSION
By
W. L. Austin and J. L. Harden "' /
/General Electric Company
INTRODUCTION
Objectiveand Scope N67-24269
The objective of this paper is to discuss some of the problems associated with the de- -
sign of a lunar photographic survey mission. The specific problems to be discussed
are the lighting conditions on the lunar surface and the translunar trajectory.
Definitions and Limitatiovs
Of prime importance to this photographic mission is the illumination of the lunar sur-
face. The photographs that can be produced by any given camera will vary in detail
depending on the lunar surface shadows. Of least detail will be those lunar surface
points that are near the lunar terminator because the angle of incidence is too small
and those that are near the subsolar point because the angle of incidence is too large.
The terminator is defined as a great circle along the lunar surface and normal to a line
drawn from the center of the sun through the center of the moon. The subsolar point
is the juncture of this line with the lunar surface and is within 1" 34' of the lunar equ_.-
for. Between these two extreme points of poor photographic detail is an area of opti-
mum photographic detail. For this discussion, the area that yields optimum photo-
graphic detail will be referred to as the preferred lighting ring. (See Figure I.)
The purpose in analyzing the preferred lighting rlng is twofold: (I) The lighting condl-
t/ons on the lunar surface that are required to obtain photographs of acceptable quality
partly establish the lunar boundary condit/ons for orbital insertion, and (2) to show the
relationship ef the orbiting vehicle to the preferred lighting ring during a 2S-day mis-
sion in a polar orbit.
The translumr traJectorisa to be dinoussed should not be aoc,,pted as i_neral results
since they are for a Imrt/oular day in a lmrticular synodic month. However, we mey
aeee-_as a general result that once the lunar lllght/ng conditions and lunar arrival loeg-
l_ arc specified, there is at best one launch window in aey given lunar synodic month.
(A sym)d/o monthis W.U days loq aad is measured from ,'ull mooo tofun moon.)
6
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MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Objectives
2he photographic mission envisioned will have two functions, mapping and surveying.
The pur[,ose of the mapping camera is to photograph as much of the lunar surface as
possible, irrespective of sun angles, as long as there is illumination. A number of
preselected sites, nut vey sites, will be photographed at preferred sun angles by a
high-resolution camera.
Lunar Orbit Parameters i
An 80-nautical mile lunar circular orbit was chosen for analysis purposes. A polar
orbit was chosen in order to maximize latitude coverage. There exists a definite trade-
4
off between photographic quality, lunar orbit stay-time, and propulsion requirements.
This is the reason why transearth trajectories were not considered since the time of
transearth injection from lunar orbit insertion greatly affects the characteristics of the
transearth trajectory, tIowever, the lighting analysis is based on a 28-day lunar orbit
duration in order to illustrate the maximum possible surface coverage.
Arrival Longitude
In order to maximize the inform_ lion gained by photographing the far side in the early
part of the mission, an approximate arrival longitude of 81 degrees west was chosen.
This arrival permits several hours for checkout and orbit refinement before initiating
photography at 90 degrees west. The Russians have photographed the far side; how-
ever, qualitatively and quantitatively a great deal of information would be gained by
re-photographing the area. Looking down from the lunar North Pole, Figure 2 depicts
the equatorial longitudes that were photographed by the Russians. Moreover, the 81-
degree west arrival longitude is near the minimum change of velocity (AV) required for
translunar injection and deboost into lunar orbit (NASA Lunar Flight Handbook, Vol-
ume 2, Part 2). This arrival longitude is a goal. How well it is met will be illustrated
subsequently. Now that the mission objectives are generally defined, the next step is to
derive the general equations for the preferred lighting ring and to solve them for an
example mission.
7
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LUNAR LIGHTING CONDITIONS
Preferrea Lighting Ring
The preferred lighLing ring was pre'Aously defined as the preferred lunar lighting con-
ditions that are required by a survey camera to produce meaningful photographs. An-
other way of defining it is the surface area of the moon within which the sun angle at
every point in the area is witbin acceptable lighting limits. Thus, when a point in the
preferred lighting ring is photographed, the resulting picture is of acceptable quality.
The sun angle, SA, is defined as the elevation of the sun at a point on the lunar
surface with respect to the local horizontal_ For analysis purposes (see Figure 3)
consider the ring to be bo,mded by two variables, al and a2, which are lengths of
arc across the lunar st,ri'ace, o_1 is the minimum and c_2 the maximum angular dis-
tances from the subsola_' _oint allowed for photographic purposes. The point where
SA = 90 ° is another definition of the subsolar point. This implies that the sun angles
of _1 and c_2 are 90*-a 1 and 90°-o_2, respectively. Thus, a site is within photographic
limits when the site sun angle, SA, is: (90°-ff2) -< SA _ (90*-al).
_' = Latitude of site.
× = Angular distance from
the subsolar point to
the site.
Lc = Longitude under con-
W E sideration (measured
POs. west 0 - 360").
IY " Lcl = Angular distance along
the equator of the site
longitude from the
subsolar point.
To Sun
S
Figure 3. Geometry Requirea to Derive the General Equations
for the Preferred Ltgbting Ring
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Given any point on the lunar surface, the time of the synodic month and declination of
the point with respect i_) the ecliptic determine the angle the sun makes with the local
horizontal at the point on the surface. If this point is one of any of the predetermined
survey sites, then the sun angle is critical. The general equations to determine the
position of the preferred lighting ring with respect to the lunar surface can easily be
fo,md. Thus, for specific values of _1 and _2 latitude coverage may be determined
simply by substituting the _ values for Xin Equation 1 and solving for _,.
In deriving the general equations, a spherical moon is assumed with the moon's equator
in the plane of the ecliptic. Thus, the declination of the site with respect to the ecliptic
is equal to the site latitude. Also, the distance from the center of the sun to any point
on the illuminated side is treated as a constant. The initial time reference point is the
begiening of the synodic month or full moon.
The easterly sidereal rotation of the moon is 0. 549 degrees/hour. The terminator ro-
tates easterly at the rate of 0.041 degrees/hour. If the effects of lunar librations are
omlvted, then the subsolar point, y, is located approximately (0.549 - 0.041)X or
0.508X degrees west of the lunar prime meridian, where X is the time in hours from
the last full moon. This approximation may be refined by using ephemeris data.
In order to calculate the sun angle, SA, for any given latitude and longitude, Napier's
rules apply (see Figure 3).
By Napier's rules for right spherical triangles:
CosX = Cos_/Cos [ y - Lc [ (1)
x = Arc Cos [Cos_Cos 10"50SX- Lc I] (2)
where, Lc is the longitude under consideration.
Thus, for any given latitude, longitude, and time of synodic month, the SA of that lati-
tude and longitude is given by:
SA ffi 90" - X ffi 90" - Arc Cos [Cos_COs 10"508X - Lc I] (3)
In determining the boundaries of the preferred lighting ring with respect to the subsolar
point, it is necessary to consider the two boundary points on X, _, and _, where
i0
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0° < _1 <_2 < 90°. For theo_ 2value, 0 ° -< 10'508X- L cl _2andf°r the_lvalue,
0° -< I 0. 508X - L I -<-_1' The first inequality defines the outer boundary, and thec
second, the inner boundary of the preferred lighting ring.
In the example mission which I will present, the preferred lighting ring is bounded by
c_ = 30 ° aiid _2 = 80°' Thus, the photographs of a site with a sun angle less than or
equal to 90°-_ 1 = 60 ° and greater than or equal to 90°-% = 10 ° would be of acceptable
quality. The rest of this section will be concerned with the development of the param-
eters of the preferred lighting ring used for the example mission. Figure 4 is a gen-
eral description of one quadrant of this preferred lighting ring which relates latitude
coverage with the number of degrees, l y - L I' from the subsolar point. Note thatc
the relation is symmetric about both axes, thus only one quadrant need be drawn. Also,
the maximum latitude coverage is _+78.5 degrees when photography is initiated 30 de-
grees west of the subsolar point. This point occurs at I y - Lc I = 30° which is readily
seen in Figure 4. The latitudes in the figure were calculated in the following manner.
In Equation 1 let _ = 80 °, hence:
Cos 80 ° = CosTCos ]y - L c ]=_ (4)
[ Q, 17364818 ] 0° <T = Arc Cos Cos l y - Lc ] ' where _ l y - Be [-< 80" (5)
This results in a projection on the lunar surface of the 10-degree SA line which shows
the outer limit of the preferred lighting ring.
In Equation 1, let )_ = 30°; therefore
Cos 30_- = Cos_ Cos f y - Lc I =_ (6)
T = Arc Cos Cos T y-- I ' where0 ° -< I y - Le [ -< 30° (7}
This is a projection on the lunar surface of the 60-degree SA line which is the inner
limit of the preferred lighting ring. Also, the 20-, 30-, 40-, and 50-degree SA lines
were calculated and plotted in Figure 4.
Polar Orbit and Latitude Coverage
The vertical dotted lines in Figure 4 represent the relationship of the vehicle's orbit
to the sun angle lines, and show the latitude coverage with respect to the sun angle lines
11
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Figure 4. Relationship Between Orbiting Vehicle and an Orbital Insertion
of 30 ° West of the Subsolar Point
at the 0-, 10-, 20-, and 28-day time points in the orbit. The reason for the change is
due to the rotation of the terminator. Table 1 is a summary of the latitude coverage at
T= 0, 10, 20, and 28 days. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the Earth, Sun,
and the Moon's terminator for one synodic month.
Table 1
Latitude Coverage
SA Line T=0 T = 10 T =20 T=28
10 ° ±78.5 ° +77.0 ° +73.5 ° +71.0 °
20 ° +67.0 ° ±63.5 ° ±57.5 ° ±51.0 °
30 ° ±54.5 ° ±49.0 ° ±39.0 ° ±21.5 °
40 ° ±42.0 ° ±33.0 ° ± 2.5 ° 0.0 °
50 ° ±28.0 ° ± 5.0 ° 0.0 ° 0.0 °
60 ° 0.0 ° 0.0 ° 0.0 ° 0.0 °
12
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T = End of synodic month
Moon
=0
29.06 ° Terminator
or T=0
0. 041 ° per hour
Sun !
Figure 5. Relationship Between the Earth, Moon, and Sun for Any Synodic Month
Direction of Latitude Decay
Referring to Figure 4, there is no apparent reason why the times stated for the dotted
lines could not be reversed; i.e., the vehicle could arrive east or west of the subsolar
point. If the vehicle arrived east of the subsolar point, then the equatorial SA on the
illuminated side would be 32.5 degrees at arrival and 60 degrees at the end of the mis-
sion. This increase in sun angle with respect to time is due to the easterly rotation of
the terminator. The maximum latitude coverage at the beginning of the mission would
be _+71degrees and _+78.5 degrees at the end of the mission with a minimum sun angle
of 10 degrees. If the vehicle arrived 30 degrees west of the subsolar point, then the
equatorial SA would be 60 degrees at arrival on the illuminated side with _+78.5-degree
latitude coverage. At the end of the mission, the equatorial hA would decay to 32.5
degrees with _+71degrees in latitude coverage at a minimum sun angle of 10 degrees.
Thus, an arrival at 30 degrees west oi the subsolar point results in a 15-degree greater
latitudecoveragenorthand south,as opposedtoarrivalat57.5degreeseastofthe
subsolarpoint.Sinceitwas assumed thatthefarsidewouldbe photographedfirst,the,
vehiclewillbe assumed toarrive30 degreeswestofthesubsolarpointinordertomax-
imizelatitudecoverageintheearlypartofthemission. Thiswouldbe particularlyde-
sirablefora 14-daymission. Figure6 shows therelationshipofthevehicletothe
18
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moon at arrival. Now that all of the lunar orbit parameters, including lighting, are
established, the next step is to discuss the survey site coverage and to present an ex-
ample mission.
N
/
d
Vehicle Orbit f
% =80°
W E
= 30 °
1
To Sun
S
Figure 6. RelationsL,p o.r Orbiting Vehicle to the Lunar Lighting Conditions
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EXAMPLE MISSION
Survey Site Coverage
Figure 7 is an equigrid lunar map with the sun angle lines projected on it. These lines
show the decrease in latitude coverage for the various sun angles over a 28-day mis-
sion. The ooter limits of the lunar area which fall within the photographic limits are
defined by the 10-degree su_ _ngle lines. This is due to the lighting constraints re-
quired to obtain photographs of acceptable quality and due to the slope of the minimum
permissible sun angle line, which in this case is 10 degrees, ttowever, all of the lunar
surface above and below this region is out of the acceptable photographic limits c,_osen
for the example mission.
If a minimum latitude decay is desired, then a choice must be made between photo-:'
graph quality and longitudinal change capability. For if the latitude coverage decay
over a 28-day mission should be below some preselected value, longitudinal changes
would be necessary at some point or points in the mission to prevent it. The nature
of the change would be easterly in the direction of the subsolar point. Such a change
would place the orbit closer to the subsolar point and then increase latitude coverage.
If the changes are large and the propellant is not available for these changes for a 28-day
mission, thenperhaps a shorter mission duration should be considered. Consequently, a
trade-off exists between mission length, photographic quality, and permissible latitude
coverage decay. Ideally, the best mode is to avoid making any longitudinal changes at
all. However, it is interesting to note how much incremental change in velocity (AV)
would be required per degree of longitudinal change for an 80-n. mi. circular orbit.
This is illustrated in Figure 8. These values may not appear to be very large, but
when they are added to all of the other _V requirements, their significance is bet-
ter enhanced.
Trajectory Discussion fo,' Jur_= 23, 1970
The month of June, 19'/0, was arbitrarily selected to illustrate the problems involved
in determining an acceptable translunar trajectory which meets prescribed boundary
conditions at the moon. For this example mission, the boundary conditions at the
15
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Figure 8. Velocity Requirements for Longitudinal Changes, AL
moon are a polar lunar orbit with an 80-n. mi. pericynthion, an 81-degree ,vest selene-
graphic insertion longitude, _nd a 60-degr::e equatorial sun elevation angle on the
illuminated side of the lunar surface at insertion.
For a 60-degree equatorial sun elevation angle at 81 degrees west longitude, the sele-
nographic longitude of the sun must be 51 degrees west at lunar orbit insertion. From
solar and lunar ephemeris data, it was found that the subsolar point is 51 degrees
west at 8.82 hours Universal Time on June 23, 1970.
A set of patched conic non-free-return trajectories with various flight times were
computed for arrival at the moon on June 23, 1970. Translunar injection is from
a 100-n. mi. earth parl,-ing orbit at the earliest opportunity, i.e., first parking orbit
and launch azimuths are restricted to AMR range safety valueF, 72 to 108 degrees.
The lunar arrival window resulting from these computations is shown in Figure 9
In this figure, the longitude of insertion for a 60-degree sun e_vation angle is plotted
as a function of time of arrival and is called the "motion of ax". Superimposed is a
grfd-of launch azimuths and translunar flight times from the patched conic trajectories.
Then, the earliest lunar arrival occurs at 9.2 hours Universal Time on June 23, 1970,
with a launch azimuth of 72 degrees, a translmmr fl/ght time of 90.2 hc_rs, and a
selenographlc longitude of insertion of 81.2 degrees west.
17
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Figure 9. Lunar Arrival Window
The launch window on June 19, 1970, is shown in Figure 10. In this figure, time
of launch is plotted as a function of launch azimuth for a 60-degree equatorial sun ele-
vation angle at lunar orbit insertion on June 23, 1970. Thus, the launch window be-
gins at 14.65 hours Universal Time on June 19, 1970, with a launch azimuth of 72
degrees.
From Figures 9 and 10, it is apparent that a translunar trajectory may be obtained with
an 81.2-degree west insertion longitude and a sun elevation angle of 60 degrees. This
is within 0.2 degree of the originaUy specified arrival of 81-degree west longitude.
Translunar injection occurs on the first parking orbit with a AV of approximately
10,280 fps, and the lunar orbit deboost AV is approximately 2,730 fps; however, the t
lunar arrival time of 9.2 hours Univelsal Time on June 23, 1970, is at the beginning of
the lunar arrival window. If it is necessary to delay translunar injection to the second i
parking orbit, the grid of launch azimuths and flight times in Figure 9 would be shifted
about 1.5 hours later, and a more westerly insertion longitude would be necessary to
meet the 60-degree sun elevation angle. It should also be noted that Figures 9 and 10
are only valid for the month of June, 1970. A different synodic month would have a dif-
ferent lunar arrival window and a different launch window. In fact, for another month
it may not be possible to arrive near the 81-degree west arrival longitude at the cor-
rect sun elevation angle.
18
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper has been to discuss some of the problems in designing a
lunar photographic survey mission, specifically the translunar trajectory and pre-
ferred lighting ring. The preferred lighting ring was discussed in general terms in
order to show its characteristics over a 28-day lunar orbit. A 28-day orbit duration
is desirable; since regardless of the polar-orbit altitude, the entire surface would
rotate under the spacecraft in 27.32 days.
The trajectories that were discussed were for a particular day in a particular synodic
month and are not to be taken as general results. It is a general result, however,
that once an arrival longitude and sun angle are specified, there is at best one launch
window in any given synodic month. In order to open up this launch window, it would
be necessary to vary the boundary conditions at lunar orbit insertion.
In conclusion, the authors would like to emphasize the fact that this paper deals only
with lunar lighting conditions and translunar trajectories. The transearth trajectories,
lunar orbit duration, and lunar orbit aborts are complete studies in themselves and
should be studied in great detail.
2O
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LUNAR TERRAIN ANALYSIS
By
R. L. Sanders and W. M. Greene
Ha:yes International Corporation
ABSTRACT
N67 2. 27oThe purpose of the Lunar Terrain Analysis was to analyze the is_Iibu_lon
of lunar topographic and geologic features of scientific interest in order to assess
surface mobility requirements for early lunar exploration missions.
The study provided an analysis of lunar geology and geologic age classi-
fication. It classified, reviewed and analyzed Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center (ACIC-LAC) charts and United States Geological Survey (USGS) maps.
A presentation of singular lunar sites of special interest was made, and a study
of the Apollo Landing Belt was effected.
The work is described in detail in Technical Report H-MOL-20, prepared
by Hayes International Corporation, in response to Contract NAB 8-5307 for the
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Huntsville, Alabama.
2t
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INTRODUC TION
Work performed by the Depart]nent of Lunar and Planetary Sciences of
Hayes International Corporation's Missile and Space Support Division at
Huntsville, Alabama, has been designed primarily to solve problems dealing with
meaningful exploration programs on the lunar surface. The scope of research
has not been simply to collect and amass data but to solve specific geological
problems. To this end, activity has been conducted in geological and geophysical
studies, Ranger and telescopic photographic studies (with genera.._ goals of speci-
fying a:,tronaut activities on the lunar surface) and in compilation of data from
existing literature.
The geology of the moon is an important key to the history of the earth.
The broad-based lunar exploration program now in progress is desiglled to pro-
vide information concerning the origin of the moon, the earth and the solar
system.
Part of the program included a review and analysis of Aeronautical Chart
and Information Center charts. These maps have been and are continually being
prepared by the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center of the United States
Air Force at Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona. Morphological features
of the lunar surface are presented at a scale of 1:1 000 000. The ACIC map
coverage to date is shown in black on Figure 1. Areas currently being mapped,
in various stages of completion, are shown in gray. Maps completed and scaled
at 1:500 000 are shown line(] diagonally. A typical ACIC-LAC map shown in
Figure 2 is LAC 74 Grimaldi on the western limb of the lunar disc just below
the equator.
22
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FIGURE 1. LUNAR CHART INDEX (ACIC LAC)
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FIGURE 2. LUNAR CHART: GRIMALDI LAC 74
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The results of the chart analysis were:
i. Within coverage of the charts, i8 areas of geologic interest were
analyzed on the basis of morphology. As geologic coding and interpretation are
not shown on these maps, as they are on USGS maps, suggested vehicle traverses
were not drawn.
2. Features of varying nature were listed by type and by occurrence
(duplication).
3. These features were listed on charts to permit rapid comparison of
quality and quanti_ content of features for each area.
Another part of the study includes a review and analysis of United States
Geological Survey maps.
The USGS maps have been and are continually being prepared for NASA by
the USGS at Flagstaff, Arizona, and show geological features and geological in-
terpretations on maps scaled at i:i 000 000. The USGS map coverage to date is
shown in gray on Figure 3. Areas currently being mapped, in various stages of
completion, are shown in black. The results of the USGS map study were:
1. Selection and listing of major geological features in chart form
2. Suggested scientific traverses for the astronaut manned lunar roving
vehicle were based on geologic features of interest in 18 areas of feature concen-
tration. These areas are shown in Figure 4.
3. It was determined by feature density analysis that circles of 80
kilometers (50 miles} radius were optimum. Larger circles provided'little or
no significant increase in feature variety, and smaller areas usually decreased
the variety considerably.
24
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FIGURE 3. LUNAR CHART INDEX (USGS)
FIGURE 4. AREAS OF CONCENTRATED GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
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A typical USGS map is seen in Figure 5. The circles have radii of _0
kilometers (50 miles) and after a thorough analysis of the map, have been
I_+ 7
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FIGURE 5. ARISTARCHUS
drawn to include as many geologic features as possible. Of the total t8 areas
of concentration, these first three are quite typical of all. Area number one
! shows two traverses, each approximately 480 kilometers (300 miles) long,
drawn along the route of a maximum quantity of geological features of interest.
Singular or non-reoccurring lunar sites of special interest were also
studied. Figure 6 shows i25 of these areas that have significant individual
interests. A priority value was not established because many known factors
remain to be solved before this analysis can be completely accomplished. The
sites include areas which have been reported and described by various astrono-
mers as showing, among other thinp, aeflvll_, ruembling fog, mist, smoke,
26
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FIGURE 6. SINGULAR LUNAR SITES
steam, light and coloration changes. Others were selected for unusual mor-
phology and still others because they were extremes, such as Grimaldi which is
the darkest area of the moon, significantly darker than any other crater. The
sites were all selected as potential areas of scientific interest which could con-
tribute to the geologic knowledge of the moon.
The next five slides are telescopic photos taken from the Lunar Atlas,
which was compiled by the United States Air Force under the supervision of
Dr. G. P. Kuiper and were selected to present typical examples of the 125
significant lunar features.
I"I
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FEIGORIS, TOP NORTtt CENTRAL REGION OF MOON
Figure 7 shows the northern limb of the moon. Mare Frigoris extends
across the center of the picture, and Plato is shown as the prominent crater in
the foreground.
FIGURE 7. FRIGORL_
Philolaus (top center with two central peaks), a crater 68 kilometers
( 46 miles) in diameter with walls 3650 meters ( 12 0C0 feet) high, was reported
i a scene of recent activity when a red glow within the crater was observed. This0
was reported by R. M. Baurn and referenced in two books, "Our Moon" and
t rJ_[oon Maps".
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Plato, a Post-Maria crater with a diameter of t00 kilometers (62 miles)
and walls t090 to 2000 meters high (3000 to 6000 feet), has a smooth floor darker
than thc surrounding mare material, and contains several craterlets and bright
spots. Several observers have at various times reported sighting fog or a similar
substance responsible for obscuring portions of Plato.
Several valleys in perpetual shadow and peaks in perpetual sunlight are
found near both the North and South Poles of the moon. These areas seem
vaiuable as areas for solar power stations and sites for making heat flow esti-
mates from surface temperature measuremez_ts. If the lunar magnetic po!e is
I located on or near the geographic North Pole, as it is on Earth, the region could
be considered for magnetic studies.
The Alpine Valley, 130 kilometers (80 miles) long, is shown in the lower
right corner of the figure, and is located between Mare Frigoris and Mare
Imbrim_. It is unusually straight with a flat floor on which are a few thin cracks
and sr_.all craterlets.
?
PLATO, NORTH CENTRAL PORTION OF MOON
Figure 8 shows an area southofMare Frigoris. The craterPlatoand
Alpine Valley are seen at the top of the figure. Mare Imbrium occupies most of
this photo and is about lll0 kilometers (700 miles) in diameter. It is thought to
be impact in origin and has been accepted as an important geological time marker.
The inner ring of mountain peaks seems to represent the original rim of the
impact area while the outer ring of mountain chains may have been formed by a
subsequent tectonic adjuslxnent. It appears as though the flooding, which occurred
after the Imbrium impact, invades the craters Plato and Archimedes (not shown
here) and marks them as craters formed after the impact and before the flooding
of _i_ region.
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FIGURE 8. PLATO
Mr. Pico and Piton are bright, prominent peaks about 2300 meters high
(7550 feet) thought to be formed of ejecta material at the time of the original
Imbrium explosion. Pico, with three peaks, is south of Plato, while Piton, with
a summit craterlet and two peaks, is west of Cassini. A clo_d briefly masking
Piton has been reported in "Geophysics as Applied to Lunar Exploration" by
J. Green.
HYGINUS, CENTRAL PART OF MOON
The area in Figure 9 i_ located near the center of the lunar sphere near
zero latitude and zero longitude. The Ariadaeus rille extends across the center
of the picture for 240 kilometers (150 miles) and ends with the small, 14-
kilometer (9-mile) diameter crater Ariadaeus. The rille, appearing to be
broken by subsequent land slides, is probably a strike slip fault or an en echelon
fracture•
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FIGURE 9. HYGINUS
Hyginus, a crater 6 kilometers (4 miles) in diameter, has a small
craterlet on the north rim. The Hyginus rille is roughly parallel to the
Ariadaeus rille, leading to speculation that the two could probably be related.
West of the crater Hyginus are large chain craters associated with the rille.
Just below Hyginus in Sinus Medii is found the 23-kilometer (14-mile)
diameter crater Triesnacker and its associated rille system which has an angular
: outline suggesting seismic origin. These rilles have a maximum width of two
miles, and are believed to be the deepest on the moon.
Julius Caesar, north of the Ariadaeus rille, is an un=sual Pre-Maria
Age crater having an irregular formation with a gap or burial of the southeast
wall. The floor of Julius Caesar is rather interesting in that it appears to
'" "----- 1967014939-036
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slope as well as contain different age materials. The dazkest portion of the
floor on the north o,de appears similar to other dark areas around Julius
Caesar.
SCHICKARD, EXTREME SOUTHWEST QUADRANT
Figure t0, a photo of the southwestern limb of the moon area, includes
the crater Schickard, a Pre-Maria ring 200 kilometers (124 miles) m diameter
with walls about 1276 meters (4200 feet) high. The floor includes rilles,
i craterlets and areas of discoloration. Cloud-like appearances have occasionally
been reported.
j FIGURE 10. SCHICKARD
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, Wargentin, which is undiseernible in this picture but is southwest of
Scl_ickard on the extremity of the limb, is an important crater 90 kilometers
( 56 miles) in diameter and flooded to the lowest point in the rim. The floor,
coataiaing a few rilles and craterlets, is almost 300 meters (1000 feet) above
the outside level. The evidence of overflow has been the object of various
theories regarding its source and the origin of lunar features in general.
Hainzel, almost due east of Schickard, another singular site in this
area, is a very irregular formation composed of two joined crater rings. Its
maximum diameter is approximately 100 kilometers (62 miles) and the walls,
nearly 3000 meters (9840 feet) high, are covered with craterlets.
TYCHO, SOUTH CENTRAL QUADRANT
Figure 11 shows the lunar disc with full illumination, accentuating the
bright ray patterns associated with all the more recent craters.
FIGURE 11. LUNAR EARTHSIDE HEMISPHERE
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Tycho is the most spectacular feature in the picture because of its
large ray pattern. Tycho is 80 kilometers (50 miles) in diametcr with walls
3500 meters (11 500 feet) above the floor. Crater ray patterns probably are
important geological features; therefore, the extreme size of Tychots rays
qualifies it as a significant singular feature.
ALTI SCARP, CENTRAL SOUTHEAST QUADRANT
Figure 12 showing the Alti Scarp, a ridge 500 kilometers (315 miles)
long, is one of the Herbig series of photographs made at Lick Observatory.
i
: FIGURE t2. ALTI SCARP
There is a question as to the orion of this scarp arid its relationship to Mare
: Nectarls which is northeast, beyond this photo. Interesting features of the
34
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escarpment include the shelf below, indicating that the feature is very old; the
height of the features, 4000 meters (i3 000 feet) at its highest point; and the
possibility of exposure of old material layers along its face.
The southern end of the scarp intersects Piccolomini, a crater 86
kilometers (56 miles) in diameter, south of Mare Nectaris, with a wall up to
4560 meters (15 000 feet) high. The crater floor has hills, craterlets and old
rings including a divided central hill. On the south rim of Piccolomini, there
is a formless deposit of unknown origin and outside the western wall are rilles
parailel to the Alti Scarp.
LUNAR EQUATORIAL APOLLO LANDING BELT
There has been recent interest in short _.raverses and terrain conditions
at the landing sites located on or near the equator. Dr. John McCauley of
USGS in Flagstaff has analyzed this area of the moon by p_ommetric methods
and color-coded five different grades of surface roughness. There are 14
singular features and some part of seven concentration areas that fall within
this belt. An application of this preliminary study has been made to the
_ geological sites located within this equatorial region.
At present 10 landing sites are being studied within the equatorial belt.
The sites have been selected on the basis of scientific data potential and re-
strictions imposed by blast off and orbital rejoining criteria.
Based on the observations and results of this first study, the Hayes t
Department of Lunar and Planetary Sciences is currently continuing its studies
of the lunar surface for NASA to accomplish a delineation of major geologic
problem areas and features and, on this basis, determine major and auxiliary
geophysical methods best applied to a given landing site.
\.
\
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A DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED LANDING SITES
FOR AAP LUNAR MISSIONS
By
John R. Rogers
I Brown Engineering Company
ABSTRACT N 6 7 - 24 2 7 1
Five _ites on the lunar surface have been recommended for AAP
missions: Hyginus Crater and Rill, Floor of the Crater Alphonsus,
J
Hadley's Rill Region, Censorinus C, and Moltke B. The discussion in
this paper includes cc ments on the scientific reasons for selecting
each site and information on the nature of geological problems which
might be investigated. A possible traverse around Site 2 (Floor of
Alphonsus) is outlined. Recommendations for the planning of surface
missions are made, based on new detailed information available from
Ranger photographs.
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iINTRODUCTION
Scientific missions at various sites on the lunar surface will be
directed toward achieving the major geoscience objectives of the post-
Apollo lunar exploration programs. These objectives include detailed
studies of:
• lunar stratigraphy
• surface and subsurface structure of the maria, highlands,
and various types of craters
• lunar internalprocesses, such as volcanism, isostasy and
te ctoni_m
1
• lunar external processes such as erosion and deposition[
• thermal anomalies and gaseous emissionsr
I
• distribution of mass in the "subsurface
• chemical differentiation of the moon
Five sites which have been previously selected 1, Z are analyzed in
this report (see Figure 1). The major consideration for selection was that
the sites provide a maximum in geological information, with both strati-
graphic and structural problems considered. The discussion, in the fol-
lowing sections includes comments on the E:ie,.dfic reasons for selecting
each sit,- aiid ir.,oi-mation on the nature of the geological problems that
i might be investigated.
t
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I. HyginusCrater and Rill
2. Floor of Alphonsus
3. Hadley's Rill
4. CensorinusC
5. Moltke B
FIGURE 1. LOCATIONMAP OF FIVE SITES
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PROPOSED POST-APOLLO SITES
Site 1 - Hyginus Crater and Rill
The coordinates of this site are 7°36 ' N, 6°18 ' E (see Figure Z).
The crater Hyginus is approximately 9 kmwide and 880 m deep. It is
situated near the midpoint of the Hyginus Rill, a roughly NW-SE trending
rill approximately 175 km long. Situated along _he Hyginus Rill are
numerous chain craters.
A site on the floor of the crater Hyginus was selected in the
Sonnett report 3 as a lunar landing site. The reasons for selecting thisi
I site were to investigate the material of the crater floor and to determine
I
whether this is a maar-type crater. The belief that Hyginus is a maar
t crater is also reported in Shoemaker 4 who compares Hyginus with a
I diatreme. A diatreme is defined 5 as "a general term for a volcanic vent
or pipe drilled through enclosing rocks by the explosive energy of gas-
charged magmas". A maar crater, as used here, is a crater caused by
a volcanic explosion; it is essentially tl:,e topographic expression of the
same phenomenon which causes a diatreme. The most significant reason
for visiting Hyginus is that volcanic explosion craters of this type are
known to bring up material from deep within the interior of the planet,
possible as much as 30-40 km below the surface. Rocks from this depth
would be very significant in determining whether the moon has undergone
differentiation into a crust and mantle. If the moon has undergone dif-
ferentiation, this fact would have far-reaching implications concerning
the cooling history of the moon and its density and elemental distributions.
Additional reasons stated in the Sonnett report for studying Hyginus Rill
are to detect and study any stratified rocks which may crop out along the
Hyginus Rill and to study discontinuities in the rill and various bordering
sn_all craters.
1967014939-047
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FIGURE_. HYGINUSCRATERANDRILL (Stte Number1)
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This report differs from the Sonnett report in recommending that
the landing site be moved from the bottom of the crater Hyginus to its rim.
The basis for this recommendation is the belief that, with almost any
mobility system employed, operating on the rim would offer greater
: accessibility to places lying along the rill, e.g., to the chain craters or
i discontinuities _/hich lie along the rill. The petrographic information con-
!
[ cerning the interior of the moon should be just as abundant in rocks lying
the rim in those the floor, since the crater has been attri-
on as on origin
I
' buted to a violent explosion, a phenomenon which would have ejected
i
material from the bottom outward.
! One commonly used constraint is an 8 km radius of operations
i
for the missions. Therefore it would be possible to visit two small
craters located 4 km south of the rim landing site. Also, there are
abundant deposits of the Procellarum group located around the landing
site. Since this site is near the edge of Mare Vaporum, it is likely
that the Procellarum deposits will not be very thick at this site and
, that a vertical investigation along the crater or rill might reveal bedded
ejecta blanket deposits derived from several of the nearby maria. The
!
superposition of these strata could provide Significant stratigraphic data
for determining t_,'" relative ages of the maria. The contact between the
] Procellarum and Fra Mauro formations should be present along the rill
wall. If good exposures of strata occur along rills such as this, a tech-
nique should be developed for sampling their walls since it does not
, seem feasible that any manned vehicle would be able to perform this task.
I
l
t
Site 2 - Floor of the Crater Alphonsus
The coordinates of this site are 12°45'$, l°38'W {see Figures 3,
4 and 5). Alphonsus has a diameter of slightly over 100 km and a maxi-
mum relief of 3200 m. Rising from the center of its almost flat floor is
a central peak 1080 m high.
i 44
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FIGURE3. FLOOROF ALPHONSUS(Stte Number2)
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FIGURE4. A POSSIBLETRAVERSEAT SITE2
(Floorof Alphonsus)
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FIGURE5. PHOTOGEOLOGICHAP OF THE FLOORf
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The floor of Alphonsus was also named as a landing site in the
Sonnett report 3. The reasons stated for selecting this region included
the following: 1) to study the dark halo craters which are probably rnaars,
and Z) to study the rills on which some of these craters are located. The
Sonnett report also pointed out the central peak and the Apenninian ma-
terial on the floor of %lphonsus as subjects of geological interest.
On a typical traverse (see Figures 4 and 5) within an 8-kin radius
around the proposed landing site the explorers would be able to achieve all
of the objectives of the Sonnett report except the study of the central peak.
The particular site selected in this report wo_ald provide the opportunity to
investigate the crater wall and sample it in several places. In addition,
the landing site is about 3 km SW of the intersection of a large NW-SE
trending rill and a large NS trending rill. These rills should provide an
opportunity to study the structural geology of the rills themselves, and the
stratigraphic sequences exposed along them. The study of the stratigraphy
coupled with active refraction seismic and gravity experiments should dis-
close the tectonics and structural development of the large crater Alphonsus.
4
Furthermore, th_ information derived from the stratigraphic and geophysical
analysis would be of particular interest in helping to resolve the isostatic ,
rebound theory of craters which have central peaks as postulated by
Masursky6.
: Numerous small halo craters lie along the rills on the floor of i
Alphonsus. It will be especially useffil to investigate these craters to
• !
determine whether they are maar craters or some other kind of fissure
eruption. The implications of the maar craters have already been dis-
cussed concerning Site 1 of this report. If they are of some other type of
volcanic origin, they may still be very important in providing mineral
resources and shelter for the lar_a_r oxplorerai.
The floor material of A,Ip_onsus has been reported to be
Apenninian 3. It will be importa_t'to confirm this oblervation. Also,
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as in the case of Hyginus Rill, it will be important to determine the
thickness of the floor material perhaps by finding stratlgraphlc contacts
in the rills. The stratigraphic sequence will likewise be a subject of
great importance in determining the geological history of the Alphonsus
region.
As at all the sites, an evaluation should be made of the impact
process and its e£fect on the surficial layer. This study would include an
investigation of some of the impact craters and sampling and mapping their
related deposits. Since gases have been reported coming from Alphonsus,
some emphasis should be placed on the problem of gas detec ion, particu-
larly in planning the inst_'urnent program for exploring the chair craters
and rills.
The work of McCauley 7 at the Branch of Astrogeology offers a new
dimension to mission planning. McCauley has prepared a geological map
of the floor of Alphonsus at a scale of I:I00 000 from the Ranger IX photo-
graphs. This represent_ approximately an order of magnitude increase in
scale and resolution over present maps° A map, after that of McCauley,
and a possible traverse are included {Figure 5) to i11ustraCe the amount of
detail that is now available to the mission planner,
Note that the traverse shown in Figure 4 on the untouched photo-
graph is the same as the one shown _n the geologic map of FiguCe 5.
Table I shows a detailed description of the stations along this traverse.
! Clearly, the choice of stations along the traverse are influenced by the
i surface geologic interpretation. From an untouched photograph alone,
i only a relatively few features appear to be significant.
; Site 3 - Hadley_s Rill Region
The coordinates of this site are 24"45'N. 2*30tE (see Figures 0
and 7). It is on the floor of Mare lmbrium, very near _he base of the
Apennine Mountains. The escarpment of the Apennine Mountains rises
50
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TABLE 1
TYPICAL TRAVERSE AT SITE 2 t ;';., .)OR OF ALP}!ONSUS)
Station Distance Major Geological Features
(kn_)
LS 0 Imbrian cratered floor material
I I. 5 Contact between Imbrian cratered floor material and
convex rim deposit
Z I. 5 Indistinct crater
3 ,:'. 25 Edge of subdued rim crater
4 I. Z5 Contact between convex rim deposit and Eratosthenian
dark floor material
5 1.25 Contact between Eratosthenian dark floor material and
concave rim deposit
6 0.50 Edge of concave rim crater
7 1.25 Contact between concave rim deposit and Eratosthenian
dark floor material
8 I.00 Contact between Eratosthenian dark floor material and
crater wall material of Alphonsus
9 0.50 Edge of crater Alphonsus
10 0.75 Contact between crater wall material of Alphonsus and
Eratosthenian dark floor material
11 3.25 Contact between Eratosthenian dark floor material and
convex rim deposit
12 0.25 Edge of convex rim crater
13 1.75 Contact between convex rim deposit and Eratostbt-ni.Ln
dark floor material
14 0.75 Edge of funnel crater
] 5 O. 50 Edge of rill
16 2.75 Edge of iunnel crater
17 0.25 Contact between funnel crater and convex rim de._osit
/
18 0.25 Edge of Satellite crater
19 1.75 Summit of rim of convex crater
_-0 I. 50 Contact between convex rim deposit and Eratosthenian
cratered floor material
Total 26.50 51
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FIGURE6. HADLEY'SRILL REGION(Site Number3)
!
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Herbig Photograph (Courtssy of Lick Observatory) Circle Radius 8km
FIGURE 7. HADLEY'SRILL REGION (SiteNumber 3)
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abruptly !800 m above the floor near this site. The exposure of rocks in
the Apentdne Mountains escarpment should pro'-ide valuable inmrmation
about the rocks of the lmbrian System and perhaps the pre-Imbrian rocks.
By JmrestigaUng this escarpment, it will be possible to test the hypotheses
upon w,Yich the stratigraphy of the Imbrian System. is based. Furthern_)re,
+ this site should a!tow us to determ_ine the nature of the basii_ and range
margin and could provide valuable data on the tectonic development of
these two-major structural features.
Fr_,n-the depdsits_Yi.ng_, on the floor of Mare Imbrium the minera-
":-_ logical and chemical compos,_0n, mode of deposition, -and geological.
'" sigr.ificance can be deterrr_ined. The. single most striking feature of this
site is Hadley's Rill. T,his is a sinuGus riii which is probabiy not related +
" - to faulting or jointing as mopt rills appear to 'be. It has been suggested 8 ->
that this sinuous rxli.may have been caused _y / • , . , o .nuee ardente (aogas charged,.+
?volcanic c!0t/d) which issued frq_ 'in :a-rgall vokano-like crater_at s _,,
_-southwesz' xtremity... Both the r_ii:ahd the'craterlet+;are, within_, __ _. 8 :kronor :"
• ,.,_ the landing "-site. - Locgted about ZZ km NE'of the landing site Js an0the_ + o
_... _".-" volCano-like_.. _ _ f_ture,_. which is_m+ach_ larger_than the one related to:,the_rlll:°:.. _ : "-+o
_ ;.... + o -- -.,_ + _ . ?_ . _ ' '_\ +:.. ,_ s'_L'
- Thxs low comcal+lea_*.ure_ has_aoc_3ter 4 or +5 km°.across and°is _nost_'ihlv _ ....
_: +,, caldera: It, xs poss_ble that:this, feature co'hIdobe reached by a _.u_ar _',: >'.<q _'°
b
• . o. o ._ . _ :/ + q . + o_+_ , +,, _- , ,
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are" three ages of material in the .Col.umbo region. These ages of l_tateri;ll
correspond to a region depositional blanket of material fronl Mare N_-(lz, r;s
- {the oldest unit), tl_e deposits of-broken x_,al! _P°l-yg'onaI_cra_-_:_:_:: -: _= of- the-
Z3utenberg type {the lniddle-_.irdt)_ and a regional depositional blanket _,f
-- -L
-__-mareria! fro m Ma-re Tranquillitatis {:the youngest unit)_ -;-=__:'---
---:: -: " -Apparefit.ly Ce_ns6-_r'inus C ,is" a Gutenberg .{b_oken wall)--type 'crater
: which has been maske_--,b_ _he _b_nger ejecta'blanket from Mare T.rar_qull-
,,'%lita_:is.' The, walls of young," fresh, impact craters in the area Of il w la•hding
2, ¢'0
Site might provide a t_window" to study the "stratigr,aphy Of the thr.ee units.,
.,- {n t!iis region which have been recggni_._d. In,- addition' t 9 the?regi0nal
(\ '"_' ',.<-.stratigrap.hy the'i%_ is pho,tographic evidenc,,e", of -local; l.av_a flows in tl_is ' -_'
_._e ion.of relatl,,el .-ec:en_;..o_rx xn, . Ma_. of _e_W---_t_rendint_-r_l.Is_cu_---_5 ...... _
..,across ah three of the strat_raphxc un,ts and ,ar 9 .fWd_-e=_fore youn_er than _.,
-¢:_ _ the % "...... _'_' "; " " ' ..... "_..... ! '- ""....." ....... +_
,units they c/it acros s. "Another signifieanff st r.atigrap152_ p_ob[hm "at_o "_:':'_'.,
-. :JL " o thi's site will.be to_correlate.,"_hese Chre._-regional strgtigraph_cc..unitsxwith ,... o -
-"_"=; _ " "_' C)" ' ,. -" " 4 ' , 6, '= - Lh>- .-= ,
• '. th_ ___ ...s rarx_raonxc on moon. _,._,resen_a_v,me,tm_s___,...- --- _ at'.th_s site .
.'.,_ o classlfil!d_as--. .... : _ ._c/_o . ,'z_- ° ' . ,, 6.--. .,-; _0 - - o _' ,,-, - .,,'-- . are pre-.mu:s:xan:, ,.... -. o..- -'.; r - o .,., _, o
' /_ _ " : //'//' o e " _, o " - o o .
< ' =" % _ O m /_a.'_,ff "/ , o= " .. , - r " ,, - .., b - .
, ' " '° _" ,,Tl_e.jcoord_rm_,s/_"._is.site,are°l*_a,0'S, 25,*,Z0'Eg{_ee Fig,ur,_.%).. ,,..o....
..... -w °_ j/ ;_>_ _ ' . " ") " ,_ _,A _" - % - ' ., tt .. ,
.o. . ..o . .,>_.,;:;., . ...... • • -. 2....
.° °_ . Site 5.was re_omme_d'el_l by the _endxx Systems .Dxvxsldn .primarily , _ - o.
• " .,.. becaus# of _s uroxam_t_ to the bOundaryoOf a'mare and hx_talands r_Rxon., o ,
io,,.o.,_"0 ["I:-At this ;ire.60th:pre -Ir_'i_an.om_l._r.0m :__hlands and. pi'oee l.laru,rti_,,: _
, - .. ma_terIa-i.__e-w_,thin-ra_age, tnadd_txon, xt should'be pos--e o
.?_..,_.-'.>_::;:sib,le _o_,c:ons,_ruet_.s,ubsurfa,¢e_aV,r'of,thesha-llo.w-'baSin-_or xb.*thx,_._'" o -._o_'_,/1:
......_ '-"• "%'"" ' ","r,_ "_t_" _"0 " " - " " _" k "' '"_ ' ca_ ") "o _ _/ --, _ o ;'-_ - " " ° _ ; - ° q._f. _ ° VI
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• ,,-,.'" ,. w_'_i:,only obe ,a f_w, h undr_il -feet, thxck ove_m, ost,_f the, r2egxon_ _but xto,¢_i¢l : _x,o ,
, ,o ..."_e sig,mf-icant._-o..d;.e{er'mz_ei-f_.heTe is.a-roegular ,k_erease,.xla the,_.thlckness- " "....:'
- " ': - ., _;_'.._h,_ :'", ,,,', . . . " . _ ,i_ ° _".k_ o ' -.' ", ° _." ,, -- ,, ,,._'_['_._ _'"_.-<, _._'_, "0 ,, o" -
.- .o .d;_ Chi[s;ael)osxt,,,away from hr_hland'so_'S--one .mxg.htosuspect-/° , o' ,-2:_o:.._,;_.-., , =....
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• CONCLUSIONS
©
It is be_leved that the fiye -'_""" sx_es arU well suited for solving problems
itof a regionai.geological natuxe. Howeqer, is reali-:ed that there are
many other sites which are potentially as inforinative ,a?s these and the,,se-
lected-s_.tes shg.uld,not,;be c.)nsidered as having the ultimate in scien,tific'i ........ "_
.value. " ........ -" . :,.-_ ._, ,.'
" • 'The r_%ults of,this study indicate,, th-t data oA_,the.lunar surface at .17-,
<='- this 'time" is //gf<Sufficient detail and quality to de'fine' a maj6r"por_tionof th,'c ::> -
l
,,-..
' o
,' ,. "lunar exploration proble'ms,andoto dis:cuss method_ of-sol_i:ng ,these' prob .< <; _'.
-/;- ,, .<,ictus. Hbweve-'r, intview"of recent adv.ance,s in interpreting the Rang; , VII,
_'VtII,, and IX photograp,bs at ihe Branch o'f " _ °"'_ Ast,rogeology, it should nowbe
o O ,£. , o _.
_. 0>-__ _',' ..c . -. .... o ,. _ ,_ _ o c. "-G,
,_ t$osslble to c_n;truct mission'pr6files_vch_ch are" much mor<,e detailed and' ,-._:-
,-,<,/ .:. signi<fic_t tha]h th0se.previously prepared. This investigator strongly, _'I? -_ ..,
.4 - ' , " " " ' " " " )_2" _ "r ') / , [ " ,- '_'
"/ _ o recommends f/hat a study of ,._mlsslon preflles, be made based on the la,rge- %} ,. .,
• _" II _ ".... oo _0 .J ° o ' ,,, ., ,_ , <_ "°_ i
s) ' _- , _ } ." 4) • \\ , • G - ;1
,_ . scale (1:100,,, 000 _o I:L0 000) geologle,._l maps now available f<_0m the _ o ,, _.. ,.
, _3 " "_ " ° " o <'L ,, "° -_) " '
, ° ._Branch_of A,a,trogeolog 7 ,(Figure 5), _ _. ,. . o .... , , ,,Y ,.
.... 0The mlsslon-profiles should _gclude a\_et..ofs_bsurfac,_ models o <.o
, :, o . o ,, o .- .... ...4_...;-:_ .. o "%. % • - _o 'oo o o"
: ' ,,in.ad-a'itio_,,t0 considerations of ffd_t;_le trf, vers6x] and th,eiorSrelated :,.°,>!. 2 /',.', ,o:.
" o ' 0 ' ' o _t o - o , ") ' .... _ o o _ (,, ,, o ; ,, " '+ ,._ _ ° 0' '_ -, _ , o ,, , , <, _ - t-b
.%;_,<< :', sampli_l_., ,;su'i'face pr'obes, ° and mob£1ityoproblern_s_.\ These rr%.Odell would < .
,_,_:" _. " a.o° . <<' "_, - , " - <"% <, . o II
II+-'\\ " '> 7redrct the sub_urlacel _eoi._neCfy which is a'nIicipated in the re.JonsOn " o -./ \\ , _ - o.... - " , II I_ ......... + _ • --- • ,-.-_ o 2Y- -e
P _ o _ . c) , "m" o" i' , ,, , ., _ - . , n ° ,,_<' c _ _ <-_ •
:7 @ ._ °/,which Iarg,e-_cale mat>s are available. -The,,'Jpredlct_,d" subsurface, con- :
o_flR.ura,tlon a,tllI_es@,me s>ca.le_sw_hlch WlI1 h!oused <on actual lunarmilslogs <, ,, /_
¢oai" g e <" : o ........ .uso, d_%o ,indicat e, t,,he, re,sponses' anticipated fro;m_ ° geophysica i _ <o
2,° _,_ ,_°l" " _ o>>_.%_:_ . _, , ' o.,_o o o " .... "-<, _ ' 0 ,_ c_0 , r, ,+ " , • • _,, _ '+ <("
iV; _ " "" "_++_ _ %t;_^probe'S.o '° °_ o + ..,, ,,o ,>.', s'urve s i:lr.llhng,.-and subsur.f e , " ..........,,_ @" _ I , ', o o_ ,, o c4/.......
,,% , -<, ,,
<' ° '_" ' _!s<'._ " " : ° ' ;' <r" ....,> ,,2 ' <
, , o ,,, ,, "., o <, , (_ ' ,fa _
7
,,7. ,>_ '>_- e+___ .- <"_ ,'. t.3 o q.e, , _ o " 0 ' ,; o _ . _ <, <. ,? •
• o o '; "" >_ G- ,; ,; .. > "o ;, _c)_ o,p,_,o ,, o : ,_'._ ,>
.... ,, <; ,; .... _m ?_.._ < . _ " ' '> .4.," ' , " '__' "_'% "¢ < o
• .,_ o , ,.> o ,_ • ...,; o, o .... " "* 0"_ "']_;'_# '¢ ' ' ..._ - I/ - '>" " _d'_ ,sll " ' <'
" o*O,,, " " _' <' '_--" ' ' , ,, < " " "'0 _ 9o"_-;-" • ' _,_ ,' _ _7 ", '_ ' ";f' --<'_,_- <>_,
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D_ _,ELOP.M_X_ OF A LUNAR PtlOTOL%ETRIC
FUNCTION FROSt EXPERIMENTAL DATA
By
E. 7. Snyder
Chrys!er Cargoration
N6? 272
_he Eu_ar surface p_ssesses so_e very unusual light reflecgion character-
_s_ies® _er._aps _he =_s_. s_riki_g feature is _he preference for moonlight to
_e reflec_ed _ard _he s_."_ _r always pradominately in the direction from
_hichi_ cm_..e. This effec_ _s seec i,__he pronounced brightening of the moon
a_ fu_l _e_n. _he r=eedexists for an acc_rate photometric model, of the lunar
s_rface_,s diree_i_a_ re'f!ection characteristic under al'i angles of solar
il_r,a_i_. Us___g a_ empirical approach and some mathematical theory, a
' functional e:_pressi_ is de_e!oped to describe the exiTtin_ lunar directional
ref!ee_a_=e characteristics. A _wo-dimensional equato_:ial photometricfunction .:
i_ _e_e_ped "_i_a!ly , a_d is e_anded into a t_ree-d.i_ensional photometric
fu_o_. For _-enw_dely distributed lunar;craters, and for the entire rangeo
of phase a_g_es s _ery geod agree_e_,t is demon.strafed between the.experimental ,>,
res_s _nd =he predic._ed results rising the developed lunar photometric_func-
_-_on. The de_:eloped three-di_ensi0nal lunar,-photometric"function has b_en " '_
_n_egra_ed O_:zer the face of the moon for many _phase angl_s_ ' The'integrated .
_r_ghtness a_: phase angle using the:develope_d p_otoiaetr£c_function £s in excel-
le_t agreement with experimental results o_¢R0ugier-and/O_her investigators. _ ,;
0
,_ o ,, , - ,_ _,\ _ ,
_;_,- " - _uoo _ - j, , ,_ .f .o oo o
. _ --,. : fir, - _ ",',_ ' ,, - - o -r:. - ,_()..-_ ,,.
... ,_ ,_ . - _.o_:: ,_ -' , ,_, _ _;.,.-,4° _ .'_-" -._ _
'V
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LUNAR PHOTOMETRY - GENERAL
Lunar photometry is concerned with the investigation of the variation in
lunar surface brightness seen with changing solar phase angles and locations
on the lunar surface. Photometry, in general, is concerned with making luminous
intensity measurements, luminous flux measurements, and brightness measurements
of an object. The directional reflectance characteristics of the lunar surface
specify the degree of _urface brightness that will be seen from various direc_
tions, when the lunar surface is illuminated by the sun from any direction.
,- _ rt
THE MOON' S PECULIAR PHOTO_'_TRIC CHARACTER : /
The _oon has long been known to possess= some rather unusual photometric or
reflectance characteristics. The most striking is its strong scatterback
characteristic, which the _ntire lunar surface possesses to a degree far in :_
excess of any natural terrestrial surface, Most very rough surfaces, other_ -
than the moon's, possess the characteristics that the incident, radiation is
scattered or reflected with nearly equal probabili'ty in all directions, in a
manner Similar to_hat of the _.dealized _ambert or perfectly diffuse surface%
" It is a characteristic of a perfectly diffuse sphere illuminated by what is
ess_ntially a point source:, such as the sun, that its ill_mi_ated portions will ,
- ,_ appear equally bright regardless of the viewing angle or illumination angle,
If the moon were a ,perfectl#_ diffuse reflector, its re'lative intensity curve
, would be' identical to the portion of the= lunar disc area illuminated at various
lunar phase angles. This+_hgw_ver_:!is very far from;being the case. I Figure i ,_
_'sible_luna_ brightness " _ ....shows the V ,integrated over the entire lunar surface
° relative to furl moon brightness as_ measured b_ Rougier I, compared _i_h the ':
:_:£lluminate portion of the lunar disc. Note that the illuminated por6ion of
the moon i_ on_ly about I_/2as br,zght at a 30° phas_ angle, (_ = J0°), as thls ,,
correspondzng portion at_fu!l moon, ((_- 0). •At fz_rst an_d las_oquarter,
: (_ = 90 ), the illum_nated port_on of the moon ,_s only abou_ 15% as bright as,
' : the corresponding '_portion at full moon., At 20P from °new moon, ((_= 160°), the _ Q _
,, ,_vera_e _unar brightness ,of_the-illuminated'area is, lower t_han _he full moon
. brightness of the _orresponding area by _ factor of twenty_ o ?
. ,
_,'' possessing a _u,ll moon 'albed6_of about' <.iO _._._sunllght,with':relat£vely small i_, _, : -I
" ,._ , - brightness variation for _var'_oussbrface _e_fhres. ,Local-_l_ed'os" differ by _ .- ,--
" " _ - - " • _ • o_.'_'_ ', _.. ,,_]]][/" <3 ' " ,, 0 <r, -" :
.... . - -' ....... _, "._ ," ]=5,_.." "° '., '// -"' '_" °- .Jl _> ,.... ,_o ,, .,_, .'_ ° ,,. e ,:7 ;;
...... :1llr < ° _' ° '" o ° ";t- ° _'_ " _ " ' =.Z'i'' ,,';. o_, "_-,, _ .
_-_ // .II%" " _i c_ .... - /I iX .. " " - Lb]I . ', ,,- _ +'_' _'_" _+ :" " "'_ l
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less _han a factor of two from the average reflectance; so features of the moon exhibit
very li:,,t!e brightness cont:'ast, except as provided by shadows. At near shadow con-
ditions, ;-ari-_Lion in surface oricntation produces very marked contrast. Anoflmr
characteristic is the yellow-grayness and/or lack of color contrast which character-
izes the mool:, The moon possesses a higher reflectance (. i7) at the red end of the
spectrmn than at the blue end (. 07). This produces a natural yellow tinge which is
augmented as see_ from the earth, due to the deficiency in b_.ue light transmission,
st,me blue light cam:ot pass through the earth's atmosphere without suffering scatter-
ing. A goal of lunar pliotometry has been to find a surface that simultaneously matches
the spectral, directional," and polarimetric reflectance characteristics of the moon.
SURFACE CLASS !FICATION
Surfaces may be classifiedby their directional reflectance characteristics
to visible radiation. Experience with terrestrial surface reflections reveals
two common basic types of surfaces, with majority of terrestrial surfaces lying
somewhere in between. These types are (i) a smooth mirror su_r_L=_, typified, by
a quiet lake, plate glass,':waxed table top, automobile finish, or a sheet of
smooth aluminum foil;_ (2) a diffuse surface typified by a piece of writing
paper, a piece of cotton cloth, a wood surface, and desert sands." "
For a smooth surface, Fresnel,'s reflection laws may be used to predic_
accurately the spectral directlonal reflectance and polarization. Micrbs_op-
lcally, a rough surface presents a wide assortmen t of surface normal directions.
The vast.majority of surfaces encountered in nature are semi-diffuse , semi-
,, mirror surfaces. That is, they tend to reflect l_ght in a va)rlety O f directions,
. _, _ with the greatest reflective intensity occuring in:_the sRecular direction, o
_ The moon, however, does n'ot posses& the semi-dfff_use_ semi-specular reflect-:
ance ch_'ra_terist±_ that is typical of the great majority' of terrestrial'_sur-° __ ,_
,, faces. Instead it p0ssesses,,a characteristic that is quite rare amon_ ter_'es- o_
" trial 'surfaces." The:moon has a very pronounced tendenc 9 to :reflect,.l_Ight backo
" in the direction _from which it came ir-.re'spective,of the directioil o'_ incidence.
<__ This property<,is characteristic of a very, p_,_ro'ous.surfac_e,"°composed of°covities
" = <'recesses, and voids. .... ,_ _ ....... _ /_ ,
o o , ,, o , ,, "
" :_A general characterzstic of,'c'onvexsh@pesj particula,riy"fib -_
have their pe •0 altSough diffuse_ they still ak reflectance i_],<;th_0_r_:_rd°or_ _ ....
s_ecul_ dlrect£on, ,,especially for low grazing.ingles. _:Concave shaped surfaces _'-'<:
have the opposite char@cterzstic, which ,Is-also characteristic of the moon, _o '-
,exhibitfng m_ch _reater scatterback than foiw_rd specular-,_efl_ctance.
ooJ,< "', '; ,> +,, _, ) '> ' o/' 7. ,_ _;v, " ,.!_ <_ o, . ,, _ ._ ,
- .For a r.ough sur_acl_. ,,the .r.a-saal employment of-Fresnei_ re'flecClon !_s. gives <'_ j/_ "
• .o_,p>oor agreement with ixpei_imental_ata becau_$e .of the' _ multiple reflec-._,J/ _,: ".
o " tions,,Involved, AlthoUgh'Yresne[ l_s ,emain valld"at _ _'roscoplc iuterfac_ _' <"•o " _-_ " o • _ ' _ - ::_ ..... _ "--,. _ _/o • .
• and are,capab le of sImultaneous ly-describing -t.he..direct ion_i.and °polor<Imetr!c o;S; ,,
? reflectance' .characteristics, theseT-'-laws,,are rarely e_pl_y_-_o'fobtaln a direc- ] _' " , :'<
_ tiona,1 p_otometric funct,,%on because 'of .the complexity. O_ultiple rdfle.ctiOno _
(_..,_. ray tracL!ngs, ° . _. - -,,-', ,..... ,_ .°__ '_ ' ........ " ._ <. _,, ,
-{_ o " o
7 ...... '" :-o'' " - o _> _ <" _ ' ,> ,>' .,_ ....<J .... _ _ ,._.< t_)° - " " °
,> '_ _- " _ . . % ' - <, <_ o ' ,
+ o .... 755 _, u , , o-7> o <" - - " _ ,, " , '---'
o -_ ¢ . . i, t ' _ %$ .. _ < ", , - • ,, c.o .o
,. . ° _',."° ,A _- ' %.... _ ., o''> .- +_-,, J.-J-('_o'<, " • o .....
<,'_, o o _' _)" o ' _$ _ *, : '_ . <\o f_ .... . o.,. -. . . ,, ,.
..... •. _n _ ,. j,o _ + . +o <'<_,).""o _..h "-% _ - . ,_,_, ,/y.._ ,, . j . °°
' e ., .- -x. ,, , o _) - ,. ' ty _) '_ t_l ,> ' ':_ ,s u -. - o " " _ ,, '- , "o o ' <> , ,_\ -P:.t o o o_ .... _ . o <' _o . ....o.!i_ /
,>. , <;,%,,,-o+:" '.... o< i t _\_ - <, 6_o <.>,o - + .,
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LOW GRAZING ANGLES - ABSENCE OF LD_B DARKENING
At low grazing angles, every smooth plane surface displays a high specular
reflectance° bfany surfaces which diffuse radiation at normal incidence reflect
specularly or appeac smooth at low grazing angles wiC_in a degree of the surface
(89 ° < _ < 90o). If, at these low grazing angles, (I) the projected features
of the surface become smaller than one wavelength of the incident radiation,
arid (2) the features that protrude the most are essentially parallel to the
gross surface, then high specular reflectance is obser:v;_d, and the surface
behaves as a smooth surface. At very low grazing angl_s, a rough convex sur-
face will become smooth; a rough concave surface_ howe_er, is prevented from
doing so by failure to satisfy condition (2). I:_
At full moon, limb darkening is absent; conseqt1_ntly, for low grazing a_les
on the moon, high specular reflectance just does not occur. This strongly
suggests that the lunar surface, in addition to being highly porous, is pre-
dominateiy concave Jn microdetail. Hapke 2 has made the astute observation
from exper_nental photometric tests that, for a material to backscatter light
as strongly as the moon does, it must be extremely porous and composed of inter-
_onnected cavities that ope n to the surface '.
SIGNIFICANT LUNAR PHOTOMETRIC CONTRIBUTIONS
_ Significant photometric contributions toward understanding the nature of
_ the lunar surface have been made in recent years by Van Diggelen 3 and liapke4. ""
Exce!l&nt summaries of the significant lunar phots_metric knowledge has appeared
in recent years by M. Minnaert 5, Z_ Kopal6, and C. A. Pearse7. Russian astron-
omers have been qulte active in the flel_ of ob>ervatlonal and interpretive
lunar photometry, the most notable contributo_,q being N. P. Barabascheff ,__' 0
0 ,_,iiII
V. A. Fedorets9<; V. G. Fesenkov I , A., V. Markov ,,N. S_" Orloval2, N. N.
Sytinskayal3, a_id V. V. Sharonov 14. Russian _and American investigators in
- ,, recent years have been largely at odds _once_nlng the interpretatlon and ,
emphasis on lunar photometric data, w i;Russlai_,favoring a surface c om-
vosed _ of a light vorous f/_oth of _v01c ag and _he American favoring a ,
; ,b_,>_; meteoric dus_ surface. _/_/thgroups_,a a high-porosity\surface,._ At yet,
,, no one has succeeded i_//construc_t_ng _actory physical _del capable of o
< predictlng from theory, the observed_ 1 "fici directional ?_eflectanceo and o
.0,> pol ri-ationcharacrlstics, .. .. .... ,, o0
" o " - _a" o , , . ' _ . - ,_o o
)J .... I2 '_ " "-. ....t-' " .:.\ o-
t, o _i o J r
o o o A lunar photometric by<thi' wri=erlSoill 1964, describes _ _.
: -_ \_i_h_'good_accuracy the charac'ter+stlcsof,the'luemr
surface'.,_hls_photometric function '_ '° ' "_ <_"" . read ily oon a ..... _o COmputer, aiid °
• _will accura, tely describe,, _he rad£a_>_dil incident upon an objec't . ,-:,"
located on ,the lunar surface or in bit. This phot_me_rlc fun_tlon o,
_x +/- <' _ • ,_ - o ,,
, ,_ ,ach',-togethe.>r_wlth 'acertaln'_.,'-_......,,was dev_<>1opedprlmar'!ly by,-an emplr_ " "' '<- '_ " -
° -- . ,>"g'amoufitofTmathematlcai their<y<;We the+task o_rep,resenti_ _,accu_atelyo -•
'_, ° <' In-functional fo_n the three-d_. '>" _ "' "_"_ % '_". _ )tome_ric characteristics,of.the .,.....
_.. '"o o °:% _ ':'! ,,
. ,, g,,.,> ._ \ , . ; "' % _ . , _ o el, oo _ _,.o . ,
• ,9_, " - • v,' _ -' _ '- < . - ' - a " 0 o c2> _,_..9-_- o
-<> ,: g. , ,. , d' ,, oO , _. ,,
. , , , , t_z . o o
" : _ : " . ..... LU.I" "_ o " _7o o
t!:oo,.. .....,_ ,_ '.o _" - .s ,, %. . f di,l ,, ,_,,._, o , _ ,> e ,_ - o
•. ,_ ' . o - "'ts ._. - ,, o u ,
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moon as it exists° The technique that was employed might be called ;_ulti-
dimensional analytical function development. " A one-dimensional function,
g(C_) was developed for equaaorial lunar reflectance using certain special
cases (B = 0, _ = C_, etc). This function g(C_) was combined with a mi--od
function y((z,_). The mixed function was developed to satisfy certain sym-
metry relations. The result was a two-dimenslonal equatorial photometric
fun"tion that fit well the equatorial observational data of M. Minnae_t 15
(1961). His data had been summarized and averaged previously by N. S. Orloval2
(1956). The original measurments were made by Fedoretz9 (1.952) and by
Sytinskaya and Sharonov14 (1952). The developed two-dimensional expression
was then expanded into a three-dimensional photometric function.
/,
1 / .1_
L , _IN COORDINATE SYSTEMS / _z_../_/ / /
_; To descrlbe lunar reflectance, it has proved convlinlent to employ: _wo dif-
._.ferent types of coordinate systems. An earth-based observational coordinate
'_ystem is defined in Fig,lre 2a.": These coordinates consist of a .solar phase
/ ang[e._ _, a pair of lunar su_ace coordinates, a lunar sugface longitude,, _,
and a lunar surface latitude, 7, where 7 = 0 is the illum_'_tion equator and
' B is measured from the sub-earth point. For operations on the l_nar surface,.
we will employ a set of lunar surface coordinates. Such a net of coordinates
is defined in Figure 2b; these Consist of (i) zenith angle, @, of the incident =':>
flux relative to the gross surface normal, (2) zenith angle, ,¢, of the exit _'," '
, ray (observer direction) and (3) azimuth angle, O, of the exl + ray measu@ed in ,_"
the. plane, of the gross, lunar surface. This ang le_'is measured,, relatlvet_-'to.:,the u.. , ,.-_
plane of incidence, The included angle between the incident and exit ray is " /
U
,. _,-"precisely the solar phase angle'empl0ye_ in the ea:th-ba'sed ,_oor_'_-_te sys- "' //
- , _ . t_,' _,, -,_. -.._ .
_, ' tem_; In the lunar-based coordinate system, an important, reversible relation ,' _/
exists between.... the azimuth angle, 8,_and the phase angle., _. ' _ _.. <_/_.._:,,rf.
..... ., " ' " ,. ° _ // .2_' :' l/ .
. - co_ (_= cos _,-. cos *  sin_:°._,s_n * • Cos 8 _, . _ . .,..,_ . ,.
'_ " 0 ° :_' i _ '\,x
. " .^_. n - cos _- cos _ ,. cos * .... , :._'" o' : "-_. - .._f. : :'
•_ " " , ,, cos_'(_- _)- cos _ • co_-_ • ' . <, " "Sih.._-_'_,, : >) -
.. _>,Because-the lunar photometric function, depends so. ,strongly upon the pha_'[ '_ _ ,, m.._._:,
_, ,,i-a_fe, _,"we chose to.util£ze _as_he set of 3 £ndependent lunar-based var'¥a_les '- "_',
_, ., _i.,_, _nxl (_ rather than.._¢.,_._',.c.__e. A_ transition beotweenthe two viewpoints -<_'- _
omaybe" effected" by_elther '_'equat'£on, (l.a.,) .or (,l;b),, _ o
_, ,.,> . "_ _ o°- i:_ " _" °" ........ '_:'°' "....._" ,7 _? >>
'P'-'?'_,,. °-'_iSeeo_" _iII:_I.oII:hlrdrelation maybe derlv,e,d'_'slmilar,_y"" " ......':byt,k_i_"dot pro4uc_s "° " o- __
.oibtge apprbpr£at_e unit ye_tor_'. " o ., ... o. .., . L_,o ,
• o_ :' _ -, _.... _ . - o :" ._.... "8 ,1,_o". ::: _
,,' ':_ :_os_ = c0, _o. cos Z-o'.... _, " _-.:._.- '" (_
_,,,_ cos_ =,_cos-(_ _) . cos,'Z'" '_ ':: ' "' °" ° (3,) °° "
° ,:%.: " .... o o
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Taken as a triplet of equations, (I), (2), and (3) provide the means for
making a general transition between an earth-based observational coordinate
system of the moon (5, _, 7) and a lunar-surface-oriented system (_, ¢, fl)°
In making a transition from a terrestrial (5, _, 7) viewpoint to a lunar
(_, ¢, 5) viewpoint, we will require only equations (2) and (3).
F(_, _) and the more general three=dimensional photometric function,
F(¢_, _, 3) are both unity, irrespective of the value of _ and 7.
F2d (0,_) = i, -_< _ < _ (5)
F3d (0,_, 7)= _,0<7< _ (5.a)
II. The integrated flux from the moon peaks sharply at full moon, with
a steep rise prior and up to full moon, and a steep descent immediate-
ly after full moon. The trace of F(_, _) for a fi_ed value of _ dis-
plays a sharp apex with a slope discontinuity at _ = O. +
'+ (6)
d(_ _+ dc_ _, .
_IIl. The photometric function is always positlve or zero, and, except / '"
" er rare conditions, Jit is. confined to an upper limit of one, ij} .
< F2d (_,. _) _ I ' _ " =- /, ' 47)"
+ '+ ' + • "Ji} " ¢-" '" +'
I_.... 47.a)0 < F3d (CZ,+iB,7) _I _,_ _ __ _--__ ,,
r. _" c,
....> I_$. At a'_non-zero lunar phase angle _ #0), the,moon'is not full, so _ -
that part of the lunar surface facing the earth is not dlrectly
illumlnated"by the sun. Treating the moon as+ a spl_ere, there exists _?_¢_--
.... a boundry between the illu%inated_and '>thenon-illuminated portions _ _,,_
of the moon. For _>0, this illu_nlnated_boundary is defined by the •
° simple equation, _ = a- _-,wher e _ is the lunar surf.ace_illuminat_on _"
' longitude defined in Figure 2a'. At other_ than ful_l_noon,_ther/_ "° ++
oexi(_ts a darkened t_rmina_.or. The photometrlc function as_stn/_esa ._ _
+:. value of zero. at the darkened terminator and xor all points on the
° non-illumlnated+portlon of t_\0moon. ° J _ ' + ':
. . ° + ,_ " ', o t) _o' + . ".. '+o
+ ,.... °+ ., (8, .\+o o_) "k\ _ o-.
=0, + -_" _IB<:a- .... :+
o F3 .(CZ,_, _) = O, 2 - - \co_ _ o 48"a)+
V. All _points that have been obser_,ed-_o_ the l_nar surface" posses-_'+a/ ° +,"_ j
:_.,, _ ° ° .s_milar phot ._netrfc'function. '_he _o_ types +of lunar ,features, > ,-" ,_\-..
., ,,.+ ?" ,ooH_rla "4p_,$ns) and T¢_rae (highlands), whlc_h present °th_ greateS_ _ o
'_ ° visual _contrast, possess vi_tuallyo identlca,_reflectance _haraqter'- o..o
....._ o Isti%_.£ Gene_ally_ t highlands _6ssess £'+ ate_data S_catter ," o
°c " than" t:he flaCt_r reglon on the moon. "Larg_-feature C_sh_0wlng_prob.+,, + ° ....
/> _ O -
,_" % "-+,_,.,, lems _xlst in :rough terrain at low gra.z,tng-angles,_ ,b,,ut ot_rwi_e,-- ' o • ,_+_;++ ,
"° _ i' s-_,to +'" o hotometric,,"fu_tion serve describe 'the directional reflect-o "
ance cha.racte_-_Ic_'of t_e entire lunar +surface. As" a_ consequence C_ o
_ . of,_he above statement, certaln, Symme_, _on_Itlons will'_x_st 5e- °%
twee_ different obserVed points on the olunar surface. A phape 'a_Ie,
+ ° o _ to ud s • o ,.that,, . +o .....
o ,+ _ ,,,, _ ° • _ % o
° + .,.+= ,+ ++. _ _,, . +° +
+ o ,+ o 'o _ + ,,,9 _ :. +" ° "
o .+> o+ _ u + o
+ ,_+ + " , - o _ "t? o
. o _+ o,, , o ., + ,, (_+++ _. . _ ,_• " _?, +, O " o _>- ++
- + ' u • , , , , +o
o _+_ u + . ++ ++' ° +_' +" • _+' "' ' , , %
+, 0 '+ + " " +' _' +', + +i + o "o '+ ,_o o%+ _' o+
o .... . ? = % , ,, . o , ,:I_° ........ o_ (
" " ,, _ _ '_ ' + + + + ,+., o • %,+' .+%}' " - /_ " :) -,+ ,o ,. +o + ,,. ,,
_,: _ + "r,_ " " "
"_ . ' u + " d_,, - : _ c,? _' ¢" o _ o o, tJ, c+
- % " + ;_'. _ ,. .... +' ;C" %- _ _ , o,,: _ .
o ,_ ,," - "_ _+ u_ _ ,. °' ,. o + '
o % _, '+ " _ • °'6> .... ,+ . , _Xt o ,_+ ,
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F2d (+_, 6)= F2d (_, -13) (9)
F3d (°_.,&, 7) = F3d (_, -_, 7) (9oa)
where _ and _ ma_ be either positive or negative numbers.
A latitude symmetry condition requires that
f
F3d (_, _, 7) = F3d (_, _, -7) (I0) :
For non-equatorial points, combining relations 9.a and I0 produce
four points on the lunar surface (at two different phase angles)
//_ for which the value of the photometric fur_t_on under these differ-
ent conditions will be identical, i
VI. A reciprocity law involving syn_netry,in _ and _ states that _'
_ F3d ($, ¢, _)/cos _ = h (_, ¢, _) must be synmletrlc in _ and _.
h (_, _, _) = h (¢, _, _) : (Ii)
i : t
SELECTION OF AN APPROPRIATE SET OF INGRKDIE_S :"
The initialeffortof thisstudywas directedtoward developinga satisfactory+;
" algebralc-trlgonometrlc expression+for _the ,lunar equatorial, photometric ,,
< function, F2d (_, _)._ It was noted that St_tement IV would _ satisfied by _
' _se of.,the factor Cos-(_-,-_)<in the numerator of the ex_re_slon for F2d !'( +'
(_, _). This factor, cos (_- _) has the characte:x;'isticthat it is zero a_
+ the termlnator or_whenever _ = '_ _:__ since-cos _-= 0. "__ ' <_ _
+ ,_ . . 2, . , ,: .-+_
The choice for a first ingredient,, cos (_-fl), appears to have l)een.a judiqioffs one/lU >
_ <"_" _because it also prepared _e way for the easy satisfaction ofStatemeht VI. " ,, + °<_1/
_J_'" '- . Statements I and IV, whichdefine" w_en the function is #he and<zero, re-_<I/-/t
o spectively,-are elemental to the functional development. Both _f these state- ,_
"- .c)_n_ts are satisfied slmulttaneously by an expression of the .form:?.°_. " ' ,
" + _. . Fcosf_-;_ 7n :'. ". ° °'o.° " + • :: ':' "_ ' _\
• , " F is, _)=/cos (as - _)/"" g_-O_).- -o >° . :" ,_ (12") .< o "
%"o " - o " II _, ,, _ <' I _ ) ., o
.... + , ..... . . +.... "_..__ 7 < - - -V/ -"' "
w<he_e g* (a) is a phase angtoe+dependent function hav<i.ng the oChC .c'_e__:/ o+ "
,,cos (aOf,=I_),doesnot asstane,,i_hev_lue..of'zero Ino the lbal_e for _.hlch ° °<'-_J o " - "
' O " F '(a, _) iS to-be defin_. .... , " " -o + " , ,- ,:._-t_ -->--+- -,+,_/Z, -- o_° o "'-
l/.... +" ' Equation 12 will satisfy statement ,VI, for n "_- °1°.and a _ _,/: __no. : _: ""
- + ' ,,thelunar equator- we ,h_v_e. , - , ° '_-°" -I['_="_ ,,"°
"_. cos (a-_)_cosi ....+--* " °° --- 'i.,:_ ">' ° \,,i _ ,
•_ ' <_' /a .N . +.°I+ * ",,: ° - " ,,°
...... cos --.oos----+ '- ° ..... -+- -+<' ° " ' - 2 <, ' -,,° _,,, ,,,o__._, +,0 L..'
:'<'"_ " : " :" " + <> ' .... +++;0.... ,, <,
,- ', o ,, _o • _,> _ . o
o +' A
.,,, <, °.° ,_.':+,..,+' o '+ °f:__+:_+., +, + +o ,....... ;_ + + ,_ : ,<o,:, o
<"" ".... + " + ::2:+' ° :+":+ .-:--+<, ,_ + ,>, + . ,,• _+ c.>o_{ .> . +' d"_- s " .. ,_ " " o ,_ " + i_ _-- ,_ .. o ._ _ o _ _o., ,, _" .7 .,",.+ ,..-, ' < i.....
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!Statements I, IV and VI are all satisfied by two=dlmensional functions of
the form:
F2d (5, _)=y (CZ,_) • g '(Cz) (13)
where
y (5, _)=_
cos _-_ , :
l,
, I+
The following expression provides an alternate_,means df sa]_tsfyIng State-
i :ment I and IV.
F (C_,_) = [cos (5 __)]b(_ . g. (c_) (14)
Z
where g* (5) is a different function of' C_. :.
2
Expresslon_' of the form shown in equation (14) were examined but Were re _
jected primarily because of their inability to functfohally satlsfy (_eclprocity)
statement Vl. ::
L •
Equation 13 actually satisfies only the first part of Statement .IV. that
+ pertaining to+the %ermlnator boundary. Thls is easily remedied for Fposltive
of _ by letting: .b .:/
lu.se ",,f-so;,_-_)\ : .
va
f_
t _
.o (_,:,+_:/oo.C+.._,) ..._ , 2 o %i,' " ,. +*'
+_ ; . f°" 't a on 9. of+"s_tate_ent_/Vwill be,, '*.,• #'o " egat_v va ue r 0_'_" p e g , ;" q .i +
- used to define the function. The y ((_,_) Ror£1 " _" + "_' '
.... n of ,equdtion 15, already ..
satisfies statement V. Hence, F2d-(5, ._)will s it.isfYit as" long as: gj,_(_)olS_-"
"" ,.symmeCrio about,,_',_ O. ' •_ + o.-
• o ,,, _ - o • +y_ + . o + f_
,. , !+0-,+ \ + " : +' .... " ,. !to!
" .-, o :. + " " </ B + d' ' =' Ii(',,
• "+ ' I_.mm --+_(°0+:"+.... °,. , _- "_, . ..+ PHASE ANG NDENT FUNCTION , g
, - _ , oo ,, o o - - _ u +,7,.' o . .y+ u+ c- v " ... o
'+ + + °
+ _ . ,, c, S " !" " &' • ,, , + ++ o u +" ,,
,+',.... ° The +, + khaping fumt.lo+, _. (+; '.'.XxI_)"'= , ich we have selected, . - +
_ +o.,,,+,,,+,.+,:),++o_o.+m+o_.,.,o,:,,,,.,,,:+.,,.+ ,, +(+-+_ _ +° o , : + "
_.\- _- - +" ",o +.:+°°o._ +', . +.. .o,._ +\, J Y
tl "" + "- .... '; +°° o ' +
,-+ \ ,.a = 0 _y (a,"13)o_,,I + " , - V<. __.,< o.o(Statement I) ..... . ..... =.
' " " :' - ' +_ + '+.+=o0 ,, ", . " , "..::;+. " '" _'+ +' + +" ""i + -"- -+I_ - a, _,, y (_, _) (Statement _,) . -'\,-1 .'-' - °-+ ,",,
'" :b ,,<' " + . . oCOS,_f, +% .,,, "" + __.. ° + " "<' " '+ ", +<,+, o ' %+ ,,. •
. + o _ _, ,- .. , __ .--.--.,. v ,,., "+ +%_._-:,,+ o_O _- -.,
+,,,, ,._ .....o + ; ++_+>
o. % "COB _>_ °0 " ;+" o °
\_ : ,_ _ +.o ,,° " +.+" _• '" : <, ,-b
._ <-'e . ? "" 'o. ;, . .. " o tip - ,+, " ' " _+ o
. .._ :,_ + +:: o+,, ,, ...... ,,,.__.7°:_+ o . <., _,.+, + .. .
"_._._ ,. ",_u, ._-_'l Z' -., -. -.... " - ,, . ,, .. .... ' _ , . .:, - . o
/s_ :'°" '+ "° ° " + °"° + °°';l . ¢3_.. <+ -,.+,,
' +; . ._ .] - ,. /o _ , o . + _ o _ _41 _ + " ,, o ,, _, ,, ,, , .
:..,._-_\_+ o ,.. _,_(../- . .:, 3 ,_ + ++ ., . + :. . . . . -++ .,
"\\ -+++ +,_, ." ,,.,+z._. "\\./ . .o. • -. .... +, +, - +" ,," e,o ' . o +,.., ..- .+ , - . -"+ .o
" : .,_.,..,"....'.,.._ '> ".:'"_.v_ _ '- ;, ;'- t& :....-: L +'` • ' " u ":" . " ' ""+ "
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(_ c_ _ 0o < c_ < 180oIB = T y (u, _) = cos _- ,
,,--) = 1
= _= y 45, _3a , 0o < _< 120o
"\ l_
.._ = o: y (C_, C_) = c_ , 0° < CZ< 90 °
"-. COS --
\.
S%nce F, ((Zf _) = y 4(_,_) ° g ((_),we may use the above information to de-
fine g (_)'from g (C_)= f (CZ,_) for specific _ ((Z)cuiwes This results iny (0_, _) "
cz
4_
il gl ((_)=--C°Scos_c_" f (_?''0)' for _ = 0 and 0° < (_< 90° ," r
g2 ((_)= i " f _ _ and 0°
, _ . .,. , for _ =_ < (_< 180 °
., :, COS :
g (CO = 417) ..
_> - 3_ 3C_ and 0° < _ ,_20
'.:'_'" o g_ (C_) f , , for _ 4 ,.""--<'__,.:<.._
_" _ g4 45) = cos 2 " ,f (_C_)' _or _ _,_ and 0° < C_< 90° "
0
Using the experiment_al,photom_etr!_ccurve, figdk'-e3, w_ can select the required
values for F (c_,_), to define g I_). Note that _g ((Z)is being defined redu= _
dantly on"all but the,range, _120° < C_< 180°. This wil% be of assistance in
eliminating experimental scat't_r. ,_ <_
, I? '_ s3,!_ <, ,,
. J -In FigUre 4 and _n Table I, we presen_@.d a plot:_and a tabulation, respec- _ .-
" tively, of the resL_Iting values, of gl 4C0 _ ¢ • g4 ((_)t These different o
@. 4c_) are generally in goo_o agreement, which serves to'Indicate _thatothe
' " 41 o.C_ :
.,_ j o_ functional choice of y (_,__) = cos (6_- _)/cos 4_ - _) wa_;a very good _choice.
Also, prese'_ted for° comparlson purposes are £abu!,ar values of the analytical _,
expression g 4_), which has be_en dev_eloped to fit these experimehtal El (5)
,, " " " " '" o_4 4_) data. ,!t. is'noted in Figure _ that g "400 is a m_natonlcally de- o
_ creasin_ function such that g 4D) --= i andg, (_) --_O. The analytical expression _o
that we developed to best f_t the experimental data for _ i(O0_,has t'he form:
° o : :  2JT %: oo,o'0 o
...... ll+'sln cos o ,, . L' o
-:This '_function _fo_lows."• ° _ " ,,:, " , . ' - .
o_, , - o o _o _ /i ..,,o .//.o oo. , ° . _ o : ,: . .
- :_ o_o I'. The Crignometric f_n_o_/_ si6:_-"was' selected as a suitable nk_na_onic " ,_"
•-o oo - _pnctien f_om_hlch to algebr,a_Ica,ll_ build,,g ((_).,oIt is positive, ar_ _o "°
• _.'""° , ' " defi_ed for '(xon tl_ In_ervat (0, ._)."_It-I8"_.mo_toni_ a_xl",assm6 the '"
,. - .. o, ._ C _ :_ .- ' o . °° ,_
-" ._ ° v_lues 0 and 1 at the and points of t_e interval o. ., ,__,.
",, . o .> . _ ,. _O , '> ' _' o o,: - _,
' _ "_ '_3' oo"- _.',q' l¢Cf.• ' _), _. ",. _ " _r'_ ' • "_ ,-, ' o ..:-:5>7/"
' o o., ,. " ,, 2._._D'_fferent alge_at_ c_hbinations of s_n _-o_nd I were tr, ted, _ti, l a .... _,_:
':' _ _i"_,..... _ve_/ Kood nm_h _With _he,ex_rlment_l-da_a was"_ttai_u_d "wlt_htl_,.,:_",, "' " "_i,
,o _ ..... , ,,. o %o :
." _ ,_- . "','%._'> o ,/I" "_ " "" " o _, - -' " '? ' " " '* " -,. " '_'..:.,..
,, -_@.:,.o. ,, . , ..,, , ,_, o , ,,, . ..... ,> ...... :,
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1 = slnz
g (5) = (i 7)2 ° (_' _ _ 0 (19) I• + sin- + sin _
We are now in a position to assemble the developed two-dimensional lunar _'
equatorial photometric functiono
For positive 0_, the function assumes-the fprra previously announced in
equation 4. '_
-----j,<C " •
G _
F2d (_' _\) 0s _ + sin , cos _
,, //
,. In Figure 5 the-'ildevelopedanalytical c,urve, F2d (_ _) is plotted versus ..
as solids lines fo_ _ = 0°, i0°, 20° . . . 170 ° and compared with experiment- - ;
" " al data points. For a two-dimens_onal functional representat_gn , the agreement
is thought to be very good° / _ _ 0 r
•' 'NEGATIVE PHASE ANGLES, _ ,: ,.
r _,
' "_' o
_A'©l..<de" rm d,r_at" " ' " '" '" _ "
" 'We h_-_,_' te ine ,_e' fler (equation 16) that in order td satisfy state- ° _;,-,
ment V we;_,mustsatisfy'g_ (5) = g (-_)._ Up to th_s point in our"development, ,_ ,
of g (c0 and F2,d_(_, _),,;we have been<,de_aling 'only with positive,,values, of
phase angle _. In-the event that we need to define F2d .(_,"_)o for negative
_' s, we should use: .° " _<..... .._ ,;' o°.o
,r + 31 " (20)
in 12l ......o o .,, , %" i -oS _ , %
% O. o'
' Incidentally, the_use o'_,;heabsolute .valueosign around _.creates a slope ....
._<> _iscontinult9 ,at' _ = 0, and permits satisfaction Of _statement II, Although .:.o o "
the.thr_e-dlmensionalunar ph0.tometricf,u_c_-ion,_Fq_(___,._),which we are _ ,Oo ,
," dev_iopl.ng;.,is concerned only.;posi_Ive _'_s, tgd:ocassion willoarlse to .define . ,..
"'_"_F3_ (_, '_,"_7')for both po§itlve and_'negatlve pha'se angle;qo's, "_Themor_71g4nerall " _"
... form of the two-dlmenslonal lumbar'.photo'title function, def_ne_ for -g < _ <..__..llo" ..
• , _[ _ ' .. 1_ _ .// "_ o ' -_ _ _ _ '_ _'
..... _' _ is, " ' _},- 0 , _ 6_ _ 'an_ --- < ,p _... . .............
_ ,,'_ _.. ,;o ',,_ o ,,_..,cos (a"- 18)':_ .... 1:- o ,;_ ' o 2 °_- " o", " o........ .t,
° ":_\"_, _,2d(ai_)- ,,"fa \ ./ _._\_';I ....a o ..... (21) o...
• \\ : .--....oa.Ot -01.(ol ol- :...:" • . ,. .]
,,._ .. " ,_A\o..o o ..\z._ / :\ .,,,.:-z 7,.;:i-_.. :z .....: "o",._ ,,-°_ " l
",. °° A._ulCk ru_down of statements I' •VI reveals that .each_,o.f_hese._tatem_nts _' " 'o". |
-,.... _ _ ...... ",' ' " " , "F'2_ ,, '_ "° ,' ,_
...... is sac_!f:i.e,d_ 5Y: the above, twp-d,lme.ns.iona,t lunar ,pho,_omet,r_e_ f,unction (equation .... - , . ,: ,,|
;_,,' 21),:._w_ve,r,oIn'm_h o£ t.l_",presen_a_ntha._foil:ors,h& w_.ll.ac_au_ ..u_e'o o ° - ...|
..... 0 o ' f2 .... ", _ _ 0 - ,_ " ' p ,, _ .... °7 :-- " ' "' 'i
.... _ _'__,-'_---------_,_-=-- ' _ - ,_ , _ o _. _ _ " " o. . ° ,, " ° - _ "o ,, _ ..... _ ,._ ,, . ,j._........ o ,,o III
_) , _. e 7 o _ o _-, o " o o • ". "1 _ " " " , ,, " ' o ", " •o *' - _ (f ,, , ..,¢ ,. ,cr,,_,? . ,., ,_ . _, .., ' :.W ,, ,,_,"' ,,, ' ,_ :'
o o _ - - '.... ' _ ,) " " ' # " "" - o 3 _ o ._ ,.)
..... _ _',. ,. ..,.. _f,.___ .. ,_ % .., ':'o... ::,: _'-"....<.... ',.'--'--. -'. o_ ° ...
"I % _ ,,,._ o ,,.< _ ,'_ o , _, " %,-i' ' ' " _ "+qL"I_ !' -% " ,, %_, -, " . . "<,/." _: '_'_"' _.'_ "" !> "" '_.._.... ........- _"_,.,7,:' .,' ,,'-
.., ,?_ _, . :_ _- ,,. , _:. .- - :, ,_.:,.; . . -
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• E
/ ,,/
/ , ,
the slightly simpler results (equation 4), vfnenever the situ.gion may be fully
described by _ > Oo _
Comparison of Figures 3 and 5 reveal a greater degree of limb b_."igh,tenlng
in the analytical curve, Figure 5, than is indicated in Figure 3_- However,
it should be realized that good extreme limb experimental data are difficult
- te:obtainAvith photocell detectors bec._us4 of sensor angular resolutionproblems, Very,
_ little data exist in the literature for _ > 65°. Experimentally, using a 30X
telescope and with the eye as a sensor, the author has deter_,_,_ned_hat a con- •
siderable amount of extreme limb brightening does occur for 85° < _< 90° for_ , .
the phase angle range I0° < c_< 50o. lhis_is a reglcn for wh'_ch some authors, ,,
• ,, '" /' O f . " :- ¢,
for example M. Minnaert 5, have appareutly made the mist/_ke of indicatzng _
_-Adarkeni6g on thegxtreme_.limb near'_fuli n_on._ :, • _ <, - . < ,- ,-_, _t
<, More receutly, PearseG,, Herriman,,_Washburn, and Willingham_C_ s,how, as we
"_ _, " d0, a l%mb _,rightening for all Value_ of _ # 0. A replot oft:Figure 5 versus =
;< the prdjected longitude, sin _, ratl_er than.the actual lo_gltude, _, _eveals, ,
_, in Figure 6, the llmb brfghtening predicted ,by f ((_,_)as it, would be oSs_rv_; j._,
'c_ across the equatorial"region'.of,._he moon. What hh§_been observed expe_imentally-
o ,
,_ '_t various ph_e angles, using th_ eye as a detector, ap'pdars to be consistent \_
with the degree of extreme limb br_ightening shown in Figure 6. ,_
INTEGP_AT_ED- TWO-DIMENSIONAL LUNAR INTENSITY ¢ °
D By.maklng"the fairly good"as_umptfon that the lunar brighth_ess is t.he,?same_ > o
.... everywher_e along a lunar ,longitude line _s it is-on the equator _at that _ongl- Q
tude,°t_e< equatorial photometric fun6t_on_ F2_ .<c_;_)-may be integrated over '_ % ,,
the face of the moon to p_oduce a_good approximatioh of the actual integrated _ ,__
=_, ._ .... (.) _, :? .... I_ - ,, _' _ , ,_- _)
,.<' lunar intenslty.,o Thls_ integration<of. F2d (C_,_) oW£11,,be,,symbolzzed<,,by %2d._°((2)>o..
_? Table II shows _hls in _abular 'form, Compared,,wl/th_periment_l re_ults<lof '_ , '_
' , , u o _: , o , k\ /" -f _" " ;' c_o _'
' k o , Bullricho1948. Even for this analytical approxim_-_, the results a_ rather
: o o" good'. -, There iS _quite good agreement f_r-0 < _,_ 60_mod'erately 'g9od agr.eemen_ o_ _"
<,inthe range 60° < a < _20 and poor-agreement_ in _the_,range 120 ° < (__. 180 o. -_
',! ..... '_ttowever;' ihe_ fact _f thes% approximat'4o a_alyt_:l/_esults ai_er_ng"°_r_%the '_ _' "i _L'
; "" _ , 'is V_,y _low would,, not be at all appareiit in examining _a .!i_e_r " plot of :i:2d_,_) .... _.,- °
\\ such as is shown in Figure 7, he e the agreement loo_s rather goo6. However _ _ o
_, _,- _his situation t_s_noticed-oin TableolI.. The analytical integrated two- o o,, _ '_ _ ,,,.
% "_' _. "<" dimensibnal lu_r int_n_ty cffrve shown in Figure 7 may,_a_so'_be '' cons:_d_red a' ,,o,.° _:-
• . .11 o . .... ".,"_ ..... o .... \\ 'o " / ,v ..... <,
_ , ,, _' , . <_' %:, .. , .. . ,,_. • ¢/_ o ;/_ • . , . , _
o <.... • ...... ,, :. _ _ _+, ,- <:<, ,.. o -_ ,_>_,% o 2/ . ° II
,. ,_ .. o .... ,. .... <,...... f<(o_ o t_'._4.......,' _._... ,, - I,_
. 0 o <>-%-.... _-_._: o ' .. _ . "_.... _ ° '> U't_ _,_ "k, - ' _' ' _'< - " "
. ,, .. ._- o .+..... , o _..+<<_. . ..... _, /_, ., ,o<,_......_!,%._ ,o ,,_ % .
- _ • L 0 - , o " " "' ° u_ "c< 0 "" ' _" ,_ o _ ' " '_,.%+_
" _'_J _ <" •_ ">_ • 0 o C_ °0_'_ ,=,0 ' +o <cl 0 " "° " " " C: 0..<:_ o .
....... .-" ...... ° J/ " .>._ _' -_, " .'-'>_C _ °%" - /. _ .- 7_-<_ "' <' .4_ o <'<, _" <, ._" <, :2.;:';_.r:-.U._;:'_
• " _ L o" "<<, _' " " .... _o_<-_-_ : : "'_, 'o'" <<'>_-' " " , "'_'._+_'-'_ < o.>•-,_+<":<_".... _>'" ""@:'_'_'='-"_: _%7,":-/o}::,<_=J_:-"<_/-_,/:,_-__''i_
• "_ ,, " " ._,o _.o " ,,r° . "' . ....<.... ..7, <,-._--" " '....... %_ .'.... ; "_'..... 6 --- ' _'" <;' " '_ ," r. _+--b.:':;,_7_'_,_
'>, " -.::',. _+_ ::,_.._. .'<:'-":'_',_ - _'<<_,;'_">::>_,"<:__k ,'. "_+_"" ':'_'<,::_]-i',: ...... "- -" _., ':-i ..... ''." ..... "'-' ".'7 :"t_:':'.'
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_he _os_ difficult aspect of developing a thre_-dimensional photometric
funcgion ",;asthe development of a £:,o-di_:ensional e>'pression _hich accurately
described the equatorial photometric function f(c_, _).
R o_
f(_,._)= cos(=<- _I. l ,.- sing (23'I
-7,,2 0_- +.,i.I cos-" '\' 2z 2 -
The conversion of this 2D photometric function in _ and _ into a 3D
photc_etric function irL-"r_,_, and C_. with the requisite s3unmetry conditions
involving '_/and ¢, proved not to be very difficult. There exists a finite
a_d fai,-ly s__ell number of _:ays in _-;hichthe equatorial identities:
can be "Subst'Ituted into equation (6).
e.
C
The ¢_mbina£ions investigated were:
2 2
/-
" _'"'J: #' " _ --" _ ¢" _ 2 ' ± 2 ...... ./
/
CF /.
The function.f(¢, _, C_),when divided by cos _',must be sy_netric in * and _;
, so it appeared"plauslble to assume that .. 0
0 "'cos - _)_cos "is" _ = _ o/ ,, "
Two combinations for ¢os(_ - _),display the,_required symme..try0in_ ahd ¢:
I_ , o o / • <'
COS " "* Cb s : 2 "C i _ r" ' _. "
- -_ COS o - o, ,_ ,, /
o % _ '.h ,. o _ - o - - o _ -
The mostoapparent substltutlo_,for.(_ is _ _self. For osubstltutlons ingo _- ,:
_:(I - sin _) a_d (I + sin _)2' n0oother s_bs_.tution shoes -the required Symmetry ° % _<,"
• propereies. _Eo_ever: fat subst£tutlm<_Into_'•cos _w, cos ("9--__) is also/ao ";, _ o-
o " .-7/ .... - _ .... \,,> • -,>.° .... -- _"_
.--. , -<. -. <, ,> _- ,_ <. .._ --_>., _,. . ,> . <> ,.., ,, ,, . . <+ o
" ''-_' - _ '_" "" _ '_, " ' ' _'-o <' o " ,>o ._ o o ' ,_.. '" , "° -x' '<.... "_"'-'D.. _ o_ . ,_
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•ii "( _ _ "---"J_--_ --
!I:°_-
! 0 1
° J+
Sy_letry considerations reduced to four the possible ways in which the
equatorial photometric function f(c_, _) might be extended into a three=dimen _+
sionai photometric function. These possible functional forms for f(_/, ¢, _)
are :
cos _ . i - sin g :
f1,7'('¢' _) - _.._ ( _2 " /" '_- q (24)
__I + sin cos _-cos • 2 , 2
f2(@, , cz) cos V---+.-_'_ l 2 sing
, - --" _)- --<f. _ (25)/I + sin coscos 2 \
t
:
• cos _..... I _ -
( .... ,,0,] f3(_' _' _) = _ I + sin _ cosCOS 2 , "
• f. ,:
cos _ i :./I- sin a
f4(_' _' _) = _ / i_::/_>_"_,,, " /-cos-_' (27)cos 2 1 + s
u
" " : Selection of one from set of four possibleCIextended three-dimensional
" photometric function/_'_as acc_m_p!£shed by c_nputer progranunlng t_e:'resultlng _ _,_
intensities in a fi_m _, 7 grid anddrawing the lunar isophote_ for two phase
,-. angles, o4° and/,J_/_,for which _unar observational isophote-s are recorded _n "
+ ,_the literaturg:_ The final selection of a three-dimensi_nal lunar photometric
:_ < functioh _:_:f3(_ , _, a)/whleh henceforth.._ will be Written asrF3d(;_ ' _,. (_)
: ° ://' " " in
" - " cos'_ ..- . " I . . ,,i"_ s "_ ° : (28) "
,, C,cos :- -
It is imp6_tant to realize. ,_at..thig 3 dimens_t0nal.,lunar, photometmc function does _ ,,
o ' resemble, yet ,sdistinctly different from,, t_e<:v.hotometricfunction ':wh,ch would re-.,. _ _ "o
+ _ sult frbm taking the values of thai:equatorial 2"dimensional lun.v..rpho_m_tric function. -
-. -_ ,, and assuming tli_t the brightness remains co_nstm_,talong the ,l.-_r.lilationlongitude ._,
-" hnes,,_un_r pho,tgmetr_,s-a_potentialtooDfor _note!y m_oplng the:lunars_face; _ ..
° + -._ Under certain vie_wing and.illumi_fiOn 'con_tions, it l_comes very_:imPoft_nt,to use '_:_. "
:: ." the-3D and not a 2D photome_ic function, because these functions may .di_er by as,_', _,° _ _-.
"._ much a_ a factor of 3, f_r: slopes typical of'_he,:unar' surface. ,_
• - o ,, " o : (_0
..... " _o , ,_
.:+: . + , o++: . ..... _ .... _ o + +o
., / _ o o J' o
+__. - ....,¢_. ,,.,-o " ,, , - ,, =+ +°......_.o
..... _: +:, ,:;" v %J++_? ,> _ , +. o ,, -_>,: :i
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3D PHO_OI._,TRIC_-.... (,, :',9):UEuIION, F3d ,
Computer progra_mm.ingof the chree-diEensional luuar directional reflectance
characteristics, F(_', 0, 9) from a lunar point of vie_.,assumed the following
fore: I sin
F3d( _, _, 8)_ cos :' 1 "
++°-( ocos 2 I * sin - /
whe re
C+ jl - cos _ ¢_ _! + cos _sin _- = 2 , cos _ = 2
and (29)
cos _=cos ?" - cos _ + cos +_(l -.cos 2 _)(l - cos2 o)
O
with
": ? +, +_ + cos _ • _os +, - J(1 - co__ ++)(l - cos2_d_
cos_ = 4" 2
, Note that this formulation, although more c_mp!£,:ated algebraically, has
c_mpletely eliminated the need for use of the serie_ trigonometric routines.
This expression is in a form such that cos _, cos ¢, and cos 8 will serve as
the _ three independent input variables. The results from equation (29)were
plotted in three-dimensional form and photographed. Figure 8 reveals the
three-dlmensional directional reflectance characteristics of F3d (_ o¢, 0) for
,_ three angles-of incidence _ = 15 ° , _ = 45 ° and _ = 75° . "
,j +.
-_ _ 3D. PHOTOMETRIC. FflNCTION_ F3d (ai fl, 7)
' Computer programming the three-dimensional lunar directional reflectance
characteristics, _F'((_,_, 7) from an earth-based point of view, assume the. _i__"_
following _fom: "- ,, _ _' "_
%L c ¢ o , _, o
:_ I _ I - sin (_
0 ._,_ 'F3d (C_, t6, 7) cos _ . 2 - '_'_
+'- _+ ¢- (!" S_'_+ l+ + cr_ _ .°.,_...... cos.._- + sin_o _+
°. where,__+ . ,: , \\ ° ". +o ,++_.
° 2 "- "'_ -_ - +'
- " +- (30) °u
++ +, ,, " _+_ _ , Cos2 + o.., +L-- ; _' os • cos + +-.cos'-2 # - . <, + -+_-
+ °aml L cos" O .+=:cos +i_ • cos 7. ++ + + +
++ c+ o +. % +_+t+ +_ + _ • _ +g- "" + "_' • "+ <
" '+' _\' ° +-' '++ fJ"l:" " ° + + " + - .... 0°° " °
_+=+.,+ ,.°.,+ + .co.$0= :cos.,(oe- • sos_ + .+.+ ...... ++ .+ + +-
+ "+ +++"'+¢/<i-oo.. + ,+:.+
•"'+'+, w£th - '-I,,+._ ° '_'+ " _ o " ', + _l.., o "_ ,+°+ _+. "
_. -+ °dos a+= t+.+_-'st. 2_ +_ °° - °° °" " ....... _°;
° + .+:...... z ' + _ + '++ + _% + "°
" " "o"" 'o + '+ + o " .- %o[ .. + ° +_ _ " `> 0 +,+ '_"'_.,-',
,,+ _ +J," _ ',, " + ¢+ + ¢4+ , ++ . " ° /" .+i
° .
.... _ ++,#'_ ,, -,o _ o,,++ ,+ +.. + "° + + +" + o ..... +_ _, ° _
• . + + • ,+ ..+0 0-, 'o.. o 77_'"o _, : ,.- +:+.+..],++ " °
• . + . o - . ++ _ + . _ .. +"+/
.o + "o o° -..... +'" 7§ ..........
" _ _C']_ °....... + oo +" ': O 7. ° +.- ,.. ..... _ +. .,
+ ,: _o,. _ ,.so ;,++ _._ .... + _. . :,.. o+"-+?5_ + _ + '+' " '+ " + " B ...... +
"_¢ "+_ ...."" 0°+_ _" ' '+i '
• ,_ +,_o ""_,° :' _ " - o -. .G:' " z_u
'+ o %_":, • ++_'_-_ "'"0, + • ',,+ _',, o ,+ _., ,+.o _, ', _ .
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Thi_ formulation is also complicated ._ige,_r!_ically,however it permits the
computation to be performed without using the Lrigonouetrio and inverse trigono-
metric routines. This expression is new in a form such that sin {_, cos _ and
cos _ will serve _s the three i_:|epandent input!variables. Z
,i
3D INTEGRATED LUNAR INTENSITY:, I(_)
An integration of _3d (cx,_, F) two-dimensionally over the face of the
moon for variou_ phase angles, _, produces the three-dimensional integrated
relative intensity [_d(_)_ curve for the _oon.
F_ (_,p, 7) " dA .. ,;;
13d (a)=-- :,
_ P _ (31)
I dA
h /
. (C*, p, 7) " cos _, • ilhos2 j;I,. d{3. d7i,
x"
(,U
I,4
II .... . ......... L ,':.Q2) \13fl (C.g)=--'v," , ,,: ....;,,,
g,
,_ . ,,<j' ......., ....
-_. .@0%>,t "_ ". ,:
' This expression Is"most _°eadily'evaluated, n_merically by conver_i_g it "'
,, _nto a double sum_ation,.over =venly-spaced va!ues of-cos _3- dlB 7_,d, (sin:_) "y/
and cos 2 7 d7 a_) '?)
o o d' (J o " ,. 'v ,. ¢,. o r...--0,,.*,.. e.
,..:>..= ,,- : ,
,, " o c_ , '_ "-' o o
" I ((Z) = , _ - , _' : _, ,, ,. (33)
• . ,,% 34 "m ,'.. n.o_ _-; -- o " " ,_
• , .... _"Z_..e _nal_tlcal resul.ts<_3d (_)', _rom th{s _:_dvaluation, are shown in Table ".
" Ill and ,Figure' 9_ where tli_y_r_ compared with the_ experimehtal resulCs of.. '" ,
" J>" :_ _ Rot,_ierl8; 1933. .The analyt£_pl _eguits 13d q,((X)are in e_ellent agreement -ffP ,,t_": - _' ', ' '. ' 18 • _
_;-_ % with the experlmental ;es_Its I_f Rougler ._ 1953; whereas t_e approximate .
_"'; " :L_\_x_res_f°n:_12d (a) ran low, tvi_Icaily by a factor of about<t_ree in the _l_s_ o
,"'., : _ _..gle _ange, 990 < (_< lap. "_fomparison:o_ ,the analyCi_al results 'for ,I2d (c_)
., " a_-Z_ d (a)'leads "to the Cd_lusionthat the h£gl/er re'gulls oEZ3d (a)a_'
o .._ ° co_.pare_ to those of I_a_ (_) _}tbe due ¢o polar br_hteni_z, since on the " . . ,,
':Z, .::.._q_to_ _(0;,; i8)= F_ .(0_,"_, 7_,o o,, "-'# _:.".'.'- :_-.,-,.,.;.._:,%_ ' ," ,:.o<o
.> _o \\°q e) ,,. . _° _,.)<,Oot, _ o,, <-'v _} o -.+ o . - . _ . . , o
.. , - _,< _ ,_0 3" _C% - o '_ °'_,,o-° ,.., . o,. - o, o
e, ,, {_, . ,., , ., _)_tp ¢/ o , _ v _' " a, - ' .+ v, u a .
° o .... e_ .o _ " &9_ .;., , _, . - o ,, _- o d '>, ' _. -
o ) ,, "" _ O. - v-' "" ' Q) o 5. o O ,. .,, ' _ ,, _ %_A%. ,a
- 0 _..__ _... _ oo o - " " i " _ o, o ' <' o o
,,-_ .... " 0 ,,'?"---"-ca. _o,v...", o o " ,/ 6_ ..' ^ ,a • _,_'_., I, o ..' " %% .
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EARTH BASED OBSERVATIONS
The developed lunar photometric function, F3d (,Ir, 0 _), has been expressed
in the earthQbased observational form, F3d (o, _, 7) and the !unar_surface
foral,F3d (4, O, 8). The transition between these two primary viewpoints is
readily achieved by using the simpler expression F3d _.,#,'r0, (z) as a common
element in e_ch formulation. Comparison between experi_,ental or observational
results and the predicted results of the developed three-dimensional lunar
photometric function is most easily accomplished using the earth-based observa-
tional form, F3d (_, _, 7).
Figures I0 through 13 have been prepared to show the predicted relative
brightness of various regions of the moon at various phase angles. These data ,
are presented in Figures I0 through 13 as lunar isophotes, line s of constant
brightness plotted across the face of the moon, a£ the phase angle_ _ = 34°,
65°, 96o, 127°, respectively. Also shown in these figures is a set Of ten ,
lunar craters which are more or less evenly spaced over the face of the moon
_hat. _.s'seen from the earth. Because of latitude symmetry about 7 = O, <
_isophotes are drawn o_ly for 7 > O. Consistent with this situation, lunar ""
features theft are actually in the 4th and 3rd quadrants are shown in the Ist,
and 2nd quadrants respectively, along with those Chat actually are in the !st
and z_.__adrants. ,_ .......
':_:'_" " _YF[gures 14 through 23 show _he-.predicted b_gh,_;!,,tn_ss, F3d (_, _, 7);_ersus
phase angle, 6_ for ten different-_l, unar craters: Vendelinus, Clec_nedes, .... ':_
_-_/ "osidonius, Albategnius, Archimedes, Clavis, Copernicus, Gassendt,J_._.iktiard "_- .......
and Gri_aldi. Shown on each Of these'curve's are comparative experimental' re-
suits of _, least one of the following_,obse'rve_s, Blagg and Muller 19 Bennett 20, '-
.l.tarkov and sharonov 21 an_ Fedoretz _. These experimental values were taken..
, from Van Di_geln's paper., ._ The latitude, coordinates for two of. the. ten lunar
fe.atures were. noted to be recorded incorrectly" in reference 3. _We correctdd
the longitude values of Posid6n_us (:_gure _6) and Schikhar, d {Figure 22) to _
correspond w_th values read from the lunar atlam:,e. Good agreem:2nt between
-experimen_aI,.obs_rvation and the analytical evaluation o_ l_3d _, _,i 7),_'_
_curre_ for all_te_ lunar _eatures over° the ful! range of phase angles.._ After o
_ obta_ntn_ ver_ __ood a_reement between earth-based experimental r_sults and our ' "_,.
'_ o_i_ pt_0pos_d_three-_nsiofial lunar _hotometric func[_ion, it was° dec_d_d.to- sh_ft - ,, _, •
.. _ viewpoints td:_e lqn_surface-and see what the relative brightness _ the
_: ° mo_n's _urfac_ io_ked li_o an individual standing on the '_unar sur_ac_. .o _
,-. 'F_re.,24 throueh 30_g_'e .pr_r.ed to show how the brightness o£ t_e .'lunar._.. -..
=, surface _-_ies in different-d_ec_ns. Isophotes, which are lines o_ don to ; _
,, ". brightness, h_v_been plo_t_d_ersus "_e pair.bf directional angles (*, O) de-__ _ °-
_" ' fined £n Figure 2b. lsophotes _f F3d(_, _, _.arF^sho_n"_n Figures!2&_chr-ough _ ', _
° _: 30 for angle of £nt_._'denCe_ ''ffi 0 O, _o; o30 °, 45_,o 60_,o75_,.and 85". _- "? . ': _o.
The horizontal base of each q_ ,,thes.e:_ hemispheres corresponds to ob_lerva- _,_,. o
o. -t,£oual data taken along the /_l_nat{"o_equator, ° andr_pFesents the directions .....
.. _ _n t_e, p!ane _ontaining the o_surface normal-an_ the .incident _iux vector. _or_ '_ "_ ""
,_ _o_eome Standing on tee° l_u_ar aurface,°tbe ' " ° he_sphe._e ac _'= $0° "..-_ "'_ % ""
'-"- _ ou_e_ t
, . o -<cb_redponds to the-h0r_izon, ° _The dingle point oted ._s 0 "i_-that':, po;tnt- at :. .o .o, _
. ° _which sc_tter_ack is Occurrin_v_ in the. d£rection _pposite '_to that 'of the, ,inci ....
• .,dent flux_- o._ ° ,_ . "_.... \\ .... ; _ _ '
o 0 -_0 _ _o . . - - ' . o" ',_'_ _ , " " - /' _ ,' ,___ c_I _ _
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STRANGE LUNAR REFLECTANCE EFFECTS
Some rather strange visual effects will be seen on the lunar surface. When the sun
is at a zenith angle, _ = 45 ° , with respect to the lunar ,surface, the brightest direction on
the lunar surface will be in the direction away from the sun, looking down 45 ° below the
horizon. Standing and looking at this bright spot, you will see the shadow of your head
masking tlte brightest zone. The direction at which the bright direct scatterback is
occunqng is denoted by _ on Figures 24-30. The brightness will fall off from this,
brightest spot in a patte_-n resembling eccentr'ic concentl-ic rings. For zenith angles
greater than 45 ° there will also exist a darkest region in the general vicinity of the
specular direction. Superimposed on this effect wili be shadows due to grosssurface
irregularities, and brightness variation due to surface orientation. _
,When the sun is directly overhead, Figure 24, the contrast between the brightest '_
nadir point and the darker horizon will only:be a factor of 3. The contrast between the
. _brightest and 'darkest direction upon the lunar surface incl'eases with increasing zenith
angle. At a zenith angle of 60° , Figure 28, the brightness ratio betaveen the darkest and
brightest region will be about seven.
r. r_
.For large zenith angles, such as Shown in Figure 30 whe._e "¢ = 85 ° ,and the sun is.
but slightly above the lunar horiz_Jn, the brightness coptrast, even on the smoothest
.areas of the lunar surface, _411 be extreme/differingby a factor of 50, The brightest <
., spot reflectance on the lunar shr-face will have shifted from 5° below t!ie horizon in
thedirection opposite the sun, up to the horizon'in this same azimuth direc_ti.en_ - This
effect shouldo .be most prominent on the lunar maria, where.._e effect will not,be ob-
scured by the ,variation in slope.of the gross surface fea_tures. The information contained
, in, th;_ lunar directional isotopes, Figures 24-30, have: _y no means been exhaustively "__
_' described; however,, it 'Is hoped th.at a suf.ficient description has be_en provided to develop
,. an app_reciation for th_ inf°ormaotion contained and to acquaint.the reader with this 3-D
_.J_nar photometric function. ,-.° o - " ,, _ .
: _....... HEMISPI_ERICAL_' i_J_LECTANCE OF(,THE_LUNAR SURFACE ::\b,, o
,,. ., ,. Hemispherical reflectance is that porti0i_;of the_incidence reflected, in all directions ." ,>
- from a surface. The hemispherical reflectance'of the hinar surface to solar, radiation , "
)) _ ., " • _ ,, _) • o , o . .
" _ is :dependent-upon the diagl 9. of mcxdence,. _hich iS' th_ solar zenith _ngle," _' for _,l_ori-
o <_ zont_l su_ace. The_.nemmpherl(_a.1 reflectance can be _evaluated_by performing an rote-,'
'_ " _ation of_,e directional'reflectance A¢,_ F_a°(_; _b, O) over'all hem_pb_rical angles. _' '
<.-<... . Employing'the appropriate wexghti_g function, cos _b, to account for t_e prOCeed area
_k_..,>. _.._,, °of. the surfaceotn var_<)us.. _irections, the,. expression for the. ,,hemispheribal>.-r-efl_-_,_'tance is-..
% .-. % "" o " - o " . 23 "_- _' '> . ' , e _ - - ' "" " " # _>°
,,,, _o °R:..(_) =:.A___ f ,f . ,,,_., ,.,b, _b, O).?>sin 0 Cos _b° d)'dO " :. "(,34). 0,.:
_' -_ " -,_ ",,, -.. -°-_._>._o 0 ° " ,'o ..... "' _,.-'"- . ° A " ,, o ; . ,
....... ,. _°- , 0 _"_._ </ .,_ "_- ° - . , .... . o
"" ' ' "- . . ta _ "' t_ _ _ _ a _.0 o ' o - , . , _
o " "'-- ,,, " " 0" o o o . _, "_-_..x _' ? " ' c_ ' _J o _'_<" ..... " " ':,
• " ' +- ( -, " o , ? , , )- , ,,., _," ' _ _ ' _ , ," o fP o '. , o _,)
,, ¢_'--_- _) _--, _" ' o o .'... "_'xk-- " _i_ ......; . _ -,_ " -" , , . ' - .
• " " _ ._-,oo - oo- gO ,k_,. _ _ - 8 o _ ..... ,,_ ' , o .. 0 ,, (),, , ,,,
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Because of variation in full moon albedo, Afm, at various locations on the hmar
surface, it is convenient to introduce the concept of the directional hemispherical re-
flectance fuaction, Fr_ (_b), defined as F_ (¢) = R_ (¢)/A m.
Numerical evaluation Of this double integral F_ (_b) is greatly simplified by selecting
• the angles 0 at which to evaluate F3d ((b, 4, 0) so that they are _venly spaced in 0, and _
by selecting the angles _ such that Iche yalues of sin2_ are evenly placed.
The double integral under these conditions reduces to an, deeumulative_average of
the values of the lunar photemegric function F3d ( ¢, 4, 0), evaluated at a preehosenrr
4, 0 grid of angles.
m n '_
,,, F(5 (@) = j=l k=l ,, R A F_ (@) ( 35)'
Figure '31 shows'_theplot of(_.(¢) resulting from the eompu_rized numerical evaluation ,,
of this double in_gral _'"This directional hemispherical reflectance 1t_ (_) i_ neede'_ to _
derive an accurate lunar surface temperature from a xadiatiofi heat balance statement. _
%
It Should be noted.tha_l_e hemmphermal reflectance tlf_ for all, incident angles, _
'i_emains less than one seventh the full moon albedo ° As a consequence, the lunar surf rice
absgrptauce:,:_s ="1 -R,,._ (¢}, _o solar radi'ationAs typically only a few percent less
: _ ,0 0.°1015 _ _(L0051 - 0. 9949-_ _0. 0102, 0. 9898 0. 0203 ,, 0.-9797 o
• 15' 0. I0.63 0. 0053 ° '?0°._947 ° " o0_. 0106 0. 9894 _" 0. 0213 " °0. 9798 °
,,30° 0. 1178 0. 0059 ° 0:',9941 (, 0. 0118 -_ 0. 9882 _ ':'° 0. 0'236 _0. 9764
,, 4'5° ,,, :0, 1312: ,,0. 0066 __ , 0. 9934,, _ 0. 0131 (i. 9869 "0. 0262 0. 97_8 _, °
,, 60° 0. 1380 ''_' _ 0. 0069 ' ° 0.9,931 . 0. 0138 , 0. 9862 0. 0276 .... "i0. 9724 r: _- °
-o
75° 0, 1t75 _,0i 0059 ..... 0: 9941: _). 0118 o 0.9882 0.,0235 _ O. 9765
_ ., 85" 0.,0612 0._003t O. 9969 ° o 0. 0061 " o0. 9939 _0, 0122,, 0. 9878
, 90° " 0. 0000 _ 0;_0000 2 1_;0000" o0.O000, 1.0000 _0. 0000: L 000ff -_• ,, ,, o
, " The diteetiorial reflectanc_effects from the*Ihnar surface have an influence (}n-_'_'th,
'_ _ _e.deduced lun_ar §urface temperatures _..nd up_ an:equil.lbrium surface, tsmper_atur_ of _' _,,
_ " object_ locatedon a_l_ar surface"environment._. To-aebleCe _ufface t_mI_ra_re pre-_,
5%, m 25"F at"50o0°_R,° in a hi, at environmeat., these '
° 'o_ dictions w_ accur_c_ gre°ater_than _ " '_
o _ directional reflectance effects a_i object sha_owihg effects need to be considered.o;_A "' '_°
,o • detailed evaluation of th_e_effects_ for= Spherlcal rand cyl{_ndricalo_hapes located_, on the _ °''
"o " : lunar s.urfac_lll be reserved ,fOr,another paper, wM_h deals specifically o'witholunar _° °
#
, . " o "..... '_ ,_.,: o , , ..... ,. oe_ , 79 ,,
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CONCLUS ION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A three-dimensJ.onal lunar photometric function has been developed in this
paper that does an excellent job of describing the visible reflectance charac-
teristics of the moon's surface. For ten craters floors distributed over the
face of the moon, very good agreement has been demonstrated between the pre-
dicted results and experimental observations at all phase angles. The predicted
brightness of the entire moon, 13d (c_)versus phase angle is also in excellent
agreement with experimental results. The isophote 'pattern lies essentially
along the lunar longitude and agrees well with observations. The developed _
photometric function is recommended for use in performing accurate engineering
evaluations for the temperature of objects in a lunar and near lunar orbital
env ironment o
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TABLE I
Phase Angle Dependent Function, g(cz). Tabular value of experimentally
based curves gl(CO, g2(CA),g3(_) and g4(O0 compared with the developed
analytical expression for g((_)
o_ g1¢c0 g2(_) g3(cO g4(cz) g(o0
0° I,000 .. I,O00 I.000 LOO0 IL000
: 10° .809 . £13 .809 .812 .8..0,3
20 ° .666 .665 .665 .665 .662
30° =].... .569 .] .574 .572 .570 .556
40° .460 .468 .4f7 .455 .463
50 ° . .381 .. .386 .388 .38 .392
60o .303 _ .323 .324 .312 .336
70° .287 .2.8.1 .275 .254 .292
80° .264 .248 .233 .207 _ .250
90° - .221 .196 .166 ! .219
100° - .194 ,170 - ! ,192
1!0 ° . - . !78 , !50 - ,167
120° - ,168 ,.133 I: - .149
130° - ,154 - - ; 130
140° - , 143 - - . 112
150° - .116 - - .095
160° v .0..92 - - .074
170° - .057 _ - - .051
i 180° " ;;000 - = - .000
3 / -
_- ._OM FICURE 3
_ COS _,_ ': S"
2 .gl cos C_ F(Ce,0)'. /..'.-_:F(_)O):
//
- - "F , . + "
'COS _ " " // " "" >
L
o .... <°e)
s4(a)o= co.:_" °F(a, a) . F(a, a) _:>
,_ ,,%
_ 1 = s ° -
. 1 o _'J ' /_ d -
[ o _ ° + COS _ ..... e °
' "_ ') "> _T Z o" .". o ,,
t; o o cD o
:y .. o ,, ,3"o -_
6 -' . ' __;.._,<a; '" (J <,i' - - ._,
• o . . ._ o
J" 7 q:.<>- ,.;,- _ _ - % -gQ ,, a, ,, _ - ,,. - ,.-.% %_,. _ ?,,.. ,_g_ g _ _. _-".
- '" "' 7,:-_ - o " :"> ¢'_ o
_,.i >. .... - -- _, _,>", "'i
.=-., _,, -,..... ... .. ,,:,g3: ,, ., O" ._. _ "i. _ - , ,,,,)po %'_",_,J?;_ " :" " o" q_//c, " o<, > "- _: o _ <,t9 ,, ," -,'t> or: _ _ ,_ [ ' +,,;,
., \_,>--o" _ , _, -. o .... .'" "'-v..... '_ 0 e._,¢_ 0-j>,_ d' ,o ,_Q " ,, " _ _ ._ " ° u ,Ik I.? L
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TABLE II
An approximate integrated lunar brightness, 12d (5) is obtained for various
phase angles, 5p by assuming that the brightness of the moon assumes an equa =
torlal value ever_.Jhere along an illumination longitude llne and _.hen Inteo
! grating the equ_toria! brightness F2d(5 , _) over the projected area of the
moon. These analytical results 12d(5) are compared with earlier results of
Rougier 1933 and more recent results of Bullrich 1948
2D INTEGRATED LUNAR BRIGHTNESS , 12d (5)
PHASE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYTICAL EXPERIPZNTAL
ANGLE RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
!C_[ ROUG IER 12d (5) BULLRICH
J .....,
0° I.000 I.0000 I.UO0
10 ° .___.725 ..7212 .732
.20 ° .578 .544_6 . .560
30 ° ,457 .41.44 .423
40 ° .339 .3136 .320
'50° •2.6,3 ,2338 ,233
60 ° .208 .1703 .167
700"7 .. 166 .120.4 .124
80 ° .115 .0819 .087 ..
90 ° .080 o .0532 .067 ,7
100 ° .056 .0325 .... .047 I
II0 ° .039.... 0185 .036 ='
" 120 ° .025.... _.0095 .. .024 _
130 ° .016. ,00/-t4 ,012
140° °.009 .. 0017 .009
150 ° : .004. _ .0005 .... _> .-004, >
._-_160°_ ... ,002 .0001 .... 002
170° - , . . ,, _,
_, 180° "-;--,, .000,_° ".0000 .000q .....
_ -where ° °° "_ _ r'' "_o ,, -
e
> o !,
,, ¥ 5 13) " cbs "<_dlSo ,, % +_
J'_ <' "-- _ "' < - " 0 i_0 o <_ ,, ,_ o t4 .o •
z2a(cO = " _:' " _' " _' ' .... :t
o',, <> "% r <>COS-_ °- dlB _ -<' (.'1" _ "
<' 0 _ ,. ," d_ 'II ° U -" "_
o ,¢_ o ,/
_ _ u
c, " _ ',\ o o
_, ">_3__-..., "- o o < 2 o -
o o _ e> _ (_ ,, U <J
o "_ 0 _, o ,2 <-
<_ ,._ u '_ o " ,_ o -x_, b o _ "<, _ - <' ,"u - _ + " ,, o
'- 0o _ .o \.> _" ,; o _ *,0 _ <> o \ u e, ,_-, _"
,.> . c'I _ ,._)¢t & _', o .. . o ,. - '< o o ,'" o o _i) <' ". '_ _> ";_' - ,, " <';'e3 ....... _ "" <> o _.
o . t_ t. '" ,._s{_<,oo,o o '_-".'- " , <> <.... " o 0 .... -
<_. ,...., , _ () "_ ,' - ,? o
_ _ _ _ ° _° _ ...... _ _ ° * t13 <
• ,_, i, -'.,,1_-¢_ - -.f.,,a'--_: o=-- - %-.,j,,_b_.. .. -, ,Y " -_" c.- -
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TABLE I!I
The integrated lunar brightness, 13d(_) at various phase angles, obtained
by integratf _ F3d(__ _, 7)for B, 7 peints on the lunar surface over the
projected ] .ar surface area, and then comparing this analytical result with
the modern experimental resul_s of Rougler, 1933
I
" 3D II_EGRATED LUNAR BRIGHTNESS, 13d(_)
PHASE EXPERIb_Nq'AI, ANAL_ICAL EXPERD_.NTAL
ANGLE RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS
. I0_[ ROUG.T_R I3d (O0 ROUGER -.
_<0 _>0
,,,
0° Io0000 _ _ !.0000 I.000O
5° ' ' .938 ,8921 ' ,920
, 1.0° .787 .7887 .757 ..
15° __692 ,6952 ..667
20° .603 .6109 .586 .
.. 30 ° " .466 .4679 .453
40 ° + .356 ' .3555 .350
50° • .275 .268:_ _.275
' 60° ' .211 .2010 .211
-- ---"__-- .161 ,.149_ . ,.1556
80° . ]_'20., .1102 , .,Z107
,. 900,- ,08.24 -.0800 .0780 _
-I00° .0560 0 .0568 ,-" .0581, °
110 ° _ .0377 _. _.0390 '; .0405
120° .0249 " .0.256 .0'261
'_ 130° .015I : O]b';} .0158 --'-
140° , - _, .0088 .0093
150° - _/J .0042 . 0046 :: ""
i60 ° , "; , - _> ' _ ',0015 , - °
, , ./ ....
"° _ 170°o _ " / _ .0002 - "
180° .0000 - .0000 .0000 _
• wher'e _ .......
"u o ., .% .._/,, -_ °o o
,- . _; 2. ¥3d(d, 13/o7). cos,IB_ cos' 7°d_,d7 ' _ _. -
- _-o- . _ n --'_ " o -o ">' ' o o - _ _........ ,oo _,/_--_,,-W-_
<-" ,. , . v . ,_ :-' ' o r, _ " o., " "%= _ _ "C>) .. , .";' ' o-!
'° NORE:._ Advan_ageYhas been t:aken _£-the symmet W -,in_-F_d(a; @;-"-7)°a_out 7 °ffi O, od ,
''- " _.'_,_'% "_whe,n _ele_ccSn8 the integra_ion _tmits for ,_13d_ ' . .. .,,
,,)
: ...... ,- -+ ° . - ,¢ ,> , o,, ,/° \\ .... ,
," , .... ° ..... °= . o "-,-', m ° - 0 / ",.., 0 -',,\ //. '.. ", ..'
• " , o . ,, •- o ..... ,. _./_\ 0. o. o \\ °
,, . " :. - <_, o ° ,, . .... _ o " -,> "':. \\,° " ,. . _ o +"
- o "' _ (3 _% G ' "• o " " _ - ' e °° " ._,, :" '> _) _\ " _ (] ' - .... '
....... QQ,(,.,..... ° .... ° ,," /.i" . .... ,, ......... _, . * ° - ,.,' _ . ....... "_ _1 ; '->_" o ,;,o o \I o =o "
' , ' - , ....... i...(_.: '_'" . ': . .. . -".- '- i' - , .. _ .,.r,_, ,, _' \\.' " " °
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ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION OF THERMODYNAMIC
CYCLES FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS '
By
D..M. Adams /,
] Thiokol Chemical Corporation
)
o
J _s
-* v
I !
RAC N67-24273 ....
' Quantitative prediction and correlation of performance :.'
factors, thermal efficiencies, and optimum cycle design .re-
quirements for any thermodynamic: cycle or any. ir, dividual pro-
cess in the cycl, e was possible by the introduction.of the c_ncept
_:of maximum cyc'le irreversibility and _ the utilization 'of the'" ' "
I_. principles ' o.f the-Second ,Law of Thermodynamics. Optimization .. " _-
of the thermal efficiency to cycle, specific weight rati6 _was aria- ,.
, , u * <- . q
_, lyzed andexample probloms were mcluded to illustrate 'the prac.- "
._. "tzcal apphcatlons of the cencepts presented; The study concentra-
ted on;the_na'_ysls and desagn _requirement,s of-thermo<dynamic _,
._cycles intended for usage as povTer' systems '_.n space wherepower '" ::,
"_: output to specific weight ra_ib must be optimized. _ '_ ,..... .
c> o '& "_,. '_ ', o ':_o
o ,,, - ,< ,
,) o _" o o o
., , % .:<_.;>-
u, --b ,) _, , ? ,, /, c, _), ,)
o o , % _"
o ,> o d_ _ -o " :'o ,, , _%, - J
. o o ,. " ;', _, %< = :_?-_ ,.. 0" _
t ",, -oo ..... : , ,., ." , )i_''_ .... ' _'_ _ .... _/ oo " 'o, ' , ,.'
It " ,, , .., ,: , _ ,. .o _ o..... ,..... ,., , , , o. .,. .., ,, ; , ..,,,,/._,/,ff,.--._.,(/, ..,, .,. o , _, ,
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f:._'_ NOMENCLATURE
_i c - Specific heat of gas, Btu/'Ibm°RP
h - Enthalpy, Btu/ibm
lact - Actual irreversibilityof cycle, Btu/ibm
I - Maximum irreversibility of cycle, Btu/Ibm
max
m = Specific weight of cycle equipment,1 S
rnt/Q a = lbmhr/Btu
m t = Total weight of cycle equipment, Ibm .,
Q - Total energy transfer-red to cycle, Btu/hr
", a
Q - Total energy rejected from cycle, Btu/hr
, s - Entropy;' Btu/ibm°R
T h - Heat source temperature, °R 'v "
TI. - "Heat Rink temperature, R ..... - ,.
' T ': - Surrounding temperature, °R -_" ,<
O ,, _?
"W ..... Net power output of cycle, Btu/hr
:: net " :'
0 <. '- '-_ '\" 0 ._<,
o
i_ _trs"e_*e--. <" <- i!i_ -" '," '> " , "' ":Greek
i ,. ., A) a_ o o ._ o
o
, (, j :, , c. {), _..... i "" .:. o
o _>°
(9 oi )_ - Entropy c_han.ge of a.prodess m t h6' cycle arid the ° _-"
J, " ':" _ " Sis' _ surr0un"ngs,di tSt libR---u'--m °- o _ " °, .._ ,. o . o <_
• " <> ' ' " ° o " 0" _ . ,.... _1 1
_ . o. %<> 2. " #*'_"'"" " of 1 .... , .v_:,/,>//
' _'r _I % 17 _, - Ther, mal e..,_lency eye e. , ,, a //
• o " ", o " > ,. . ., _) o. /_daII
<. _ .o . _-0 ,--"_ ....... ' ' -'o o _fl -'Y
," 'o ' <" .rl ., Thermal eff_clency___foaCarnot cycle < " },J //
', '"cO ' "'C ., ,o'"' .... _ ...... " "o _- // °> /7 '
• ° ", " '-" _'- 'e, ,, . . ,, .- , ....... .. ,, Q) ,-, /1:/._o
.... ,.o ,, 0., C2 , << .-. , ..... ,, ,, -,3 j/Oo
_3 ,, _ ? o ._ , ,, _... <' ,. _ o O o'_ % 11" <
.:,. o _o . , ' F ¢> . ., . .... o ,. ," - "'> t/ >7//
a_4 _ =-_ o = C'/9 l_ .:c'_ <_ ' _l" ,, o o O.. <: g_ , . ,_/t
_._.-: - o ...... ,,;.. + ,o , o ,, - ,_ o-o
t"_ _ " "0 " c°, oo ., e o "_¢%_.% o o _ o - • _ - - o-- ,. . _ ' _,'" . _> " ,, ,ot_ " o " _, ,, o " t , _ _,'L ,
Im/.._.*.f % o _ (_> ' l_-- _, ,' " H ._--J<
, ' " _.'--_- -", % ,, - _ 8 ,:, o ' " -_, " " _" " '_' " iv"<"o ", _, , o _"11 ,, , ,_'.,
' , <._ ,, "_, _ . - - . o o o , - ,, _ ,. _'_ - o , ' '
'_ " ' " ') _ 3 - " " ' _/ _ _ %' ft / o' ,, dis ,, u ,>
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__ ' o )!,' • , o -, _ ~ o ,: .,_. , _ _ ,, e;.,>
• - ........ , . ,,, - . :7 o_ ..... _ - _ O _ ,,. ,,
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INTRODUCTIONWith the advent of large space boosters and vehich_s, large orbiting
space platforms or manned instaliations;onother bodies su#h as _'hemoon
or Mars are feasible but require large output_ lightweight, and efficient.
,' internal power systems. To satisfy these requirements, thermodynamic
cycles such as the Rankine cycle may be employed:
One of the most important performance parameters don'sidered in
the design of cycles for space applications is the ratio of the power.outpm;
of the cycle_ Wnet, to the total equipment weight, nat. The power output--is
related to the thermal efficiency of the cycle by -
g,
" Wnet
- _ = ,O
& ,!
where Qa is._hetotal energy transferred to th,e CV'c!_. The:ratio Wnet/n_
{i. .reduces.to q/m s where m s = ..n_/Qa,the sp.eeificequipment weight. _he
, ,< ultimate zselection of the type-and design of the cycle depends on:the fol- 4/
,, iowing criteria: . , i % ..... "_ - # I . ,_,
i. , Anaiysxs and.understandxng of theperformance of'the.complete _.
"'- '..... u_a_'-;Y' - es.,and*_ ° " " " "" : ': cycle and ind{vid .zv-cleprod'ese he rel_ationshipto the"i: 0 < < . I_. ) , c_ -u_'- " " _--'-% ", _ q\
'" e cycle.,_ <,. < '_'• ,thermal el_fic.lency._,ofth <_
3
<> 2. Deslgn reqmreme ,£o.r the complete_,cycle and ,ma_wdual .
" ° _" o processes stmh th_., the the_mxl-ef_iciencf_to spec_¢_(c Weight' /(/_
_, ,, c.> ,, ratio .may oe op_imizea, _ ,, ., .... . : <,,<., _" " " ." o'
" " _;."_-<> " " \".... + "o " _' .... " ':5\ _ Q
: "O ",-:.b ... ,, ° , ,,_ " ° o- o..... _, .Cj o "o,, =, ....... +.
(( .... °3. '"-Co_relat_on _,.per_3_mance arid efficiency c,ha'racterlst_es cor-" ? ' ') ' o o . -
...... aing I,ofcycles.,, oo ,. o-.o o _,J,--r on to various s _ o <>8 .... .+,
,P o eo ' O '> _ " " " ' ,, o ,z _j_ 'oo O_'
,, ,,<'_" ,o " " Thermodynamic cycle analyses, have almost "entir, ely be_rtba.sed:_oo_ • o /_, o>?'_o
o ,,, 1 _ {¢ , i • _, ,, co : <,v '_ , ,_
.... . c_ncents Of the First Law of Th't_rmodvnamicS?and, -as 'a, _._sult,the above .... ._#
j'9 ° . '% , .... ,)_/ , ' , • .,- ........... _N/_ O,,
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• ,, "?,_ a_roach tl_,t<_.eli_gs , %_ the b_sis of the°S'eeond L'aw.o_.Thermod_kaT"nxes, . " '<p ,.
% _ ........e_iciency'and irreve'J:sibili,_qua_.titati_y for any t'_ypeof cycl_ (ot proce'ss.) .... ,,,
• _.. - from which s_gnfficant underst_ndk_g.gf the above c_iena may be deter_ne_. ,,
-: .. ;\+ The Conce_ maxfrsurh+cycl_irreve'rsibility, ° I'max)_is introdu6%d and - " _ '>o
:; _, shown to,.-occtlrwhen the Ideal.._..__tendedenergyconvers_0n does .not.,t_,keplace ° $2- o.,_
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ANALYSIS
Consider a closed thermodynamic system operating in a cycle be-
tween a constant high temperature heat source at T h and a constant low
temperature heat sink at T I. The temperature-entropy diagra,n, T - s,
is shown on Figure I, where
n = number of processes in the cycle,
dQ = differentialquantity of energy transferred to each
a
process in system (cycle) from heat source at Th,
dQ = differentialquantity of energy rejected fronl each
l r
, process in system to heat sink at T I'
,_ Wnet = net power output of cycle, and
T = surrounding temperature (not necessarily equal to TI).O
The Inequality of Clausius shows that
n
n=l
n
n=l n
for a reversible or irreversible cycle of n processes operating between
constant temperature reservoirs (Ref 1). When the total energy transferred
in the processes, Qa and Qr' is referred to the heat source and heat sink,
the above equation becomes
n=l n
k
where the summation is equal to zero for reversible cycles and greater
than zero for irreversible cycles, Irreversibilities associated with the
cycle may be classified in nature as:
3,
_l 120
/J ,, L_
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i. External to_System: energy transfer between the system and
surrounding across a finitetemperature difference and frictional
shear work crossing system boundaries.
2. Internal to System: molecular friction, sudden expansion, dif-
fusion, combustion, nuclear reactions, and hysterisis effects.
A reversible cycle must be internally and externally reversible.
The Principle of Increase of Entropy (Ref 2) yields
_Sisol = ZkSsystem + Assurrounding s
= _Ssystem + _s + > 0source L_ssink
where ASisol = the increase of entropy when the system {cycle}
and surroundings {external heat source and heat
sink) are considered as an isolated system,
n
= 1 (_Sn) = the summation of entropy changes
_Ssystem for each process in the cycle = 0,
n=l
n
£is = I = entropy change of external source,
source and
n=l n
n
_Ssink = / = entropy change of external sink.
n=l n
The irreversibility of the cycle, Iac t, may be given as (Ref Z):
lac t = T
o _Sisol" //
0
ystem source sin '
11
/_, _s + + :_0,
= T1 _ n _hh
n=l n
i2i
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n= a
aad Iact T1 /_ _hh + m 0. (3)
n = 1 tl
Thus, the cycle irreversibillty, fact, is the product of the
heat sink temperature T 1 and the Inequality of Clausius (Equation I). if
the interaction of each individual process in the cycle with the surrounding
is considered separately, then Equation (21 becomes
n n
a _ + O_)n_ Z(_ooco+_Ssn_)4
n=l n=l
where = _As + As
(_Sisol)n n surrounding
= net increase of entropy of each individual process.
The maximum irreversibility, Imax, of the cycle occurs when
I. The ideal intended energy conversion does not take place,
and/or
2. All internal and external irreversibilitiesare maximized.
Consequently, cycle irreversibilitiesare so large that no energy
transferred £o the system is converted to work and the heat transferred to
the cycle
, n
n=l
i is rejected to the heat sink across the largest temperature difference, '
T h - T 1. From the First Law of Thermodynamics, I
1 n n
I I 0 ,_,"_ Wnet = Qa + Qr
n=l n=l
and Equation (3) becomes
n
n=l n
122
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(T TI>and Ima x = - T I As source " (6)
The thermal efficiency, _/, of the closed cycle may be defined as
n n n
Wnet n - 1 n = 1 n : 1
rl = = = 1+ . (7)n n r.
V' _ Qa
n=l n=l n=l
The thermal efficiency, TIc,of a reversible cycle (Carnot cycle,
for example) operating between the sam_.____eres rvoir temperatures, T h and
TI, is given as 4
T 1
_7c = 1 - Tq" (8)
Combining Equations (7)and (8)and defining (_= 77/77c yields
n
_ Qr
O_ =--_-= 1---(1 + n= 1 _. (0 _a_ 1.0)
n-1
: Adding _c and subtracting (1 - TI/T h) gives
' n¢I
X
il Qr T1
!i (X = -- I+ + + " ,
"_"'_' _c n
! n=l
!:
,!
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n nQ Q
= 1__ +
a
"I
n=l
n
z(t+t>
n=l n
and .. = I + . (9)
n
T h - T 1
O.=I n
Combining Equations (9), (6), (3), and (4) gives
n
n=l
= i + (io)
(ThTITI) ASsource
I
act
or O( = 1 . (Ii)
I
rnax
Thus, Equations (10) and (11) relate the irreversibility of each
individual process in the cycle to the maximum cycle irreversibility, and to
the ratio of the cycle thermal efficiency to th._.t of a reversible engine
operating between the same reservoir temperatures, T h and T 1. The
magnitude and significance of the losses in efficiency corresponding to
each individual process in the cycle may be evaluated or the over-all loss
in efficiency may be determined directly from combining Equations (4) and
(I0)to give
n
I (ASsource + _Ssink)n
n=l
_ = 1+
124 _, '
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( T1 I( _Ssink _" (12)
or _ = 1 + ¥1:- T1 1 + _Ssource /
Figure 2 shows a plot of Equation (I0). Calculations of _ and
Iact/Imax for all thermodynamic cycles must lie on the same straight line.
DISCUSSION
It was assumed that the temperature of the heat source and heat
sink processes, T hand T 1, were constant but, in general, they may vary
as shown on Figure I (dotted processes). Under these conditions, Equa-
tions (10), (11), and (1Z) refer to constant temperature source and sink
processes corz esponding to the maximum and minimum temperatures of
the cycle. T hand T 1. The number of processes in the cycle must include
the variable temperature source and sink processes in
n
_ (_Sisol)n.
n=l
Although the irreversibilities between the source processes and
sink processes do not actually occur, they are inherent in the system and
represent a loss in efficiency which cannot be prevented unless the reservoir
processes occur at constant temperature. For example, suppose the
thermodynamic cycle shown on Figure 1 operates completely reversibly
., between the variable temperature heat source and sink processes. The
thermal efficiency of the cycle, 77, cannot equal that of the Carnot cycle;
i. e., _ < 1, due to the inherent irreversibilities between the heat source
processes with constant and variable temperatures and between the heat
sinks processes with constant and variable temperatures. This concept is
demonstrated in an example given later.
In the design of any thermodynamic cycle, the total irreversibility
of the cycle must be reduced to increase the thermal efficiency ratio, _,
as seen from Equations (10) and (11); i. e. , the irreversibilities of one or
more of the processes must be reduced. If the irreversibility in a process
_/:: is generated by heat transfer across finite temperature differences, larger
7" surface areas can be used to reduce the temperature differences required
i_ to transfer the same amount of energy. However, internal irreversibilities
may increase as a result of increased surface friction effects. An optimum
point usually occurs where the total irreversibility (external + internal) is
minimiz ed.
i. However, reduction in cycle irreversibility to increase the thermal
efficiency, _, may be associated with an increase in equipment specific
125
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weight, m s (ratioof equipment weight _o total energy transferred to
cycle), which is undesirable for space applications. Process redesign
to reduce irreversibilitiesmay not appreciably affectthe weight of the
equipment such as in the redesign of flow passageways to reduce separa-
tion losses, turbulences and frictional effects or in the redesign of
combustion chambers to promote better combustion efficiency. The
ultimate design criterion is the ratio of thermal efficiency to specific
weight, q/m s, which was shown earlier to be equal to the ratio of the
power output of the cycle to total cycle equipment weight, Wnet/mt.
Although it is not the purpose of this study to present design data
for _/m s, the method of designto optimize q/m s for the cycle may be
generalized. Figure 3 shows tbe qualitative effectof reducing the
irreversibility IT 1 (_Sisol)n/Imax] of a heat exchange process on the
specific weight of the heat exchanger, (ms) n. The corresponding increase
in the thermal efficiency, 17,evaluated from Equation il0), is included.
The maximum in _7/(ms)n, if one exists, indicates the optimum heat
exchanger design. A similar analysis for all processes in the cycle can
be conducted to yield a maximum T!/ms for the cycle.
From Figure 3, itcan be seen that
S
= 0
1%
T1 _ (_Sisol)n
max
to give a maximum for the entire cycle° Substituting _ = _./tlc in Equation
(1 1) and dividing by m s yields
( Iact)lmax (2 act _7c)
= nc l- f ,m
m m s
S S -- max
Assuming T h and T 1 constant gives _c = constant, and letting x = Iact/I:nax,
the above equation becomes
(z- x)
_9_=
m g (x)S
19.6
I/ .'
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<_(N/ms) [-.g(x) - (1 - x) g'(x)]and = ' = 0
dx _7c g(x)Z
which gives a maximum when x satisfies
g(x) -- -(1 -xlg'(x)
or : l
g(x) I - x"
n
TI _ (ASisol)
T n
_act n = 1
Since x = -- =
I I , the above equation yields
max max
n
TI Z (_Sisol)n
g Imax 1 _/c
= - = - -- (13)
I Iact _7
T1 _ (_Sisol)n Imax( )g I
max
and the maximum q/m s results when the individual processes are re-
designed such that the function
n ,
TI _ (_Sisol)n
Ima x '_
satisfies Equation (13), if possible. Of course, the function must neces-
sarily be obtained analytically or experimentally for each process in the
cycle.
The same analysis may be conducted for various types of cycles
and the ultimate selection of the type of cycle for space applications
necessarily dict_,tes that _/m s be a maximum.
t27
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
To illustratethe practical usage of the above concepts and to get a
better understanding of their significance towards cycle analysis and
design, the following example problems were considered:
A. Rankine cycle steam power system installed in an orbiting
space platform. Figure 4a shows a schematic diagram of the power sys-
tem and Figure 4b depicts the corresponding temperature-entropy, T - s,
diagram. Gases, heated within the nuclear reactor (external heat source),
are cycled through the boiler and transfer energy to the boiler. There-
after, the gases pass through the superheater, reheater, and economizer
before returning to the reactor. To improve the thermal efficiency, a
superheater, reheater, economiz6r, and two extraction feedwater heaters
were included in the basic Rankine cycle. The energy rejected in the cycle
is accomplished by the use of a radiative tlpe condenser where the earth
is considered as the external heat sink. Refer to Table I for system data
and values of enthalpy and entropy at each point in the cycle. Entropy changes
for the constant pressure gas process were calculated from
m T
s -s. = --_-c in e
e ms p 1
Neglecting kinetic energies, the temperature changes of the gases were
determined from
Qrn mb
(Te" Ti) = c m
P g
where Qrn is the energy transferred from the gases to each respective
process in the cycle.
The losses in thermal efficiency of the cycle resulting from
irreversibilities generated in eaci_ process of the cycle were evaluated
from Equation (I0)
IZ IZ
_, (l_ct) n T I _ (_Sisol)n
a = I n=l = I n= I
I I
max max
and are given in Table IL It is noted that _ = W/Wc = 46. Z5%; i. e., the
losses in efficiency amounted to 53.75_ for the 12 processes in the cycle.
The most significant losses result in the following processes:
128
tl , ,
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I. Boiler process--13.14% less primarily due to external
heat transfer across a finitetemperature difference.
2. Condenser process--4.61_ loss resulting from irreversible
•-adiation energy exchange with the heat sink (earth).
Generally, this loss will be larger for applications in areas
of space void of znass where the effective heat sink tempera-
ture approaches absolute zero; i.e., T1 = To = Q+°R"
3o Superheater process-8.06% loss due to external heat
transfer irrever sibilities.
4. Gas-nuclear reactor process--ex£ernal heat transfer
irr_versibilities yield 8.54% losses.
5. Turbine c process--8.23% losses resulting from internal
frictional irreversibilities produced because of inefficient
turbine design (turbine blade design, for example).
6. Low pressure feedwater extraction procass--4.98% loss
resulting from external heat transfer irreversibilities.
Other losses were individually small. Cycle redesign criteria
may be determined by knowing the types of irreversibilities produced and
how to eliminate them. Optinization of q/m s may be ascertained from
methods given previously. It is important to note that redesign or"
individual processes may affect the performance of other processes in the
cycle. Thus, optimization of each process in the cycle must be interrelated
to each other to insure optimum performance of the complete cycle.
To determine the maximum value of (_ for the cycle, it was
assumed that the Rankine cycle operates completely reversibly between
the variable temperature heat source process, T h -_ Tec, and constant
temperature heat sink process, T 1. From Table II,
Iac t (minimum)
e_ = 100-
max I
max
12 o
Ict + _ (/act)n
n=2
= O0 - imax
= (too-s.s4)% = 9z.46%
129
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which yields a loss of 8.54% due to external irreversibi]itie_ -"in the gas-
nuclear reactor process. In addition, suppose that the nuclear reactor
was eliminated and that gases at temperature T h were continually supplied
to the heat source process, T h _ Tec, from some gas supply (combustion
process, for example). Calculations showed that the loss in efficiency
was 8.54%, the same as witha constant temperature heat source at T h.
Thus, inherent irreversibilities result from the use of variable tempera-
ture heat sources (and sinks). The equivalent heat source temperature is
considered constant at T hand the gas heating process, R i _ Ro, does not
actually occur but must be effectively considered as the reverse of
process T h -" Tec and included as an additional process in the cycle
(identical to conditions in example above).
Although the Rankine cycle shown on Figure 4a is typical of
modernpowcr systems on earth, some of the components tending to reduce
q/m s (feedwater heaters, economizer) resulting from excessive equipment
weight must be eliminated for use of the cycle in space applications.
B. Thermodynamic cycles involving combustion processes have
commonly been approximated by the air-standard cycle (Ref 2). An
example of this is the Otto cycle shown on Figure 5 where the combustion
process is replaced by energy transferred to the system from a heat
source at T h and the cycle is considered closed (no change in composition).
The temperature and volume limits correspond to maximum power condi-
tions of modern internal combustion engines (410 hp). Assuming the cycle
to be internally reversible, an analysis similar to above yielded
o_= 17/_7c= 0.673. To account for deviations from air-standard approxi-
mations and irreversibilities such as ' vat transferred to the surrour{dings,
Qr' inDrocesses (I -*2), (2 -_ 3), and (3 -_4), internal frictional irreversi-
bilities, and external friction in bearings and reciprocating components
(Wfriction = Qr4 , energy dissipated to the surroundings), the actual Wnet
output of the cycle is given by
Wnet (actual) = eb Wnet (ideal)
where e b -_ O. 65 = Mechanical efficiency of a well-constructed engine.
! Thus, the act,._l value of _ is
i _ = _e b = 0.438.
:' To include these effects in Equation (I0),
4
Qa (i - eb)
T1 Z (ASisol)n +
T 1
_c Imax
q
t30
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where processes n = 1 to n = 4 may consider the actual internally and
externally irreversible processes occurring in the cycle {c_ < 0. 673}. In
this case, e b includes only external frictional irreversibilities.
From Figure 3, it is seen that _ = 0.438 is less than
- 0.4625 for the Rankine cycle. However, the thermal efficiency to
specific weight ratio, _7/m s = _ _Tc/ms, is higher for the Otto cycle.
Applications of the above concepts may be extended to pro-
cesses since cycles are merely specialized processes. Detailed analyses
for processes and other cycles such as gas-particle processes in rocket
nozzles and combustion driven Brayton cycles have been conducted,
respectively.
It was shown that the relation ol = f (1 - Iact/Imax} can be
used for any process (_ redefined for processes}, including thermo-
dynamic refrigeration cycles. For the latter,
fl 1 1
(ZiSisol)n max
(1 - Th--T1 _Ssource
!
where fl = Qa/Wnet = coefficient of performance and'I max = " (T1/T h) Imax:
Concepts of availability of energy were interrelated with the
analysis given herein. The applications and results will be presented
in later studies.
Ackeret (Ref 3) presented a historical background of entropy
and other examples of the role of entropy in the aerospace sciences.
CONCLUSIONS
Significant conclusions of the analysis were:
1. The concept of maximum cycle irreversibility interrelated
with the actual irreversibility of the cycle, reflected in
Equations (I0) and (II), successfully determine cycle !_
performance and thermal efficiency design criteria
quantitatively for any thermodynamic cycle. ]
?
Z. The performance and efficiency/specific weight of any thermo- ir
dynamic cycle may be quantitatively determined, compared,
and correlated. Graphical representation of Equation (10) is
131
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shown on Figure 2 which relates efficiency and irreversibility
of all cycles, Results (Table _ for the Rankine cycle shown on
Figure 4a, and those corresponding to an air-standard Otto
cycle (Figure 5) are included,
IS2 '.
,_,9 . L
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TABLE I
RANKINE CYCLE POWER SYSTEM PROPERTIES
DATA
Pb - Boiler Pressure = 2-400 psia
P - Condenser Pressure = 2. in. hg. abs.c
Prh - Reheater Pressure = 12,00 psia
P - Feedwater Extraction Pressure = 12.00 psiax
P - Feedwater Extraction Pressure = 600 psia
Y
T h - Temperature of Nuclear Reactor Heat Source = 3310°R
I T 1 - Temperature of Heat Sink (earth) = 52,0°R
T 5 - Exit Superheater Temperature = 1460°R
T 7 - Exit Reheater Temperature = 1460°R
e. - Internal Efficiencies of Turbines a, b, and c = 0.81
c - Specific Heat of Gases = 0.2,7 Btu/lbm°F
P
mg/m b - ).bin of Gas per Ibm of Steam Generated in Boiler = Z. 0
m - Mass of Steam Extracted at P = 0. 107 lbm/lbm (boiler)
X X
m - Mass of Steam Extracted at P = 0.2,63 lbm/lbm (boiler)Y Y
Condensate pump processes assumed reversible. All results are,f
'I
: referred to I.0 Ibm b of steam generated in boiler. Interconnecting
line losses were neglected.
k
e
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TABLE I
{CONTINUED)
h-Ent halpy s-Entropy
State Point Btu/lb Bt u]!bm°R
1 69.1 0.1316
" 76.27 O. 1316
y' (y _ y') 47Z. 0 O. 666
yf 471.6 O. 672
x;',(x-_x') 570.0 O. 765
xf 571.7 O. 7711
3 718.4 O. 9023
4 1101.1 1. 2434
5 1461.7 I.5335
6 1371.0 1.5335
6' 1389. Z I,5485
7 1499. Z I.6293
8 909.1 I.6293
8' 1027.2 1.8556
9 1401.0 1. 6293
9' 1420.8 1. 646
,," /
y
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MATttEMATICAL ADVANCES IN THE THEORY OF ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW {,
By
* Ervin Y. Rodin .
i / Wyle Laboratories )
SUMMARY
N67-z427
i This paper contains the derivation of a Burgers' equation, as a deflnite'aldproxlmation
i of hlgh order, from the one dimensional Riemann pair of equ.ations (with a viscous term)
which is a description of the motion of waves of finite amplitude. The solution of the
Cauchy problem for Burgers'equation is presented, together wlth a discussionof solut|ons
by means of infinite products.
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INTRODUCTION
Theambitious plans of the free world in _pacetravel are predicated to a large extent on
the ability of scientistsand engineer_to cope with a demandfor knowledge that is rising
in an exponential mamler. The recent great stridesin th;:.:field are ascribable to two
important factors: one, the developmentof large and accurate thrustersand two, thet
! appropriateminiaturization of much of the componentand supportequipment. These,
in turn, were made possibleby basic scientific studiesperformedearlier in this century.
There is, however, a very practical limitation both to miniaturization and to largeness
of rockets. Thus, in order to _ontinue the rapid advance in this field, it is necessary
to refine manyof the existing techniquesor theories. For instance, muchof the lifting
capacity of a thrustertoday is usedto put into orbit a considerablemassof ignorance -
many call it a safety factor - which is necessary;becauseall calculations usedin design
andoperation are approximationsof varying exactness. Thus, approximationsof higher
order will reduce th_sdead massand refine the processesand equipment used.
Basically, this is the subiect of the presentpaper. In the hierarchy of approximations
usedfor describingvarious phenomena, suchas acoustics of wavesof Finite amplitude,
propertiesof highly ce.,ductlng gases,etc., exact solutionsof the governing equations
are available only in highly specialized and idealized cases. One usesthese exact
solutionsas steppingstones, from Which solutionsof more real problemscan be obtalnec_
approximately. Thus, the higher in this hierarchy one is able to obtain exact solutions,
the better the further opproximatlonsare.
One of the more importantof thesesteppingstonesis the model equation, proposed;,.
1940 by J.M. Burgers,whosegeneral solution was obtained in 1950 and 1951 by E. Hopf
and J. Cole. Thisnonlinear partial differential equation, while being a descriptorof
phenomenaonly in one spaced_menslon,still includesan importantnonlinear feature and
also takes into considerat;on effects of dissipationand diffusion. The functional form of the
equation wasshownto be extremely useful in many fields; see the Bibliography.
The only importantboundary/_nltial value problem solvedsofar in connection with this
, equation is the one describing the decay of a pattern existing at some initial time. It is
of great importance, however, to know the behavior of a systemwith excitation condi-
t;onsdescribedat one of the physical boundaries; the solution of this "Cauchy Problem"
is one of the subjectsof thls paper.
The general solution of Burgers'Equation has, usually, the form of the quotient of two
infinite seriesof rather complicated terms. Thus, it is not ec_ily adaptable to a qualitative
analysis, and is very cumbersomequantitatively also.
! In order to cope with this problem, the secondpart of this paper obtains someof these
solutions in the form of a single infinita ._eries. The approach is through infinite pro-
ducts;a mathematical object which hasbeen usedin practice but very little; but one
._ which could have an importencein the solutionof nonlinear problemsthat is comparable
to the utility of'infinite series |n the theory of linear differential equatlons.
t44
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The first sectionof this paper contains a derivation of Burge_s'Equation. It consists
essentlallyof the justification for the reduction of a pair of one dimensionedcoupled
equationsto the one usedand comesfrom the theory of nonlinear acoustics. This is
followed by a descriptionof the propertiesof Burgers'equation and of its solution,
which is a prelude necessaryfor the next section, containing the solution oi:the Cauchy
Problem. Finally, the last sectionof the paper containssolutionsby meansof an
infinite productapproach.
L45
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THE EQUATIONS FROM NONLINEAR ACOUSTICS
One interpretation of the equations
(1) v t + vv + 2x y-1 aa = eVxx
(2) at + axV +-_ aVx = 0
is that they describethe propagationof plane soundwavesof finite amplitude in a
disslpatlve fluid (see Lighthill). Here v is the particle velocity, a a quantity
proportional to the local speedof sound, y the ratio of specific heatsof the medium
and e is a dissipation constant. The subscripts,as usual, denote partial difFerentia-
tions with respectto the letter involved. The system(1) - (2) is a classical Riemannlon
one when e = O; it is then solvable by meansof its characteristics. In its fullness, the
pair (1) - (2) hasnot been solved. We shall now present, however, an argumentwhich
reduces(I) - (2) to the simpleequation
vt + vv = 6v ,X XX
where 8 is also a constant.
The substitutlon
o-ao
reduces (1) - (2) to the system
i (3) vt + VVx + k2py-2px = eVxx
(4) Pt + (PV)x = 0
where
is a non-negatlve quantity.
Let us introducea streamfunction _ , defined by
(5) P=ex ' v= -tilt, .
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Then equation (4) is satisfied identically by _.,; there remainsto satisfy (3).
To this end, we shall assumethat _ satisfiesthe equation
(6) _t = Cl 9xx
for somec1) O. This, of course, alsomeansthat p saHsfiesthe sameequation:
(7) Pt " cl Pxx = ext " Cl exxx = 0
In fact, we can write for v, from (5), (6), and (7):
_t 9xx Px(8) v=---: -
_x -ci % 'ci P-
Let us use this value of v in (3); the substitutionand subsequentsimplifications follow:
_ _ 2 p2 -3 + 3
PPxt Px Pt + 2 Px PPxx rx +k 2 Pxxx PPxl°xx 2Px
-c I 2 ° - cI _ io_'-2 -ec Ip 2 Px = 3 ....P P P
P l°xt " I°Px Pt "Cl Px Pxx "Px "_'_1 p),+l Px = , Pxxx "3PPxPxx + 2Px
P2(Pxt " ' Pxxx)" ppx(pt + (c,-3.) 10xx)+ (c,- 2.)px 3- c_ Py+' Px = 0 ,,t_i:'i*
Lt
The cases
n
Cl = Te , n=O, 1, 2, 3,4
L47
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lead to special situations, correspondingto various physical restraining assumptions;
we shall not considerthem here.
Byassumption(6), we have that p satisfies
Pxt = Cl Pxxx ' c1_ 0
Let usrecall that, for Tncr.easTngvalues o.Fc] , the solutionsof the heat equation
approachboundedvalues m a mannerwhich ,s usually of the exponentially damped
type. Furthermore, derivatives Px of the solution approach 0 for i_cren:'n_l c1 .
With this in mind, let uswrite (9) in the form
2Cl-3e c1-2e 3 k2 _ :
J (lO) p2pxx- % Px_  c-"i ci _" I - _' Px= (cI - _i':_
r
and considerthe effect of letting c1 increase. Clearly, since by the preceding
argumentthe numeratorof the right hand side of (10) is bounded, it becomesvery
small for c 1 large; in fact, it is of the order o (c1) , where a<_2. Therefore,
choosing
'i (11) c 1 = 8 1 ; e; M )'+1 ,
:_ where M = max p in someregion R
M = max Pxin the sameregion
X
we reduce (10) to
(I_') P2p,_x "2 % Pxxx  Px3 = 0
Thisexpressioncan be integrated; usingthe letter p for the upcomingfunctions
(of t) of integration, we obtain
" %x "Px2 = pPl(t) ,
or
i
/
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Letting now
U
p=e
(13) becomes
-U
Ux = Pi(t) • ut!xx X
which can ogain be integrated:
] 2 e-U
_-Ux= - P](t) + p2(t)
and thus i
U
(]4) * =
_P2(t) - Pl (t) e"_'''
One more integratlon_ and a transformationfrom u back to p gives us
,!
where we musthave Pl(t) (0 and P2(t)( 0
Thisfunction then is the justification for the assumptionsmadeon p a priori, for _I
an appropriate choice of the arbitrary functions p.(t). In particular, let us note _
• . • J :_
that p_ as govenby (15)t Jsa non-negat,ve funct,on; a fact which will further corroborate
the appropriatenessof our choice of i) as a solution of the heat equation in later i_i
developments. '
Our conclusion, however, is the foll_rlng" if p satisfies
Pxt= SPx,:.
with 6 given by (11)_ and
v= -6 .-_-
L,
r
,I
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I
I
[
I
then equation (4) is satisfied identically. Furthermore, v then satisfies the
equation
vt + 2vv = 8vX XX
I
(aswill be shownin the next section); while the magnitudeof the error in usingan _
approximationfor equation (3) is
E= 2+-'--- vdx + (6-e)
_,-1 ' ,!
where G may be freely chosen. Furthermore, we have shownthat E is negligible
for a 8 chosenlarge enough, in someregion of interest R.
Our task, then, is to solve the equation
vt + 2vv = 8v ;X XX
and it will turn out that the mostgeneral solution is
8
X
v=
where e is any (positive) solutionof the heat equation.
i"
p
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BURGERS EQUATION; INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM
Thecrucial step in the developmentsof the previoussectionwas the assumptionthat p
satisfiesa third order heat equation. However, in order to make that assumption,it was
necessaryto know that its consequenceswill be desirable ones. In this section we are
going to showhow the heat equation entersthe picture independently of any other
considerations.
We shall startwith Burgers'equation in a slightly more general form:
(16) vt +l_vv = 6vX XX
where IB and 8 are constants.
In order to give a measureof physical judgementto this equation, let usmultiply it
by v and integrate on the interval (x1, x2), to obtain
x2
(17) lf_ (v2)dx + 3_ {v 3 (x2, t) v3- (xl't) / =
x 1
x2
(x2't)" V(Xl't) (Xl't) " ! ,ix
- XI
_ Going in order from term to term, we can interpret this equation as one stating that the
total rate of changeof kinetic energy in the system, plusthe net flux of thls energy out
_' acrossthe boundaries, exactly balances the rate c:twhich work isdone at the boundaries,
lessthe total dissipation present.k_
t-
_. We now proceed to find the solution of (16); following, substantially, Cole. First, we
',; return to the streamfunction of (5), letting v = 9x and integrating (16). If we take the
-"! constantof integration as 0, we arrive at
:'; (18) _t + _x = 6_xx "
_r
Let us now assumethat 9 = f(h); i.e., that 9 dependson the single function h (of the
variables x and t). Then (18) can be written in the form
IS"
,, ,/_16tb, ,, // ,
,/
_ k ;/
r I I
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(19) f' - 8hx x (f,)2 -Sf' = 0
If.he nowassumethat h satisfiesthe heatequation,
ht = 8hxx '
then f hasto be a solutiono_ i
(20) (f')"_ = 2..86f,, ;P
which meansthat
28
q) = f = "'if't, In(h+Cl) 4. c2 ,
with c1 and c2 arbitrary. Thus,
26 hx
(21) v = tx = "- p
is the solutionof (16). Theconstant ¢2 disappearedand cI wm incorporatedin the
solutionof the heat equation.
Let usremarkat this point that no rigorousmathematicalwoofsare includedin this
paper; however,we shallmakea precisestatementat eachPoint. Thus,in thiscase
we hQye
TheoremI: Thefollowingtwostatementsare equivalent:
|.) v isa solutionof (16) in on openrectangle R of thex,t plane
A
i!.) v, vx, andVxx are continuousin R
i.) For t)O, thereexistso function h of the fo4rlrlrl/
,- co,)-, *I.
g suchttmt
ii.) h,bO andh, hx, hxx, hxxx are continuousin R
ili.) ht = 5hxx lnR.
,t
/y ' . , ,, . . ,,,,,, , ....... ]_ I
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It is interestingto note how I;_econstant 13, representingfinite amplitude effects, is
balanced by the viscosityconstant 8:
h28 x(21) v = - --p h "
What we have achieved sofar is to reduce the general solutionof a nonlinear equation
to that of a well knownlinear one. A questionthat immediatelyarises is how the initial
values are related. From(21) we have
(22) C(t) exp 1- 2-_fv(x't) dx ]= h(x,t)
so that, if
L
v_,O) = f(x) i
we obtaintherelation
as the initial condition to be usedin the solution of the heat equation. However, we
shall not pursuethisany further, for thisquestion hasbeen studied quite extensively
bothby Cole andby Hopf. Instead, we shall investigate the questionof how to relate the
condition given on a line x = constantfor v to h.
[,
• . t53
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I
I
I
i SOLUTION OF CAUCHY PROBLEM
[
i The problemwe shall solve in this section is the following: find a twice continuously
dlfferentiable solution v of the equation
vt + 13vv --6v , 8,13,>0 .x xx
satisfying the Cauchy conditions
v(xO,t) = a(t)
(24)
vx (Xo,t) "- b(t)
Clearly, no generality will be lost if we take 13= I and x0 = O.
We know that v is given by
h (x,t)
v(x,t) = -26 xh(x,t)
where h satisfies
=Shht xx
Let usassumea solution h of the heat equation that is of the form
£ w(n)(t)x2n £ _ 2n Ì%(25) h(x,t)= 5n 2.---;+ (_-i)'
n=O " n=O 8n -" + "
where w and 9 are arbitrary functionsof t and where
n(n)(t)_= dnn , o(O)(t) = n(t)
dtn
for any function Q. It can be easily seen that
h(O,t) = w(t,),
hx(O,t) = _(t),
\
IM _
. : '.' 2. .'_ ..: ,.'
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o, ;
1
hxx(O,t)= '(t)
Thus
hx(O,t) 9(t)
(26) v(O,t) =-28 h(O,t) = -28
hxx(O,t) hx(O, t)._2 /_(t) _2
(27) Vx(O,t) = -28 h(O,t) " _ / = -28 " _'_(t))
In order to satisfy the conditions (24), we therefore musthave
-25 _(t) = a(t)
)' and
[ u'(t)(w_tt_! 2 ]
, -28 _-_ - = b(t) .
Thus
- 1 (a 2(t) - 28 b(t))
so that
"_ [_ - $(a2(t) l_._ (28) _ (t) = exp - 28 b(t)) dt
! a(t)
(29) q,(t) = - _-_ w (t)Thereforewe see that the conditions(24) "translate" to the heat equation in the form of
(28) and (29). The precisestatement follows.
_i Theorem2. Supposethat each of a(t), b(t) is analytic for t_>O. ThenJ
;4
-26'_ K(n) (t) X2n I __ _ [a(t) K(t)]( ) X2n
_i (30) v= .... 1 6n (2n:I).' T _ 8__ ,
|u m Hn
" n_ 0 "_ _ ) X2n+lm
_ K(n) (t) X2n . [a(t) K(t)]! n
-ii = -8n - 2n. ° n=O _n ' (2n+|);J.;
._
i{
_4
!
2
" t55
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is a solution ofo
vt ,+ vv = 6 vX XX
such that, for t_0, -m<x_m ,
i.) v, v and v are continuousX XX
ii.) v(0,t) = a(t), Vx(0,t) = b(t)
ill.) v is unique.
As an illustration of the solution (30), we shall give a steadystate solution of (30), obtainable
by letting
v(0,t) = a0 , Vx(0,t) = b0 , a0, b0 constants.
Undersuchconditionswe find that
c1 slnhc2x + coshc2x
(31) v = aOc I sinhc2 x + clcoshc 2x-
where the significant parameters c1 and c2 are given by
' , = '
• a0 - 28 b0
f cl = - .....
°0i
i
l! ao
_ c2 = --_- c1
I'
ii which characterlzes the highly nonlinear nature of the solution.;i
I'
156 "
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iUTILIZATION OF INFINITE PRODUCTS
The solutiongiven by (30) is quite typical for Burgers'equation: one infinite series
divided by another. Thereare only a very few caseswhere suchan expressioncan be
analyzed without further approximations. Therefore, in this section we shall discuss
: how to improve suchapproximationsand how, in manycases, to obtain a single series
representation for the solution v.
Our approach is going to utilize a simpleproperty of infinite products. Thus, let
(32) h(x,t) = _ (l+fn(X,t))n=l
with the condition
<
n=l
to insurethat the product converges. Let us note that the logarithmic derivative of
(32) is given by
hx (x,t) _ £ l f(x't)] x(33) h(x,t) n= 1 1 + fn(X,t)
Thiscan be seeneither by taking the logarithmof both sidesof (32) and differentiating,
or by a factor by factor differentiation of the right hand side of (32), followed by division.
i The functional form of the left h_ndside of (33) is exactly that of the solution of Burgers'
equation. Thequestionwe have to discussis therefore the following: how can one i
" representthe solutionof the heat equation as an infinite product? In answeringthis
questionwe have to rememberthat only positivesolutions of the heat equation need be i
considered(see Theorem 1). !i
F
i Let us assumethat in the processof solving Burgers'equation, we reached the point where i
I we already have the solution of the associatedheat equation; let this be h(x,t). To !
I find v, we now have to form the quotient
h(x,t)
v = -26 ....
! h(x,t) '
167
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However, since h(x,t)_0, in manycases;t isposslble to write h ;n the form
(34) h(x,t) = exp [_v n (x,t)]
where the series (which can be finite or infln;te) is a real one. In sucha case, our
infinite product is
(35) 1 h¢_,t))- 1+ e_ - 1
n=O n=O
and the solution v is given by
0 Vn(X,t)(_) v = -28 _ .
n=O
Thesituation is not sosimple in the general case. Nevertheless, the approachthrough
infinite productsis possiblein many other cases. If the solution h of the associated
heat equation can be factored at all, then the method applies. Also, in many cases, it is
much easier - and one obtainsmuchbetter results - if instead of trying to approximate
the quotient of two series, one approximatesthe solution of the heat equation. Thiscan
be done, for instance, by using the approximation theorem of We|erstrass,according to
which a function, analytic on an interval, can be approximatedto any degree of accuracy
- on that interval - by a polynomial. This polynomial then can be factored and the
methodapplied.
In addition, one can use Hadamard'sfactorizatlon theorem for the direct splitting of h
into its factors; although, to be sure, it doesnot apply in every case.
Finally, let us note that one can tackle this problem in yetonother way. To see this,
we begin the solutionof our problemall over again.
We wish to find a simpleseries solutionof
vt + vv = 6vX XX
We shall let v = -26 9x and integrate:
(37) tt - Six2= 6txx
158
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• v
Let now
(38) _ = In _v (xzt) .
n
Then, in abbreviated form,
g- - -- *.
sothat
_t = 6_xx
or
8 82
Vn(X,t)(39) _ _-Vn(X,t)= 8_"_8x 2
* We can now proceedto find the solution of (39) in termsof easily factorlzable elgen-
functions Vn; use this in (38) to arrive at
, = (x,t) = _ln f(x,t)"; 9 In _"_vn
' and obtain the solution v as
_ v = -26 9x = -25_"_. f(x,t) "
,J
*'. i59
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' LOW FREQUENCY RADIO ASTRONOMY IN SPACE
By
N. F. Six(
] Brown Engineering Company
and
l, G. R. LeboandA. G. Smith /
University of Florida
ABSTRACT
N67-24275
Radio astronomical observations made from the surfac_ of the
Earth are restricted at the high frequency end of the RF spectrum by the
troposphere and at the low frequency end by the ionosphere. Artificial
Earth satellites provide the means for eliminating these restrictions, but
low frequency studies require large antennas, so a large stable platform
is desirable. The surface of the Moon meets this requirement.
In order to study the sources (Sun, Jupiter, radio stars, cosmic
_ background, and perhaps Earth and Saturn) over the frequency range from
.!
_-; 30 kHz to 10 MHz, the radiometer should be able to measure intensity,
apparent position, apparent size, temporal variation, and polarization.
The order of experiments wiU most likely be determined by the antenna
system complexity and size. Early experiments on the lunar surface
: probably will employ simple broadband "pencil-beam" antennas. Man i
will be necessary for antenna installation and initial calibration, i% i
r
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INTRODUCTION
I
I
I
I
, Over the past three decades a vast amount of astronomical
!
information has been gained from observations in the radio frequency
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Earth-bound investigations
I
are restricted at the high frequency end of the RF spectrum by the
troposphere and at the low frequency end by the ionosphere. Artificial
Earth satellites provide the means for eliminating these restrictions,
but low frequency studies require large antennas, so a large stable
platform is desirable.
In general, the scientific objectives of low frequency (30 kHz -
10 MHz) radio astronomy in space will be to make observations of all
possible sources of emission and to derive from these data new knowledge
concerning source mechanisms and factors influencing the propagation of
the radio waves. The known sources of low frequency nonthermal radio
emission are the Sun, Jupiter, the discrete galactic and extragalactic
sources, and the cosmic background. Perhaps Saturn and Earth will
also fall in this category. The types of measurements to be considered
are I) calibrated intensity, 2) apparent position, 3) apparent size,
4) polarization, and 5) temporal variation. These studies will require
large antennas, and man will participate in their erection. The order of
experiments will be determined by the antenna system complexity and
size.
Such investigations should result in a better understanding of the
magnetospheric systems of Jupiter, Earth, and perhaps Saturn; of the
distribution of plasma clouds in interplanetary space; and of the structure
of our galaxy. Very likely many of the results will be unsuspected.
The author wishes to acknowledge the suggemtions and encourage-
ment of Drs. A. G. Smith, G. R. Lebo, and T. D. Cart of the Department
of Physic8 and Astronomy, University of Florida. Some of the material
/
r,
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presented herein is the result of studies performed under NASA Contract
NASR-176 with the University of Florida concerning the development of an
orbital receiver for the reception of low frequency radio energy from the
planet Jupiter.
• • ,',
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ATMOSPHERIC LIMITATIONS
Tne astronomer is interested in obtaining new knowledge about
extraterrestrial bodies. The information he obtains at ground level arrives
i in the form of particles or waves and almost none escapes interaction with
the earth's atmospheric envelope. The difficulties involved in sorting out
the atmospheric influences are in many cases insurmountable. So, the
astronomer confines himself to making observations in narrow regions of
the electromagnetic spectrum where the atmospheric interactions are
minimal. These regions have been aptly referred to as "windows", and
are shown in Figure 1.
Those parts of the electromagnetic spectrum which can be advan-
tageously examined from beyond the sea of gases which encircle our planet
are, in order of increasing wavelength, cosmic ray, gamma ray, x-ray,
ultraviolet, visible, infrared, and radio. In the radio region of the spec-
trum, earth-based measurements are confined to the window between about
5 MHz and 60, 000 MHz. At the low frequency end of this window, the iono-
sphere becomes opaque to radio wave transmission. The critical frequency
for normal incidence, or the plasma frequency of the most dense layer of
electrons, i depends on the time of day, season, sunspot cycle and other
variables, but usually ranges from 3 to 1Z MHz. Figures Z and 3 illustrate
respectively the variation of plasma frequency with altitude in the ionosphere
and in the magnetosphere. The high frequency boundary of the radio astron-
omy window is caused by tropospheric absorption. This absorption is as-
e
sociated with the rotational energy of the oxygen and water vapor molecules
and occurs strongly in certain frequency bands. Between these bands, radio
noise is a serious problem. Even in the spectral region where the earth's
[ atmc.sphere is transparent to radio waves, there are other effects which are
J a nuisance to radio astronomers. The troposphere and the ionosphere causerefraction of radio waves resulting in an apparent displacement of the source_
i Drifting ionospheric irregularities or clouds of ionization produce scintil7
/
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lations or rapid variations in the intensity of received signals. The patchy
ionosphere acts like an optical grating, producing a diffraction pattern on
: the ground. The smaller the angular size of the source, the more pronounced
i are the focusing and interference phenomena. Electrical storms produce
L radio static and, at low frequencies, these natural disturbances as wellas
man-made interference are reflected off the ionosphere and compete with
i the desired signals. For these reasons the lowest frequencies are acces-J
sible only between midnight and dawrr when the alectron density in the iono-
sphere is at a minimum. By judicious choice of the observing station
location - high altitude and low humidity - atmospheric absorption effects
can be reduced considerably.
LOW FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
The present discussion will concern only one part of the radio
region of the spectrum - those electromagnetic waves having frequencies
between 30 kHz and 10 MHz, or wavelengths between 30 and 10, 000 meters.
This part of the radio spectrum will be referred to as the low., frequency
region. Very low frequencies (f < 30 kHz) and high frequencies (f > 10 MHz)
are outside the scope of the present endeavor.
The atmospheric limitations at low frequencies can be avoided by
making measurements from high earth orbits or from the moon. With no
ionosphere to contend with, observations can be performed on down into
i_ the kHz range. At frequencie s below the critical frequency in the Fz region
!
I_ of the ionosphere, observations can be made neglecting natural electrical
disturbances, associated with tl_understorms, and man-made interference,
'_ for these will be confined in the ionosphere-earth cavity.
_ SOURCES
_ The sources of low frequency radio emission that we know about
?
are the following: the sun, Jupiter, "radio stars", and the cosmic back-
i! ground. There are reasons to believe that Saturn might also belong in
,!
a
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this group. The radiation belts which encircle the earth probably provide
i magnetic Bremsstrahlung emissions which also could be detected from an
i orbital or lunar radio astronomy package.I
I
Sun
[ The radio spectrum of the sun is one of enormous complexity with
[
i at least five different types of transient outbursts in addition to the steady
i
thermal emission. Study of these outbursts has increased our knowledge
of the solar atmosphere and, in particular, has led to a better understand-
ing of centers of activity. Figure 4 shows the dynamic spectra of solar
radio bursts - electromagnetic phenomena associated with chromospheric
flares.
Type I bursts which accompany noise storms are not shown on
Figure 4. These narrow-band (1% of center frequency), short-duration
{few tenths of a second) bursts occur in the frequency range 50 - 300 MHz
and are found superimposed on a broad continuum. All of the noise storm
radiation, continuum and bursts, is strongly circularly polarized. Its
most notable characteristic is its long duration; a typical storm lasts
about one day.
" Type H bursts are the most intense. They are characterized by
!_! one or more narrow bands about 50 MHz wide which drift slowly from high
41
to low frequencies. When _wo Type II bursts occur together, as in Figure 4,
." the features are duplicated in two frequency ranges suggesting a funda-
mental and second harmonic. Type H bursts are rarer, but longer lasting
":j than Type IH bursts. Some time structure has been detected.
Type HI bursts la_t only a few seconds, are very intense, and often
occur in groups. The individual burst appears as a sharp line tilted slightly
: towards the right. The emission at each moment occurs in a narrow fre-
quency band some MHz wide, which quickly drifts toward long wavelengths.
•,: Both Type H and Ill bursts are associated with fast moving dlstrubances in
_:: the corona.
i J
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Type IV radiation has a broad spectrum and great steadiness. This
radiation, called continuum because of its wide frequency spread, follows
Type Ilbursts and may persist for several hours. It is often circularly
polarized. _
!
Type V bursts follow Type III. This is also continuum radiation,
but its spectrum is not as broad as Type IV. It appears only at wavelengths
greater thana few meters, and no fine structure can be seen.
Since the solar radio spectrum is continuously changing, attempts
to extend measurements into the low frequency region which borders the
top of Figure 4 should be designed to fully reveal the characteristics of the
bursts in the frequency time domain. The experiment should be capable
of tuning over a wide range of frequencies in a fraction of a second and
recording the intensity of the radiation at each frequency.
Occultation experiments - monitoring the emission from discrete
sources as they pass behind the solar corm,a - can provide information on
the heliocentric distribution of plasma in interplanetary space. Low fre-
quencies would be especially advantageous here since itis believed that
the scattering effects of plasma clouds scale as kz. !
Excepting the sun, Jupiter is the only confirmed nonthermal source i'i
F_
of radio frequency emission in the solar system. The sporadic bursts at
dekameter wavelengths are strongly correlated with Jovian longitude and
with the position of the satelliteIo indicating that the sources of radiation
I
I are linked to the disk of the planet. Whether the mechanism responsible
i is a surface phenomenon or o_curs in the exosphere and is coupled to the
t
_ planet through its magnetic field has not yet been determined. Another
[ nonthermal component of emission which occurs in the microwave part of
the spectrum is believed to originate in Jovian Van Allen belts where
trapped electrons radiate by the synchrotron process. Figure 5 shows
171
|
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the spectral distribution of the average planet-wide flux density from
Jupiter 3 The spectral index varies between -5 and -8 over the observable
dekamel ,'ic range, suggesting that the bulk of the radiation may actually
lie in the low-frequency tail, which i_ unobservable from the ground
i
because of ionospheric cutoff. Furthermore, the apparent structure of
the Jovia_n radio sources changes radically at frequencies below 15 MHz,
and the pulse structure of the emission is unquestionably altered by the
terrestrial ionosphere.
Observations of the giant planet at frequencies below 5 MHz could
establish the spectral distribution of the emission, i.e., extend the curve
of Figure 5 to the left. Such information is vital to theories concerning
the origin of the radiation - total energy involved, particle densities
required, and efficiency of the conversion mechanism. An examination
of the pulse structure, unaltered by the terrestrial ionosphere could yield
information about Jupiter's ionosphere. Dynamic spectra (frequency
!
': versus time plots) and polarization studies at these low frequencies might
i
[ unravel the mysteries of the planet's magnetic field. Long-term monitoringi
_ would undoubtedly yield evidence of propagation effects in interplanetary
!-_ space, correlation with sunspot activity, and increase our knowledge of
ar_,other magnetospheric system, perhaps much like our own but on a
•_ larger scale.
Saturn
There have been reports of possible emissions from Saturn at
i low frequencies4. '5 These do not, at present, constitute hard evidence.Since modern theories tend to associate a planet's magnetic field with its
rate of rotation, Saturn might be expected to emit because of its similarity
to Jupiter in this respect. The fact that no confirmed nonthermal radiation
from the ringed planet has been detected could be the fault of listening at
the wrong frequencies. Here again, monitoring at low frequencies, un-
hindered by an ionosphere and atmospheric and man-made interference,
could solve the riddle.
f
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E Radio Stars!
E
There are numerous discrete sources on the celestial sphere, and
these have been dubbed "radio stars" because of their small extent. Actually
they are not stars, but nebulae, and their emission is continuous in time.
They can be classed as galactic or extragalactic, thermal or nonthermal.
Only the discrete sources of our own galaxy exhibit typical thermal emission
spectra. These sources (galactic, thermal) are thought to be clouds of
ionized gas - the coronas surrounding bright, hot stars in the spiral arms,
and are referred to as H-II sources. A typical example is the source
Cygnus X. All of the galactic, nonthermal sources are believed to be rem-
nants of supernovae - catastrophic explosions of stars. The Crab Nebula is
an example and emission is by the synchrotron process. All of the extra-
galactic discrete sources, which consti'.ute the vast majority of "radio
stars !' , are characterized by nonthermal spectra, i.e., the radiation in-
creases in intensity with wavelength. Again, the synchrotron mechanism
offers a reasonable explanation of this emission. These e_:tragalactic
sources which have an isotrouic distribution in space are classified as
"normal" and "peculiar". The normal sources are bright, nearly spiral ;
galaxies with radio outputs of approximately 10 ze kw, i.e., the same total
i power as the Milky Way. The classic example is the Great Nebula in
Andromeda. The peculiar sources are much more intense. For example,
the source Cygnus A, believed to be two galaxies in collision, has a radio
output of 10 34 kw.
All of the discrete radio sources emit a fairly smooth continuum
of radio frequency energy. Measurements of the intensity of these sources
at low frequencies wiU provfde additional spectral evidence which has a
bearing_on the stability of the emission mechanism and on the energy spec-
trum of the particles responsible. 'Surveys at frequencies below 5 MHz
showing the positions in space of the discrete sources would be valuable
additions to the information now in hand. 6 This mapping, along with indi-
vidual oourcP, studies to ascertain angular dimensions and intensity
i74
I'1 I_ .
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4distributions, will require high resolution and narrow beamwidth. Such
investigations are vital to attempts at optical identification of the radio
., sources.
I Galactic Background
[ By background radiation, we mean the emission that has a continu-
I
ous spatial distribution as opposed to the discrete sources. Most of thist
I radiation comes from our own galaxy.and two types can be distinguished,
the galactic continuum and the hydrogen-line emission. Since the emphasis
here is on the scientific worth of extending the radio astronomy spectrum to
lower frequencies, the 1420 MHz emission from neutral hydrogen will not
be discussed.
Galactic continuum rveys or maps of radiation intensity show the
following: average intensity varies ever the celestial sphere but appears
to be constant for a given direction; intensity is greater in the galactic
plane and is a maximum toward the center of the galaxy; surveys at dif-
ferent frequencies indicate that both thermal and nonthermal processes
' are operative. The bright band of emission in the galactic plane is thermal
% emission from clouds of ionized hydrogen {H-II .regions). The e:,:tended
component of the background emission is synchrotron radiation by cosmic
i
_ ray electrons in the galactic corona which is spherical about the galactic
=/
center. This emission is most intense at lower frequencies as indicated
_ in Figure 6. There is synchrotron emission from the galactic disk also,
x
but it is absorbed by H-H regions. At long wavelengths (dekameter and
_ longer) where the nonthermal err,ission predominates, galactic observa-
_ tions permit a study of the structure of these regions in absorption.
.{
:i The points in Figure 6 show the measurements of the galactic
_: background noise. One group of experimenters believes in a rather
!: drastic decrease in intensity between 3 and I MHz. Another group sees
a leveling off in this region.
I i
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The intensity values reported by Benediktov, et el. at 0.7 MHz are
an order of magnitude smaller than the values reported by Huguenin, et el.
Perhaps what is being sampled is earth noise. This might be expected to
possess large, order of magnitude, variations whereas the cosmic back-
ground would not. Measurements made outside of the magnetosphere could
perL, aps resolve this enigma and give a true reading of the intensity of cosmic
radio emission below 2 IviHz.
The shape of the spectrum of the galactic continuum at low fre-
qvencies has consequences on other lines of endeavor. If the intensity of
the emission levels off or increases, it will be difficult to detect other
sources above this interference. On the other hand, if the emission falls
off, the detection of weak signals in this part of the spectrum will be pos-
sible. Whatever the shape, the spectrum definition will provide input to
questions of energetics - populations of cosmic ray electrons, and acceler-
ating mechanisms. The spatial distribution of galactic radiation at low
frequencies will undoubtedly lead to a clearer delineation of the spiral
structure of the Milky Way.
Earth and Interplanetary Medium
The Van Allen radiation zones probably provide magnetic
Bremsstrahlung emissions which could be detected from the moon. Oc-
' cultation experiments with the aim of detecting propagation effects caused
by the interposition of the earthts ionosphere or magnetosphere between
the source and the receiver can yield valuable data on the terrestrial
+,
environment,
, It is presumed that interplanetary space contains filaments or
;._Iobs of plasma that have been spewed out of the sun. From the moon it
should be possible to ascertain the distribution of these solar plasma clouds
by monitoring celestial sources at low frequencies over a time span of one
year and scrutinizing the data for propagation effects such as the scat,,ering ,
of radio waves by irregularities in electron density. The moon i$ well
_ t77
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suited for such an investigation for, besides providing a large platform
for low frequency observations, it is outside of the terrestrial magneto-
sphere a majority of the time and thus enables a distinction between propa-
gation effects in interplanetary space and those operative at the magneto-
spheric boundary. _
TYPES OF MEASUREMENTS
Certain types of measurement's are possible utilizing the tech-
niques of radio astronomy. These are intensity, apparel.2 source position,
apparent source size, temporal variation and polarization. Intensity
measurements at fixed frequencies will extend source spectra into the
region inaccessible to earth-based radio telescopes. Swept frequency
measurements will yield dynamic spectra, i. e., how the frequency of
emission drifts with time. Measurements of source positions or "mapping" "
will be a definite asset to studies of galactic and extragalactic structure.
Source size is a clue to the mechanism of emission. Synoptic observations
will provide data for time variation investigations, correlation with other
space parameters, and cause and effect analyses. From this standpoint,
unattended operation of the experiments would be desirable to provide a
long time span. Polarization data is necessary to infer the character of
magnetic fields existing at the source and certain propagation effects.
INSTRUMENTATION
A radio astronomy package designed for the space environment
should include antenna, receiver, calibration source, and programming
circuitry. Figure 7 shows the relationship of these essential Components.
Power supply and telemetry are considered supporting equipment. The
calibration source and programming circuitry are standard items. Various
types of receivers have been developed for low frequency experiments in
space. The greatest effort will be required in the field of antenna design.
In the detection of relatively weak and small sources, very large antennas
11S
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will be required. There are two reasons for this. First, the effective
area must be sufficiently large to capture enough energy to be measurable,
Second, because of diffraction, the angular resolution of a radio telescope
improves with each increase in the ratio of the aperture to the waeelength.
When the antenna is swept across a point radio source, radiation is re-
ceived over an angle of approximately k/D radians, where D is the effective
width of the antenna. Two small sources will appear as a single source if
their angular separation is much less than k/D, and they cannot be resolved.
At low frequencies, cosmic noise exceeds the receiver noise and
becomes the factor which limits the sensitivity of a radio telescope.
Figure 6 shows the increase in cosmic noise intensity with decreasing
£
frequency. High resolving power (paid for in terms of large antenna size)
, is necessary to insure that the integrated cosmic noise does not drown
I
I out the desired signal from some discrete source.
I :_
I
L
t TYPICAL EXPERIMENTS
Advances in science usuall Y await advances in instrumentation.
It is only natural that the capability to leave the earth and its atmospheric
!
envelope be exploited to extend the frontiers of science. Low frequency
radio oblservations of extraterrestrial sources can be performed from
above the ionosphere, that is, from earth-orbiting platforms at altitudes
. greatei than Z000 km and from lunar bases. Earth-orbiting platforms are
less expensive, thus early efforts will be in this direction. However, for
even moderate resolution at these long wavelengths, the antenna arrays
become quite large. There are limitations to the size and stability of
antenna systems deployed in space. When these limitations are too severe
for the experiment being considered, then the lunar base becomes attractive.
Earth-Orbiting Observatories
1
Low frequency radio experiments are planned for the Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGO) and the Radio Astronon_y Explorer (RAE)
series. Both are unmanned, so the experiments are entirely automatic. '_'
'q,
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The OGO spacecraft is designed to accommodate about twenty different
experiments on each flight. Two classes of orbits are planned - one
circular, polar w apogee of 1000 kin, the other elliptical, 31 ° inclination,
with apogee of 133,000 kin. For the reception of low frequency radio signals
from extraterrestrial sources, the latter class of orbits is more desirable
since both the outer ionospheric electron density and the magnetospheric
electron density decrease with altitude. Experimenters at the University of
Michigan intend to measure the dynamic spectrum of solar noise bursts
using a swept frequency radiometer and a dipole antenna. The radio
astronomy gro:,p at the University of Florida hopes to determine the
spectrum and pulse structure of Jupiter's low frequency emission on one
of the later OGO flights. The receiving sysL_m for this experiment is a
four-channel superheterodyne total power radiometer and the antenna is a
Z40-foot dipole. Figure 8 shows the antenna patterns at the four operating
frequencies: 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 MHz. This simplest type of antenna provide_
very little direetivity.
The Radio Astronomy Explorer satellites will go one step further
in antenna directivity. Using two 750-foot VEE antennas, observations of
: terrestrial and celestial n_ise will be made from a 6000-kin circular orbit. _::
At this altitude, the satellite will be within the magnetosphere, but obser- ,_
rations should still extend down to 0.5 MHz, the local plasma frequency. :
Figure 9 shows tile satellite configuration, i_
q
The high-altitude Apollo flights (synchronous orbit) provide the _i
capability" for the next advance in low frequency radio ast_:onomg. The [,
addition of man to the experiment makes it possible to employ large direc-
F
tire a_tenna arrays and guide' them. By extravehicular maneuvers, the
astronaut can assemble these more complex antennas and point them in
preferred directions using the spacecraft control system. Figure I0 shows
a large log-periodic array sensitive over a frequency decade. The availa-
bility of man also permits maintenance and alteration of system parameters
based on the results obtained, thus making the experiment more reliable
and more flexible. _
;
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Lunar Observatory
' Knowing the advantages that a high altitude manned orbiting plat-
form provides, why attempt radio astronomical measurements from the
moon7 The lunar surface affords the advantages of a large stable platform.
I Very large antennas can be deployed from a roving vehicle and orientation
of the antenna beam can be accomplished electronically. Once the lunar
base is a reality, maintenance will be less unfamiliar under lunar gravity
than under the zero-g conditions of an earth-orbiting spacecraft. For
those experiments demanding high resolution, the lunar horizon can be
used as an occulting edge, allowing the precise positioning of the sources
of low frequency rad'.o emission. On earth, the atmosphere rules out
this possibility, and the guidance of an artificial occulting disc in proximity
to an. earth-orbiting spacecraft would be extremely difficult.
In order to design a flexible system with research capabilities in
many of the areas mentioned earlier_ the characteristics of the essential
elements of a radio telescope must be considered. For the antenna, these
characteristics are bandwidth, beamwidth, gain, and steerability. Since
we are interested in a wide range of frequencies (30 kHz - 10 MHz) the
antenna should be broadband. This can be accomplished by constructing
the array of broadband elements. The beamwidth should be reasonably
_i narrow, allowing the resolution of closely spaced sources. This is
, determined by the length of the array. Narrow beam implies high gain
or the abilityto detect weak sources. The antenna beam should be
steerable in elevation so that a large portion of the celestial sphere can
be monitored. For a broadband array, this can be accomplished using
delay line techniques. To measure intensity, itis best to use a large
but simple antenna; however, such an antenna does not give the position
_ and diameter with high accuracy. Interferometers are best from this
'_ standpoint, but they cannot make reliable measurements of intensity due
_ to the overlap of the interference fringes of neighboring sources. SingleZ
i beam antennas provide the best plots of distributed radiation, i.e., a
general survey of the sources and the background radiation.
i ; |8S
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4There are many different types of radio receivers, and these will
not be discussed here. Briefly, fixed frequency channels are better for
absolute intensity and pulse structure measurements, while swept fre-
quency receivers provide information in the frequency-time domain and
are better for locating sources of interference.
The radio telescope shown in Figure 11 is a compromise which
will achieve many of the object)yes mentioned earlier. It is designed to
operate over the frequency decade 0.2 - Z. 0 MHz. The resolution of this
array is 10 ° at 0. Z MHz. At highe,- frequencies the "pencil beam" be-
comes narrower, but there are sidelobes. At frequencies below 0.2 MHz
the beamwidth is greater than 10 °. A multichannel receiver at the center
of the array can perform fixed and swept frequency observations. The
east-west baseline is 10.5 km long and contains 2Z dipoles each a half
wavelength at 0. ? MHz (k/Z = 750 m). The north arm is 6 krn long and
contains 7 dipoles. The spacing between the dipoles can be less than
750 m since the lunar surface is assumed to be a lossy medium. Such a
medium cuts down on sidelobes and makes the antenna more broadbanded.
The array has been deployed on the moon by a roving vehicle. Surface
irregularities up to a tenth of a wavelength can be tolerated. To change
the elevation of the beam, switches are activated which insert delay lines
between the separate elements and the receiver. The astronaut will be
needed primarily for the initial installation. Operation of the experiment
will be automatic and should collect data Ior a period of at least one year.
Proximity of the antenna to the Emplaced Scxentific Station will facilitate
use of the latterts data storage, power, and telemetry systems.
_ With _ich a radio telescope, we can expect to learn more about
the structure of our galaxy, the distribution of plasma clouds in inter- ,'
..J
_ planetary space, the magnetospheric systems of ffupiter, earth, and Ii
_ perhaps Saturn, and source mechanisms in general. Later experiments
will involve larger, more complex antenna systems for finer directional
/,
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resolution and for polarization measurements. Besides the experiments
described, there are other worthwhile areas of investigation which have
been omitted for the sake of brevity. These include millimeter observations,
beacon transmissions between the earth and the moon, lunar ionosphere
sounding, point-to-point communication on the moon, and electromagnetic
probing of the lunar surface and subsurface.
' 188 '
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REMOTE SENSING WITH OPTICAL CROSS-CORRELATION METHODS !
By
F. R. Krause _
Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory
and
, M. J. Fisher , "
Illinois Institute of Tec!=no!ogy Research Institute)
N 7 - 24 2 7
Our basic concept is to employ the cross correlation of two nar_.-ow
light beams for remote sensing. The problem with most optical methods
such as schlieren, shadowgraph systems or spectrometers is that the
received signal is always integrated along the line of sight. However,
we want information for a particular spot along the line of sight. To
this purpose we adjust a second beam to intersect the first at the point
of interest. The integration along the two beams is then eliminated by
a cross correlation of the detected fluctuations. This paper indicates
how this new concept of combining standard spectroscopy with a statistical ,
cross correlation analysis might be used for dynamic and kinematic studies
such as the formation and motion of water vapor or dust c.louds, the
dynamics and production of the ozone layers, and the generation and
motion of radiation belts.
The concept has been demonstrated successfully by measuring the
turbulent fluctuations in subsonic jets. The main problems in AAP
applications are formulated in terms of questions, such that the
background information becomes apparent which is needed to establish
the feasibility of particular experiments. 14
191
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INTRODUCTION
The crJss correlation of optical signals has been used for cemote
sensing in jet shear layers [i]. Concentration fluctuations of a water
vapor fog could be resolved with good accuracy in space and time [2].
I:l principle, the method should also work on an atmospheric scale.
Experimental investigations about the generation and motion of atmospheric
constituents such as clouds, nuclear debris, ozone, radiation belts, etc.,
offer an exciting challenge. We will now give a simplified version of
our new remote sensing concept and outline some of the problems, which
one would have to overcome in atmospheric applications.
THE CROSSED BEAM CONCEPT
Remote sensing of distant light sources like planets is based on a
fundamental theorem of geometrical optics, which states that the spectral
radiance, I, of a source and its image are equal, if one neglects ]ight
extinction and emission along the llne of sight. The spectral radiance
of a distant source is therefore accessible through the spectral radiance
of its image on the exit slit of a monochromator, as shown in fig. i.
Source area, _A, and wave length interval, A_, are set by the optical
filter. The solid angle, A@, into which the exit slit radiates, is set
by the photodetector. Therefore, the received radiative power is directly
proportional to the spectral radiance, I, of the distant source:
[(_->-_, t, ;_) = Is(t, _,) = w(_'-. +_, t, 7,) = :d. (l)
Z_A A';._,A?:
However, if the line of sight goes through the atmosphere, the detected
spectral radiance Id(t, %) is changed due to the light extinction or
emission in the detector's field of view. In the two limiting cases of
dominant extinction or dominant emission, the change in spectral radiance
I
. .rK(:',t,7,)dx
Id(t, ?,) = I(_"-> +% t, 7,.)= Is(t, ,,)e "" (2)
!,
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may be expressed by integrating the extinction or emission coefficient
K(_', t, Z3 .... K(X_, %1 + k(x->,t, %1. (3)
• I _x
In astronomy and optical communication, these effects are a nuisance.
From an atmospheric science point of view, they can be used to study the
thermodynamic properties of tile atmosphere, since the extinction coeffi-
cient K is uniquely determined by the thermodynamic properties. }
The problem with local measurement of atmospheric properties is how
to retrieve the local information, that is buried in the integrated
signal. A solution is only possible by repeating the remote sensing
as a function of the remaining independent variables, such that some i
mathematical transformation can be used to extract the local extinction
coefficient.
Several authors [3 - 8] used the remaining space variables y and z
and had to assume axial symmetry. This assumption can be made in the
study of single rocket exhaust and flames but not in the atmosphere.
Another group [9 - 15] used the dependence on optical wave length %.
They subdivide the line of sight into as many zones as there are isolated
molecular bands, and need some advance knowledge about the spatial distri-
bution of temperatures and concelltrations. The method worked on a package
of controlled burners [16]. In the atmosphere, a larger number of isolated
bands which are free from scattering, and the advance knowledge are hard
to find. However, the "zonal approximation" should be considered as a
backup of our cross correlation method, since it does give mean value
information, which we cannot obtain.
We use the time aspect to retrieve the local information. Consider
the experimental arrangement on fig. 2. Two lines of =ight intersect in
an atmosphere-flxed point. These lines define a plane which we shall
call "turbulence wave front" and a normal in the intersection point
(x, y, z) which is called the wave normal. We then measure the spectral
radiance I(t, %) (radiative power/solid angle, area, and wave length
interval) along both fields of view, split off the time average signal, I,
cross correlate the fluctuatioml, i(t), and calculate the quantity, G, as
described in fig. 2. Let us assume that the two detecting telescopes
have been aligned to the y and z axis of a Cartesian, atmosphere-fixed
coordinate system. Each line of sight is denoted by an y or z subscript
and each point on the line of sight by the distances B or _ relatlve to
tile intersection poLnt. The quantity G is then equal to
/
/
/
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iz(t, 7) iy(t, _)
G(_, 7_) = " (4)
The interpretation of the measured quantity G follows by relating
it to the local fluctuations, k, of the extinction coefficient. We have
shown that G is equal to an area integral over the space time correlation
function [17],
_-oO
G(_, w,,,k)'_,=_; k(x, y, z+_,, t, _.I) k(x+_, y4_q, z, t+T, _) dT]d_, (5)
.o (y)
provided that the following assumptions are met:
I. The number of statistically independent atmospheric disturbances
is small enough to avoid a cancellation of the integrated
fluctuation.
2. The integrated fluctuation of the extinction coefficient is small
enough to permit linearization.
3. The light source fluctuations and the atmospheric fluctuations
are statistically independent.
4. The fluctuations of the two light sources are uncorrelated.
5. Either extinction or emission dominates the change of the
detected radiative power.
The first assumption is not very restrictive since the integrated mean
value would still be large. FL:thermore, the local fluctuation, k, does
not have to be small; only the integral over statistically independent
fluctuations is ass,reed to be linearized. In the very few cases wbrre
these weak restrictions are not met, one can possibly choose another wave
length, _, where the s(_cond assumption is met. The other assumptloss _tan
194 '" ;
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mostly be met by a suitable experimental arrangement. Therefore, the
result of equation 5 appears to be sufficiently general for atmospheric
applications.
/
! 'i_o important conclusions can be derived from equation 5:
I. For a pair of statistically independent light sources, the source
characteristics do not have to be known. The metitod would work for any
source, such as ground beacons, the sun, or reflected sunlight.
2. The random nature of turbulent fluctuations assures that integrand
drops to zero over distances _hich are comparable to a typical eddy size.
This explains, qualitatively, why the cross correlation partially eliminates
the usual optical integration along a line of sight.
According to equation 5, the crossed beam correlation works whenever
the wanted signal is common to both lines of sight. The way in which the
I wanted signal is then pulled out of the integrated _ignal may be described
Ii best by splitting each of the integrated signals in two parts. The first
i describes the contribution of the "correlated volume" where the integrand
of equation 5 does not vanish. The second part describes the rest of the
integrated signal. Multiplying the fluctuations of the two integrated
signals then leads to four products. Three of these change between
positive and negative values in a random fashion. If we now average
these products over time, their mean value will go to zero, whereas the
deviation from the mean will increase with the square root of time.
The fourth product describes the contribution of the correlated
., volume, which is common to both lines of sight. The associated product
is always positive and its sunmlation over time should increase linearly
with time. Therefore, it will be the dominant one, if one goes on adding
_ long enough. Even small contributions at the beam intersection can be
pulled out provided (I) the integrated signals show detectable fluctuations
_i and (2) the combination of light s_urce fluctuations, shot noise and
_ instrument noise is not orders of magnitudes larger than the root mean
_ square value of the integrated signal.
MEASURABLE TURBULENCE PARAMETERS
The optical integration is restricted to the wave front. Along the
wave normal, no integration takes place and local information inside a
correlated volume may be obtained by repeating the crossed beam experiment
for several beam separations along the normal as shown in fig. 3. The
_:I space separation, _ describes the minimum beam distance, which defines
>_ the wave normal. Also a time separation is introduced electronically by
a time delay unit. As will be discussed later, the measured slgnal, G,
then approximates a two-point product mean value, which would have been
_' measured by point probes on the wave normal.
L
#
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mG(_, _, %)x_ iz(t ) iy(t+T) (ly)_=O
G(0, 0, _)_ (iz(t) iy(t))_=0 (V)_#O
k(x,y, z, t, 7) k(×+_,y, z, t+T,%)
~_ (6)
k(x,y, z, t, _) k(x,y, z, t, _)
The position of these imaginary point probes is indicated on fig. 3
by two dots. Thus, all turbulent propecties, which are commonly derived
from two-point product mean values, may also be approximated with the
crossed beam method.
The local integral scale of turbulence is defined by averaging the
area under the covariance curve G(_, _=0) and its graphical evaluation
is illustrated on fig. 3.
Plotting the beam correlation coefficient against the time separation
instead of the space separation, fig. 4, allows bulk convection speeds
to be read. For a given space separation, the correlation will reach a i
maximum at the time that the turbulent eddies need to travel from the
upstream to the downstream beam, The time lag, _M, which is indicated
by the maximum is therefore a direct measure of convection speeds.
Power spectra and cross power spectra are defined by a Fourier
transform of the measured autocorrelation, _ = O, and cross correlation
_ 0, curves. They may be calculated using the digital computer programs,
developed for the analysis of mechanical vibrations [18].
A study of. the envelope to the time correlations, r(_)_ provides s
measure of the temporal rate of decay of turbulent eddies ai seen by an
observer moving with the convection speed. Therefore, the decay of this
correlation curve to 1/e of its original value is used to define the
average eddy lifetime. The Fourier transform of this envelope would
indicate the dominant frequencies which are felt by the moving observer.
Summarizing the graphical evaluations sketched in figures 3 and 4,
we find that the crossed beam method remotely senses integral scales of
turbulence, convection speeds, eddy lifetimes end spectra for arbitrarily
chosen atmosphere-fixed points at _¢hich a beam intersection can be achieved.
_ 4
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The above turbulent properties are only approximations, since the
optical integration over the wave front does catch fluctuations which
are not felt by the point probe on the wave normal. However, our experi-
ments in a subsonic jet have shown that weighting of contributions close
to the wave normal is sufficiently strong to yield a good spatial
resolution. One may thus expect a good spatial resolution on a wide
range of other turbulent motions wh*,ch are of p_actical interest.
The absorption (or emission) sp_.ctrum of extinction coefficients
is commonly used to find species concentrations and temperatures of both
stagnant gases and small scattering particles. Adjusting the optical
wave length of tilecrossed beams to chosen atomic lines and/or molecular
bands, one might therefore extend the spe.ctroscopic methods from stagnant
media to inhomogeneous turbulent flow'J and study multicomponent or two-phase
flow phenomena.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS
The most revealing and instructive test of tilecrossed beoJn concept
is to compare the optical approximation of point measurements with known
hot-wire measurements. The initial portion of an axis>amnetric free shear
layer was chosen for tileexperiments since (1) the t_bulence is anise-
tropic and inhomogeneous and (2) coLwectton speeds, turbulence scales
and _ddy lifetimes are well documented in the literature.
All measurements were taken in a s,,bsonic (M = 0.2) air jet exhausting
through a one-inch diameter nozzle into the atmosphere (fig. 5). Light
extinction was achieved by spraying a small amount of liquid nitrogen
into the settling chamber. This produc'es small water droplets in the
exhaust flow which attenuate the crossed beams by scattering. Later,
the nitrogen injection was replaced with water spray which offers a
better control of the tracer concentration.
A diagram of the optical and electronic hardware is also shown in
fig. 5. A plane mirror and a splacr_cal mirror collect the light from a
powerful mercury arc and transmit i.t as a parallel beam through the jet.
a similar mirror combination projects the arc image on the entrance slit i
of a grating spectrograph. The aperture stop in front of the spectrograph
is set at a beam diaJ,beter of 2 ram. The photomultiplter then scans the 4
first order spectrum of the grating. In this way, tht: wave length interval
,%%and the wavelength 7, are adjusted by the width of the n_nochromator
slit and tile rotation of the grail.g, respecl tvt, ly. By e:_changtng light
sources, gratings, and photodt, tectors, the system ts able to cover the
spectrum from the vacu.m .ltravtotet O. _" L2OOA) to the infrared (,_ = 25 !0.
t97
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The above light source and detector a,'rapge,lent is used to generate
two beams, one in a horizonLal and one in a vertical direction (fig. 5).
A lathe bed provides a mechanical support _,,hichallows us to align the
beams parallel to the nozzle exit plane. A beam separation i_ the stream-
wise direction gives the longitudLna] turbnlance scales and convection
speeds. Transport of the whole system allows us to repeat the measure-
ments for all axial and radial traverses of the .jet.
A typical sample of optically measured two-point product mean values is
shown in fig. 6. The beam intersection was adj,mt-ed to the center of
the free shear I yer three exit diam(:t_rs downstream of the nozzle exit.
The general appearance of the temporal correlation functions is indistin-
guishable from published hot-wire L-esuits. The turbulent convection
process is clearly indicated by the displaced maxima for finite beam
separation. The monotonic decay of the envelope shows the decay of the
moving eddies. Measuring the time delay for which this curve falls to
i/e of its initial value yields a value of 880 microseconds. This is
in excellent agreement with the hot-wire data of Ref. 19 from which we
estimate that the val=:e of the time scale for our experimental conditions
should be 920 microseconds.
Fig. 7 shows the same experiment under different conditions. The
initial intersection point of the beams was six diameters from the jet
exit, (i.e., at x/D = 6.0) instead of at x/l_ ---3.0. Instead of using
liquid nitrogen to generate a water droplet L=ogtracer, a small nozzle
was mounted in the jet settling tank which sprayed waver droplets into
the flow to form the tracer fog. The curw,s do appear to fall. onto or
close to an envelope as required. Unfortunately, the range of beam
separations used is not sufficiept to merl the extrapolation of the
curve to I/e of its initial value. Therefore, the moving axis auto-
correlation curve has been obtained from the hot-wire data of Ref. 19 and
is shown as the dotted line superimposed on the measured cross correlation
• Curve.
The spatial resolution of the crossed be-am method eems very encourag-
ing, considering that the envelope _rom the hot-wire data exactly matches
the individual curves from the crossed beam method. For the mov'Lng frame,
the optically measured autocorrelation agreed with the hot-wire curves, regard-
less of whether nitrogen or water spray was used as a tracer.
A quantitatiw., comparison of individ:,al cross correlation curves
G(_)t. has been based on the indicated convection velocities. These
velocities have been evaluated graphically following the procedure of
fig. 4. To increase the accuracy, we have always used mor_, than one
198
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curve. The chosen set of beam separations was plotted as a function
of the time lag values _M' which were indicated by the common tangent
of envelope and individual cross-correlation curve. The result is a
straight line which is shown in the upper part of fig. 7. The desired
convection speed follows from the slope of this line.
The results of all convection velocity determinations made using the
crossed beam correlation system to date are summarized on fig. 8,
where they are also compared with-hot-wire data from Reference 19.
It is shown that in the outer portion of the shear layer (_ > 0) the
convection velocity determinations agree within experimental accuracy.
For _ "f0, however, the crossed beam results tend to follow the mean
velocity profile (U/Uo) rather than attain the constant maximum value
observed for hot-wire data. This was not an unexpected result. All
convection velocity results presented in Reference 19 were taken at
axial stations where the potential core still exists. At these posi-
tions, the large difference between the mean velocity and convection
velocity has not been completely explained However, Davies [20] has
discussed the subject recently, and it does appear that the closer
correspondence between mean and convection velocity observed here is
to be expected when a measuring technique other than the hot-wire
anemometer is being used, and/or the potential core no longer exists.
The optically measured results in fig. 8 were only 0.2 inch
apart. This is much smaller than the geometrical shear layer thickness
(_,. 8") which is indicated by the hot-wire results. Thus, convection
speeds have been resolved inside a correlated volume by moving the
intersection point.
REMOTE SENSING FROM LOW AND HIGH EARTH ORBITS
The concept of remote sensing through cross correlation of optical _
signals is not restricted by scale and the method should, at least in
principle, work also over atmo._pheric distances. Mounting the two _i
photodetectors on satellites instead of on the ground or on airplanes _
has the advantages of a larger field of view, quicker scanning, and !_:I
avoiding vibration problems. In addition to these benefits, which ii
were discussed during the recent remote sensing symposium, the satellite
detector can use reflected s,n]ight, whereas the ground detector is
restricted to scattered sunlight. The orbital detector can thus use
absorption spectroscopy for a detailed study of atmospheric and iono-
spheric constituents, whereas the ground detector is restricted to
refractive index fluctuations, the interpretation of which is very
difficult.
- 199
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Sometimes the fluctuations o_ atmospheric constituents may be
detectable with the radiative power, which is provided by reflected
and scattered sunlight or by emission inside the detector's field of
view. In such a case, the optical hardware which would be needed
for the crossed beam method is quite similar to that which is
developed for the photographic surveys of the earth and the moon.
Bo.th applications requi_e a diffraction-limLted telescope coupled with
an optical tilter which selects the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared
regions of the spectrum. The main difference consists in replacing the
camera with a sensitive phototube and to fly two satellites instead of
one.
l_woorbital detectors could adjust their lines of sight to intersect;
on an atmosphere-fixed spot, by continuously turning the telescope
during the fly-by. Remote sensing oI[ disturbances around the inter-
section might be feasible for both the lower and the upper atmosphere.
Typical lines of sight are sketched on figures 9 and i0.
We suggest to study the feasibility of remote sensing in the lower
atmosphere with respect to the following AAP experiments:
I. The generation and motion of nuclear debris using
emitted radiation during the night cycle.
2. The motion or generation of clouds, dust, and iodine
using reflected sunlight (fig. 9).
Remote sensing in the upper atmosphere is intriguing, if the use of
grotmd beacons can be avoided. Tileoptical path between the upper
atmosphere and the orbital telescope is then short. Also, oxygen has
extremely high absorption peaks in the ultraviolet, such that the
motion of very diluted oxygen might still be detectable. We suggest
to study the feasibility of remote sensing the upper atmosphere and
ionosphere with respect to the following AAP experiments:
I. The motion or generation of ozone using direct or
scattered sunlight, fig. 5.
2. The motion or generation of radiation belts using the
emitted electromagnetic radiation. Both vertical and
horizontal motions might be studied using the same I,
arrangement sketched for the upper atmosphere (fig. i0).
i
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PROBLEMS
The main problems with the crossed beom method are as follows:
i. To find an atmospheric constituent that produces
detectable fluctuations of the integrated signal
along accessible lines of sight.
2, To reduce light source fluctuations, shot noise
and instrument noise to root mean square levels,
which have the same order of magnitude as the
integrated signal.
3. To have the lines of sight intersect on an atmosphere-
fixed spot for an observation time, which is sufficiently
long to pull the local signal out of the integrated
signal and the combined light source noise, shot noise
li and instrument noise.
These problems are formidable and they may prohibit some of the appli-
cations that were outlined in the previous section. However, since
we can pick the detected radiation from any region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum and since the orientation of the lines of sight may
be chosen arbitrarily, we believe that there is at least one interest-
ing A_F experiment where the above problems may be overcome through
. special test arrangements. Such an experiment presents an exciting
challenge, since the dynamic behavior of the atmosphere, or radiation
belts could be added to the "static" mapping on oceanic, geographic,
; and atmospheric surveys.
,_ Several facts about atmospheric constituents and optical AAP
i' hardware must be collected before we could decide the feasibility of
; particular experiments. These facts have been identified in the pre-
i vious discussions and may be summarized by the following questions:
_i i. Which constituents of the lower atmosphere, such as
clouds, dust and nuclear debris,;,produce detectable
_ fluctuations within a response time of 0.I second
:, along a line of sight whic_ traverses the entire
atmosphere ?
,! 2. Do the usual constLtuents of the upper atmosphere
_:l and ionosphere such as ozone produce detectable fluc-
-_ tuations along a line of sight which traverses the
i! outer portions upper atrpsphere.
of the
_,I ' ,' tl
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3. Do reflected or scattered sunlight and/or radiation
belts put enough radiative power into the orbital
detector's field of view to reduce the shot noise
below the expected signal levels, considering the
telescopes and optical filters which are developed
for other AAP missions?
4. Does the continuous motion of the detector's field of
view lead to fluctuations of the reflected sunlight that
a_'e compar,',bLe to the signal fluctuations?
5. For which observation time is it possible to have the
narrow fields of view intersect at a fixed point on the
lower and the higher atmo._phere and what are the beam
diameters and pointing accuracies?
6, Is it possible to extend these applications to the complete
day and night cycl__'by using ground beacons besides reflected
and scattered sunlight?
7
i
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/ SOME CONCEPTS FOB AN EMPLACED SCIENTIFIC
STATION ON THE LUNAR SURFACE
By
i
Russell D. Shelton / ,
/ Marshall Space Flight Center _
INTRODUCTION
N67-24277
The concept for an emplaced scientific station (ESS) has been
studied at the Marshall Space Flight Center for the past year and at
the Westinghouse Corporation under contract NASS-Z0245. Th_ fig-
ures used in the following discussion were taken from the Westinghouse
.u
.j.
Final Report, and the concepts discussed resulted from a joifitstudy
effort.
The ESS concept was based on the following general scientific
objectives (emphasizing that observations were to be made for a year):
I. To acquire data on the lunar interior by means of
seismic detectors and probe measurements
2. To monitor the lunar atmosphere
3. To measure fluxes of nuclear and meteoroid particles
4. To study the moon as a possible base for improved
planetary and stellar astronomy
The physical requirements of the ESS ar_ such that it can be stored
3
in a volume of O. 6 m , weigh 290 kg, or less, and packaged suitably
for astronaut deployment. For seismic purposes, the ESS array would
consist of 4 stations: a central station for communications with the
earth as well as for experi_nentation and three identical satellite sta-
tions deployed at 1Z0°-arc intervals on a circle of 8-kin radius.
The central and satellite stations would be a standardized package
designed to make possible a wide latitude in the selection of experi-
ments and to support a variety of scientific instruments.
VWestinghouse group directed by Vernon B. Morris under Contract
No. NAS8-Z0Z45.
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This particular philosophy seems desirable in a situation in which data
are being acquired continuously, instrumentation is being improved,
and new ideas are evolving.
The packages would use local signal conditioning and passive
thermal control to conserve power. The central station would include
an orientable platform for a number of observations. The general
appearance of the deployed central and satellite stations of the ESS
related experiments are shown in Figs. I and 2.
•The design of the ESS was based on the considerable interest in
the measurement of physical quantities which vary in time and on
experiments which depend on simultaneous readings from points widely
separated on the lunar surface. Considerable emphasis was given to the
discussions held at Woods Hole and Falmouth, Massachusetts in the
summer of 1965 [ i, Z ] . The satellite stations transmit data to the
central station where it is stored for subsequent transmittal to earth.
Astronauts will deploy the central and satellite stations; therefore,
their safety and work limitations must be considered. Presumably,
the ESS will use man's capabilities to obtain effective data for appli-
cations in future mission planning with a _linimum of effort.
Experiments yielding information on the lunar atmosphere and
surface rank high in priority with emphasis on the experiments which
might possibly suffer from. contamination by radioactive materials or
exhaust gases from landing rockets. An attempt will be made to study
the lunar subsurface by active and passive seismic techniques and the
surface structure by radiometric and probe techniques.
There are a number of observations of the earth "which can be
made effectively from a lunar base, particularly of phenomena which
are seasonal and which cover a large part of the surface of the earth
216
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eat one time. Examples of such phenomena would be ionospheric dis-
turbances, atmospheric activity, oceanographic properties, and items
of geodesic interest. It is possible also that a number of observations
of interplanetary space, the sun, and the planets could be made more
effectively from the moon.
It is probably true that no disciplines of the physical sciences
have been able to do more with small clues than astronomy, cosmology,
and astrophysics. Consequently, it could be of great interest to con-
tinue on a long-term basis the improved stellar, interstellar, galactic,
and intergalactic observations possible from the lunar surface. ;.
Naturally, by the time an emplaced scientific station on the lunar !!
f
surface is possible, there will be considerably more added to the
background of instruments available for space measurements. It is
a widely accepted axiom that maximum use should be made of proven
instruments which, if man-operated, can give the largest amount of
significant data at the lowest cost. Instrument groupings which pro-
vide redundancy, continuity, and inter-related measurements are of
course desirable. Naturally, the planning for any experiment involves
J
some estimate of weight, size, power, and environmental control.
Operational constraints such as pointing or handling, instrument sensi-
tivity to RFI and environmental changes, command and control require- _i
rnents, etc., must also be considered, i
RADIATION MEASUREMENTS ,i
There are a number of radiation experiments which can be done on
the lunar surface. Of almost universal interest is the total radiation
dosimeter which provides an indication of the astronauts t exposure.
J,
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The vibrating-reed ionization chamber is probably a good choice for
such an instrument. The nuclear emulsion, which would be returned
with the a_tronauts, still provides one of the mo3t reliable means of
identifying many particles and establishing their energy and directional
distribution. Other instruments of interest on the lunar surface would
include: 1) a magnetometer, which is highly developed at the present
time; Z) an electric field meter, which presently is the subject of
much discussion; and 3) a VLF meter, which could measure some
of the interactions of the solar wind with the moon.
LUNAR BODY MOTIONS f
]
The lunar body motions can be studied by means of a three-axis F
passive seismometer, by geophone, tidal gravimeter, or UV tele-
scope. The lunar surface can be studied from the viewpoint of radio-
meters, borehole temperature probes, and perhaps lasers for map-
ping and ranging.
The seismic studies will benefit from the largest possible base-
line array for information on direction, distance, and depth of lunar
tremors. Although a central station and two satellite sbtions may appear
to be sufficient from a theoretical _,,iewpoint, it is felt that, from the
viewpoint of reliability and ease of data interpretations, three satellite
stations are needed. The stations should be roughly 8 km apart, as
shown in Fig. 3.
_l' ' ' c
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TELESCOPE APPLICATIONS
The observations of the earth and the astronomical studies will
probably require the pointing of multiple instruments for simultaneous
imaging, and spectrometers will require simultaneous studies at dif-
: ferent wavelengths. The most important ingredient of the orientable
I'
! platform planned for the ESS would be a Cassegrainian-type 12" te-l
I fiecting telescope.L
i In assessing the value of a telescope, there are a number of con-
siderations. It is of little use to design a large expensive telescoue
if there is not a parallel quality in optical accuracy, pointing accuracy,
platform stability, and tracking capabilities. The specific capabilities
of the ESS should include a lunar seismic and gravity network, a solar
astronomy observatory with a 12" diameter telescope with a receiving
capability from 10 microns to 1/10 micron, and a radio observatory.
A lunar-based telescope could enjoy several advantages, such as
a very long day for thermal equilibrium, no atmospheric absorption,
a platform so stable that many good pictures could be taken even if
the tracking devices failed, and a good means of tracking lunar land-
ings and astronaut traverses. Image intensifiers for TV transmission
and other advantages may make it possible to realize the theoretical i
capability of a small telescope on the lunar surface. One use of a
lunar-based telescope would be to study the lunar motions, some of
which are illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the apparent motion of
the earth in the lunar sky.
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IIn the central scientific station the instruments listed in Table I
should be available. The listing reflects a crude order of priority
/ which, of course, can be attacked from several viewpoints such as
the area of most experimental importance, the interrelationships of
various measurements, the reliability and availability of instruments,
etc. For example, during the night or day the electric field meter
measurement should be associated closely with the solar wind measure-
ments and the magnetometer measurements.
GENERAL CONSIDERA TIONS
'
The radioisotope thermoelectric generator appears at this time
to be the best choice for providing power to the ESS, although it is
possible that a regenerative fuel cell plus a solar cell array will be
a close contender. The advantages of the RTG power source are that
it provides continuous power, is light in weight, occupies a small
volume, is reliable, and is a source of heat. The disadvantages are
that it presents a heat and radioactivity hazard during handling, re-
quires special arrangements to dissipate (before deployment) the waste
heat power, which is roughly 20 times the electrical power output, is
of limited availability without long-range program planning, and is
quite expensive.
A weight, volume and power summary of the ESS is shown in
Tables I and II.
: 224
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/ SIMULATED WEIGHTLESSNESS UNDER NEUTRAL BUOYANCY (
By
/
Robert D. Dean
and
Robert P. Langan _/ /' _
I The Boeing Company,
N6F-24278
The use of neutral buoyancy is a relatively new zero-gravity simulation
technique that permits measurement at operator performance in full-scale mock-ups
with six degrees of freedom. This includes the use of a large water-filled tank!
! in which subjects and work materials are ballasted to approach weightlessness. As
a simulation of zero gravity, it is limited by the viscosity of water and resulting
hydrodynamic damping effects, which precludes its use when rapid, gross body
movements are required of the subject, or when very large objccts must be moved.
It is also limited by the density of water ( 800 times greater than air), which pre-
cludes gross changes in depth when compressible materials are used. A further
limitation is that during deflection, the body entrains the water for a period of
time after the initial force of movement disappears. This is equivalent to an
p
apparent increase in mass and results in further deflection.
-i
:_ In a true zero gravity environment, there are no damping effects, no
density of the surrounding medium, and no apparent increase in mass. The sig-
nificance of these limitations will be fully understood only when data obtained tn
neutrally buoyant environments can be correlated with data obtained in free space.
These comparisons will be possible when more complete performance data are
4 available from future manned space flights. In the meantime, the simulation
_ technique is good so long as the limitations are recogni z
In spite of the inherent limitations of neutral buoyancy, experience indicates
:' that it can provide an inexpensive and reliable means of evaluating designs for
2B9 ;
/ ,i'
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i space-vehicle hatches, compartments, airlocks, restraints and transfeI" devices.[
I Comparisons between performance under one-g and neutrally buoyant conditionsI
can provide designers with an understanding of the qualitative effects of zero
gravity; some tasks such as hand tool manipulation become more difficult in
the neutrally bw,.oyant environment, others such as hatch traverse become easier.
Neutral buoyancy can also provide an invaluable training aid, in that it permits
practice on performance in an environment that approximates true zero gravity.
Boeing work with neutral buoyancy was begun in September, i963. Five
major studies were conducted from September, 1963, to August, t965. Early
studies were conducted in an underwater facility located in a small lake outside
Seattle. Studies are now conducted in a 25-foot diameter tank specifically de-
signed for neutral buoyancy work.
The first study was completed in November, i963. This study evaluated
the effects of neutral buoyancy on the time required to traverse 20- and 28-inch
circular hatches. Subjects wore wet suits and scuba equipment ballasted for
neutral buoyancy. Average hatch traverse time was approximately half that in
the one-g environment.
The second study, in July, 1964, was designed to evaluate the effects of
neutral buoyancy on man's ability to manipulate hand tools (wrenches and screw
drivers). One task, fastener removal, was used throughout. Again, subjects
wore wet suits and scuba equipment modified to achieve neutral buoyancy (Fig. l).
There was a 50 percent increase in average time required to remove fasteners
compared to one-g control data.
i
The third study, completed in February, t965, was concerned .with extra-
vehicular assembly. The subject wore a full pressure suit (3. 5 psig) and life
support backpack. The suit and equipment were neutrally buoyant (Fig. 2).
4
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"REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE OR!_G_INAI.PAGE IS POOR."!
FIGURE i. SUBJECT PERFORMS FASTENER REMOVAL
Lighting was arranged to provide a single source of high-intensity illumination
to simulate sunlight. The task was to assemble a 12-foot length of triangular
truss structure. The results suggested that assembly operations could be per-
formed with greater ease while wearing a 3.5 psig pressure suit under water
than trader shirt-sleeve conditions in a one--g environment. A significant result i
of this study demonstrated the need for self-locking connecting devices to prevent _
them drifting away. A need was also indicated for diffuse reflecting surfaces on
the gloves and for semi-rigid non-snagging tethers.
231
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"REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR." I
FIGURE 2. EXTRAVEHICULAR ASSEMBLY
The fourth study, completed in April, 1965, was to assess a variety of
restraint concepts. These included hand rails in traversing a 30-inch circular
hatch (Fig. 3), toe rails (Fig. 4), lap belts ( Fig. 5) and Velcro tape as
restraints for performing console operations, and Velczo tape as an aid in tra-
versing the length of a compartment. The subjects wore coveralls designed for
neutral buoyancy simulating shift-sleeve clothing that may be worn in future spa_e
vehicles and a standard scuba regulator connected to a specially designed scuba
chest pack. The results indicated that although the hand rails had no effect on
the time required to traverse the hatch, they did provide greater control over
body movements in preventing inappropriate actions such as stepping on console
232
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_ "REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR." I
..___
..! FIGURE 3. USE OF HAND RAIL
controls. Toe rails proved to be very helpful in positioning the body. Both lap
belt and Velcro tape were unacee'ptable as restraints when peffoming console
, operations. The lap belt made it difficult for subjects to change position, and
the Velcro tape gave insufficient support. Velcro tape increased average corn-
:! partment traverse time by a factor of five.
;L-! The fifth study, completed in August, 1965, had two objectives. The
first was to assess a prototype airlock design to determine whether it was large
enough to permit the astronaut to turn around inside the airlock (Fig. 6), to
,I' _<
i
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i FIGURE 4. USE OF TOE RAIL
234 FIGURE 5. USE OF LAP BELT :'
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"REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINALPA--G-E'/SPO-O-'R.-_-' t
FIGURE 6. ASSESSING PROTOTYPE AIRLOCK DESIGN
permit exit and entry through an extravehicular hatch ( Fig. 7), and to permit
donning and doffing of a simulated Apollo suit. The second objective was to
evaluate the effects of weightlessness on ergometric performance in terms of
L
.,, push, pull and torque (Fig. 8). The study results indicated that the airlock
design permitted performance of all three tasks. The ergometric data indicated
_ that weightlessness degraded the ability to push and to torque, but facilitated
_ the ability to pull. Ability to pull was apparently improved as a result of greater
Y
4_ freedom to position the legs. Comparisons between data obtained under different
_ suit pressures indicated that increasing suit pressure ;corn 0 to 3.5 psig re-
suited in poorer performance.2
_! _s_
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"REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR." I
"REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR." _
The neutral buoyancy experimental approach used at Boeing has been one
of repeated measures on a small number of subjects in a wide variety of experi-
mental eonditions. Despite the obvious difficulty of generalizing to a larger
i population, this approach has four distinct advantages. First, a large sample
of subjects, trained to work under water in a full pressure suit, is not available. '
! Second, equipment of sufficient reliability and quantity to permit rigid experi-
[
i mental research is still under development. For example, a minimum of seven
t
I pressure suits, modified for underwater operations, would be required to con-
_.,
duet a study involving five subjects ranging in anthropometry from 5th to 95th
.,.
percentile; Boeing presently has three such suits (Fig. 9). A third advantage i:
%--
iL\ ",:
/
t
.)
,2
r
FIGURE 9. VIEW OF PRESSURE SUIT
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"REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORI_N-_AGE iS=P()oR-; I
is that critical problem areas can be identified without incurring the high cost
of obtaining normative data on large subject samples. The fourth and most
significant advantage of the present experimental approach is the use of neutral
buoyancy as a design tool. When used as a desigl_ tool, rather than as a re-
search device, neutral buoyancy becomes a part of aa iterative process in which
a design concept (for example, a restraint system) is initially formalized and
then tested (Fig. 10). The initial concept is rejected, or modified as a result
FIGURE 10. CHECKOUT OF DESIGN CONCEPT FOR A RESTRAINT SYSTEM
of the test data, and tested again. This process of successive design modifica-
tion and testing is continued until an acceptable design is developed. When the
238
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i neutral buoyancy simulator is used in this manner, there is rarely sufficient
time between successive iterations to obtain data on more than a few subjects.
Experience has shown that intelligent redesign can typically be undertaken after
only a few preliminary observations iu the neutrally buoyant environment. When
this occurs, as it usually does, there is little justification for continuing an ex-
tensive evaluation of a design concept that is already in the process of modifi-
cation.
Perhaps, in summation, the advantages of time and cost should be
mentioned. Compared with Keplerian trajectory flights, in which weightlessness
is achieved only for some seconds, the time advantage is tremendous. Testing
I"
in the neutral buoyancy facility can be conducted during a normal eight-hour
day or on a multiple shift basis. Since aircraft and flight crews are obviously
not necessary, there is a very respectable cost reduction in equipment and z
training, as well as a significant reduction of h:.zard. Further, materials and
designs to be tested are limited in size only by the volume ,_t"abe facility used. _
The potential as well as the immediate value of this technique as an aid
: to engineering analysis and design has been proven. It is relatively simple and
economical to use in comparison with other methods, but the returns can be
!
-I great.
//
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DEVELOPMENT OF A DEVICE FOR PHYSICAL
CONDITIONING DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS
By
I Gary Chase, Caswell Grave, John Goode, Gary Graham ,'I,
/ The Boeing Company ,:
ABSTRACT _,
¢
N67  oP. 79From analytical studies it was deduced that an exercise device, . !
would impart pulsatile head-to-foot acceleration to human subjects to maintain
their gravity tolerance, would be useful in space vehicles. The criteria re-
quired that the subjects receive plus and minus 2G longitudinal acceleration,
each acceleration to last three milliseconds. The completed device resembled ::
a double trampoline, the subject vibrating on a cart between the impacting ,_
surfaces. A concept for a lig_t-weight model for eventual application in a space
station was also developed.
1
i
:i
!
!
i
|
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INTRODUCTION
The maintenance of the functional integrity and physical yell-being of
astronauts during exposure to • weightless environment h_s generated
considerable interest in the Aerospace co,unity. It is gener•ll7
agreed that some physical activity (exercise) will be desirable on short
missions and necessar_ to prevent physical debilit•tions on longer,
perhape, 30-day alsllons.
Develolment of apparatus to achieve the goal of maintenance of yell-
being requires consideration of the undesirable physiolo_ic•l che_es
which vo_ contribute to loss of pb_slcal c•pabilities of the astronaut.
Experience has shown that prolonged lack of exercise leads to reduction
of phTetcal strength and the ability to do _ nuous physical tasks.
Among other thin,m, research has revealed • decreased ability to trans-
port e_&en in the blood stream to the muscles, as veil as calcium loes
fr_a the bones. An equally significant findi_ is that humans in stmula.
tions of veightleuneu tend to lose their ability to stand erect in the
earth's gr_vitation&l field without fainti_. This ability Is termed
orthostatle tolerance. Apparstns develolment should thus provide methods
tO flex the ueles, stress the skeleto._ _ provide a force or treatment
to mabstttute for Ipmvit7 in the naawsl one-& envirmmant.
!1o _k h_ clearly shown that them ta an efficient subetitute for voluntaz7
mmrotse in musmLl_ and slmletal mnintema_ sltbou_ ashy techniques
sueh as manic, eleetrAeLt stfsmlstloa an4 pautve exercise ha_ been
madam4, for mtstus w-beinS vou\
24_
m _ i
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inco_orate the ability to engage in voluntary exercise. Mar_ a_roaches
have been used, and such devices as bungee exercisers, isometric devices, d_na-
m_neters, rO't_g machines and bicycle ergometers, all of which can be used in
space vehicles_ have been developed. A shortcomir_ of this group is that
they do not prevent the development of some degree of deconditioning.
The development described here was designed for testing in an experimental
si:ulation - bed rest - of the sero-g environment. Xt provides conditioni_
for the musculsr_ skeletal and c_rdiovascular systems. / This is done by
• !
imparting cyclic, pulsatile accelerations along the long axis of the bod_.
/
A runner-n_unted carrier supports the subject in a face-ups horizontal position
and is free to move back aL_ forth between two vertical, opposed trampolines
(Fig. 1). The man oscillates by bouncing between the trampolines over a
distance necessary to develop the desired acceleration-tie profile. Such
! treatment _rovtdes a substitute for the conditioning normally afforded humans
' in their daily_ one-g living in which gravltatl_nslly induced hydrostatic forces
_ in the circulatory system are thought to play a significant role+ It was
++Ji origluall_ hypothesized (Grave et _ i_ TM) that osclllatin8 linear accelera-
_ tton would :stntain nor_ml cardiovascular reflexes if the duration of the
_- acceleration we= sufficient to cause fluid shifts .in the circulatory syDtes.*
•The h_pothests was based "c_obser_tions by _ et I1 (19_9) (2) that
+ oscillation of bed rest s_blec_e on s _mdere bed lsr_l_ prevented the
develo_ent of orthostatto intolerance durt_ sl_le bed rest_ as ,_q_Oz_r_ bY.
DeitYlek et _iLl (191/8)_3). Other pertinent obsermtic_s b_r Oz_eline (1_(_)_ _)
shoved _bs--_lnte_lttent venous occlusion by cuffs on the leg aria am prevented
a statlar deveZolment of ortbostatto l_x_as_on duri_ water lslrston. %t
vss further suUested that fluid s_L.'_ v_l_ aoe,o_m_.edOA_tton or the
+_ OSeL11_t_ bed _ oeeluslve ott.--'Pfs eottl4, be In",od'l,_414b,_ puls_tJ.le aeeelemtlons
{vibration) with _ach shorter t_s faery, then yore m_loyed with the o_oll-
sub+cotsn /=_set +_Isfor a 4nrstton of st lasst _00 slllSsec_4s, with s ,,/
_+ _ 'roroeof_+2 s. ,, ++
,,, L, _ +
+ , +++ +++_+_+:..++ +.... : -+++_+ t__+++
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We have conducted laboratory studies in the Biotechnolo_r organization of
The BoeJ_ Company over the past two years using long term bed rest as the
method of simulating the effects of reduced gravity on human syste_e.. During
these tests_ subjects were given daJ_y exposures to passive and/or active
peak rebound accelerations of 2 g's at each end of h_e bed travel. On_
the active _de pr_r¢ides a sl_tficant amount of isotonic exercise. This
exercise provided test subjects with the l_rsical conditioning requJ=_d to
complete tests of ortho6tatic tolerance without major ill effect. A detailed
report of the procedures and results of these tests _111 be presented
elsewhere.
DETAILS OF MACHINE CONSTRUCT.ON
The carrier is mounted on precision ball bush_ runnir_ oD hardened steel
shafts. The shafts are supported bet_men canvas tarpault_ suspended by
shock cord on frames at either end of the shafts, resultin_ in a double
trm_oltne device (Fibre 1). The platform is padded for ccEfort and fitted
_rlth adjustable restraJ_ts to a3_ov for a variety of ]posltto_m aM sizesJ
of test subJecta. The bed can be propelled either by a standing operator
(]paastTe exercise) or by the legs of the test subject (active exercise).
The _ntity of exercise can be adjusted by ¢han_ to the mass of the cart
and re_lat_ _f the duration of the ride. The accelerometer provides
" a _onttnu_oJ readout on a Brush recorder so that by monttort_ the peak
aceeleratJ_m, the efforts of the operator or subject can be adjusted to
_duce the dutred acceleration l_oftle. From time to tlme it vu al_o
necessary to re_ace or adjust the tension of the shock cord supportl_
the taa_paulino since _ affected the tt_e profile of the rebound
accekrattCu8.
HARDWARE ADAPTATIONS OF METHOD TO SPACE VEHICLES
During laboratory tests periodic engineering design studies were being
conducted. Some ideas for the application of the "trampoline" device
are shown in Figure 2.
It is believed that the configuration labelled Concept A is probably the
best and can easil_ fit the dimensions of most space laboratories.
In order to provide a complete physical conditioning system in one location
i it was deemed desirable to locate other exercise, and test equipment on or
/ around the trampoline.
CONCLUSIONS
On_ by means of orbital laboratory studies utilizing the trampoline or some
similar system of physiological support will the true need for a conditioning
; program become clearly established. Quite possibly the magnitude of the
_ deeonditioni_ problem will _e proven inconsequential and further considerationi
be totsl_ unnecessary. However, nobod_ can make a certain prediction
_! with the information at hand_ and we must anticipate the worst possibilities
_ until the critical data become available. Manned space flight and the
A I emphasis here rides on the man component - obviously _poses a different
J
and more de,haling set of objectives on the total mission t as contrasted to
twzm_ed fli£ht. We I_st plan for a safe round trip of our astronauts and
rec,_ize that not onl_ are they an important part of the scientific package,
but thek vi_billty also carries an acknowledged and very large political
ii
iThese eemiderstion8 suggest anal_is aria test of the tramline  act.
q
i_;'i device with other methods for prevention of decondtttoning theor
ii -t t. t
2
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' HYPERSONIC NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW AT RE-ENTRY OF
SPACEVEHICLES AND ITS THERMOOYNAMIC RELATIONal;!'2"
By
3 i '
,_ Rudolf Hermann ' i
/ University of Alabama Research Institute "
With the availability of the Saturn/Apollo vehicle, it will be possibleto perform
many different types of spacemissionswith a broad range of appllcations. In many cases, /
the spacevehicle hasto return safely to the Earth's surface after completion of its mission. :_"_
Eventhough re-entry and soft landing of space capsules, such as Mercury and Gemini, i!
have been technically mastered, analytical calculations of flow fields at hypersonic J;
velocities, as they are encounteredduring re-entry from outer space, are still in the
I beginning phaseand include manyuncertainties. Therefore, all present investigations
' make useof simpllfylng assumptions.i
I In this paper, the following two restrictionshave been employed:
I
I
I First, with respectto the body shape, the calculations presentedare carried out
i
! for a circular cylinder, the prototype of a0blunt body. The next logical step is the
calculation for a sphere, which is a first approximation for the front portion of the Apollo
CommandModule d-ring re-entry. This task has beenatta:ked by va:ious laboratories
including our Institute.
Second, with respectto the flow field, this paperdeals with the inviscid flow region
up to the equator of the body in sucha range of temperaturesand pressureswhere only
oxygen dissociation and, of course, molecular vibration occur. Later calculations should
include nitrogen dissociation and formation of nitric oxide. After the invlscld flow region
is known, the calculation of the boundary layer and the wake can be started.
i i i i
1 The preparation of this paperwas supported,by the National Aeronauticsand Space
Administration under researchgrant NsG-381. :
2
The author ocknowledgesthe efforts of/_. Manfred J. Lob, Dlpl.-Ing., for valuable
cmilitclrmein the pmpm'atlonof this manuscript.
3
Professorof llhydcs and of Aermpece Engineering, mid Director of ResearchImtltute.-_
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NONEQUILIBRiUM HYPERSONIC FLOW FIELDS AND RE-ENTRY CORRIDORS
Flow Fields and Flight Regions During Re-Entry
The configuration of the Apollo vehicle with the schematic flow field is shownin
Figure 1 (Ref. 1). It is a typical blunt body which, in high speedflight, generatesa
detachedbow shock. The front region between the shockwave and the outer edge of
the boundary layer, called the invlscld shocklayer, hasa subsonicportion in the vicinity
of the stagnationpolnt; farthestdownstreamthe flow issupersonic. Besidesthe subsonic-
supersonicinvlscid shocklayer, there is the beundary layer, and behind the body, a
viscousseparatedregion. The latter two regions interact in the viscousmixing region
whlch posesalmostunsurmountabledifficulties for a theoretical analysis. Unfortunately,
becauseof the location of antennas, this is also an important region as far as electro-
magneticwave propagation is concerned.
For axlsymmetrlcflow at zero angle of attack, flow fields are symmetricwith
respect to the body axis; and the inviscid portionscan be calculated by presently avail-
able methodseven thoughthey require considerablecomputational effort. In the case
of Apollo re--entry flight, the capsule itself is still an axlsymmetrlc blunt body, but
typically it descendsat someangle of attack (to a maximumof 33°) whlch is varied
for control purposes. The flow field is now unsymmetrlc, thus, adding a majorcomplication
to the problem, and analytical methodsare not readily available.
Beforean analysis of the boundarylayer or the wake can be made, the invlscid
flow field mustbe known. The initial effort must, therefore, be directed toward the
determination of the inviscld flow field. Since air is a rather complicated mixture of
gases,especially when dissociation and ionization mustbe comldered, a truly exact
representation is not possibleat the presenttime. In order to properly select a model,
it is advantageousto studythe conditions that are encounteredalong a typical re-entry
trajectory, usually plotted in a veloclty-altitude diagram.
In Figure 2, the crass-hatchedregion indicates the re-entry corridors of manned
space capsulesfrom circular orbit around Earthwith about 7.9 kin/see and for lunar return
with about 11.3 km/se¢. Also Included are equilibrium conditiom behind a normalshock;
thus the temperature, the pressure,and the demity m they (.:cur Inthe stagnationpoint
t
\k, J '"J ,, _, '_
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region of a blunt body re-enterlng the EarthJsatmospherecan be read from the graph.
I Thermodynamicdata for the graphwere taken from References2 and 3.
I
It is interesting to observethat a major portion of the spacevehicle trajectoryi
is approximatelyparallel to a llne Ps= const. The temperature lines at low velocities
t are practically vertical, that is, the temperaturedependsonly on the squareof the
velocity. For hlghervelocities, the temperaturedependson both velocity and altitude.
'n iThe lower density of high altitudes hasthe effect of I creasng the degree of dlssociation
which in turn resultsin a reducedtemperaturesince the dissociation processabsorbes
energy. Nevertheless, the stagnation temperaturereachesvery large values, up to
11,000 OK in the case of lunar return.
Nonequilibrium Flow Features
In mosthypersonicapplications, the flow field in the shock layer will generally
be in somenonequillbrlum state, becausethere is insufficient time to obtain fhermody-
namlc equillbrium. Dependingon free streamvelocity, densffy, temperature, atmospheric
composition, and the absolutesize of the body, two limiting casesexist; either the flow
maybe almostfrozen, or the flow may reach very nearly equilibrium.
A gasat rest is, by definition, in thermodynamicequilibrium, if a particular volume
<,
i _ of the gashassufficient, _orbetter, infinite time to bring all its internal modesof energy
i: in equilibrium with the translational energy of the molecular motion. For ourconsldera-
;i tion thosemodesare molecular vibration, dissociation, electronic excitation, and
:_i ionization. Considering flow processesof a gas, it is obviousthat equilibrium flow is
i'i only one limiting case, namely, when the changesof the state of the gas flowing along
_-, a streamline are soslow that at any point equll ibrium is obtained, or stated moreexactly,
i equilibrium Is very closely approached. _
I At hypersonicvelocities, the time available is, in general, too shortfor the gas
:i! particles which are undergoing rapid density, temperature, and compositionchanges to
i reach thermodynamicequilibrium. Hence, in general, there wlll be nonequilibrlum
_i flow. The degree of molecularvibration, the degree of dluoclatlon (chemical compo-
_r sition), and the degree of Ionization will still change frompolnt to pelnt along the
streamlinebut will not reach thermoclyrmmlcequilibrium at any point.
'-, { ,
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The secondlimiting case occurswhen the gas movesso fast that the internal
energy modeshave no time to follow the changing densityand temperaturewith the
result that the vibrational energy, the energy in dissociation, and the energy in
ionization stayvery nearly constant. This flow is called frozen;_hegasmight be
vibratlonally frozen, and/or chemically frozen (frozen dissociation or no change in
degreeof dissociation), and/or the gashasfrozen ionization.
The departurefromequilibrium of a flowing gasdependsupon the ratio of a
[ characteristic transla;;onal time neededby the macroscopicmotionof the particles to
I cover a typical distance, relative to the magnitudeof the respective relaxation time
I which is different for each modeof excitation. Since the characteristic translational
i time is dependenton the body size, and since relaxation timesare dependenton theI
temperature, density, and to someextent on local composition, it is obviousthat
nonequilibrlumflow fields are generally not similar for geometrically similar bodi®s
even at completely equal free streamconditions; this is a ve_'yimportant fact.
THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS INCLUDING REAL GAS EFFECTS
Simplified Air Model, Degree of Dissociation
At the present time it is not possibleto considersimultaneouslyall passible
individual reactionswhich can occur between all componentsin air. Therefore, we
mustconcentrate our efforts on the study of thosecomponentsand reactions that are
of greatest engineeringconcern today.
The simplified air model used in the calculations presentedconsistsof oxygen
and nitrogen only. The chosencompmition in undlssaclatedstate is 21 per cent 02
and 79 per cent N2, by volume. Furthermore,we will restrict the range of application
expressedIn the appropriate rangesof temperatureand pressuresuchthat only oxygen
maydissociate.
The mole fraction of oxygen moleculesIn our air model, before dissociation,
is expressedas
, - b = 0.21 (0
no2+nN2
where ni denote the numberof porticlm of the Ith all)eclesper unit volumeof the gin,
I
'_ "- ,- " '_' k_i_. "
• | R,m
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In general, at a given pressureand temperature, only a certain fraction of t_
moleculesare dissociatedinto atoms. The degree of oxygen dissociation, a, can be
defined as the ratio of the numberof dissociatedoxygen atomsper unit volume to the
initial numberof undlssociatedOxygenatomsper unit volume which are, of course, in
molecular state°
Thermal Equation of State, Internal Energy, and Enthalpy Equation
Assumingthat the individual _peclesobey the perfect gas law, the total pressure
of the mixture is the sumof lts partial pressures,or
P = _Pi = _Pi R..T , (2)
Combining expressionsfat Pi ' Ri ' a , and b, we finally obtain
p- (I+_a) pRT- ZpRT (3)
where Ri is the specific gasconstant of each species, R is the gasconstant of the
undissaclatedmixture, and Z - (1 + ba) is called the compressibility factor.
The Internal energy of the gas mixture, E, is the weighted sum of the internal
energies of each species, • i , due to the various modesof excitation (translation,
rotation, vibration) and of the dissociationenergy, D, of the dissociatingcomponent,
f
i l where f. denotesthe mole fractions for the dissociatedmixture.
i-; I
The entholpy of the gas mixture is defined in the sameway as the entholpy of
_! a gaswith only one component
! h = E + • 15)7,
_ After determining the mole fractlom, and obtaining the internal energy of the mixture
from statlsti©ol thermodynomi©s,the entholpy equation finally becomes ON2 (6)
, 3 , 7T + (l-a) b _ + (I-b)h : R aDo2 + _baT + _"
... • "1 "
_" Here ei is the ©horocter!,tlc temperotum of vlbrotion (2270 OK for 02; 3390 OKfor N2),
o,xt o;:)2I, it.,chorocl.ticteml.,rotUmofoml.ndl.oclo.on °tO.
,,
" L; ,
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Rate Equation, Dissociation Rate Constant, and Equilibrium Constant
In general, a large numberof collisions amongthe particle' is required to bring
molecu:ar vibration, dissociation, and higher degreesof exclh';_ion ;n equil;brlum with
the local translational temperature. This meansthat a finite amountof time (re!oxatlon
tlme) is neededfor the gaspropertiesto approe_:hthermodynamicequilibrium. The
departurefrom equilibr;um of a flowlno gas Is characterized by the magnitudeof this
reJaxatlon time relative to sometranslaiional time (residence time) neededby the particles
to moveover a characteristic distance on a body within c.nozzle. Since o_lly oxygen
dissociationis considered, only onechemical rate equation is needed. Molecular vibrations
are assumedto be in equilibrium.
In ._!'_eprocessof dissociation, an oxygen molecule mustcollide with another particle
having enoughenergy to break up the oxygen molecule. The recombination processis the
inverseof the dissociation. In order to occur, it is necessarythat two atomscollide at the
sametime wlth a third body, which is able _ocarry away the energy that the two separate
atomsmustrelease to form a stable dlatomlc molecule (three-body collision).
In a flow field with a local velocity vector q and a variable degree of dissociation,
characterized by grad a, the following relation can be derived, crJIled the rate equation:
_ q.grad a =F (7)
where
c2P2Zkd[(1-o),= ,b LT- (.)
The expressionfor F is called the sourcefunction for oxygen atoms. Amongotherst it
contains the numberof oxygenatomspar unit mossof the gas, C, furthermore the
dissociation rote constant, kd , which dependsstronglyon the type of the colliding body
andsomeother tFmpropertlu, and f;nolly the concentrationequ|!ibrlum constant, Kc ,
which is a function of teml_rature cnly.' In .'xder to evaluate the rate equation (12), we
still need e:_oressiomfor kd and Kc . I _.
The dissociation rate com_,mtr,kd _ cannot be predicted by ordinary kinetic gas
theory. WrW (Ref. 4) _ given o c_tvo review of recent week cm';_l out in .that field, andhis values will be usedin the present investigation. In order to account .-
/j
/
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for the influence of the catalytic species, we are using a dissociation rate constant, which
is averaged with the respectto population. This finally resultsin the expression
D
kd 2.5" 108 D 1.5-R.--.-T 41ba + 7b + 2) (9)
- T NA (-_-) e ( I + ba °
It can be seen that the dissociation rate "constant" is actually a function of temperature, T,
and composition, a. Fig. 3 showsthe range of this equation for a between 0 and I ,
together with the values of other authorsfor variouscolliding bodies, kd has the dimension
[m3 particle -I sec-l].
Equation (8) wasobtained throughel iminatlon of the recombination rate constant, kr ,
by introducing the concentrationequilibrium constant, K . This is a function of temperatureC
only and resultsfrom statistical thermodynamicslike kd . K has the dimension[particle m-3]C
and its final expressionfor the numerical calculation is: (10)[, ]'[.TI,/2 :2 3e_228/r + e_326/r 55+ .,Kc = 2.444056 • 105 _ - e 3 + 2e" 11390/1" "
Only a few important relations needed for the following flow calculations have been
given in this section. More details can be found in Reference5.
_; NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW AROUND BLUNT BODIES WITHOUT AND WITH
DISSOCIATION IN THE FREE STREAM
_, Direct and Inverse Methods for Flow Calculation
7".
The importanceof blunted shapesin the hypersonic flight of a vehicle re-entering
_, the atmospherefrom outer space hasled to many investlgatiom of hypersonic flowswith
;?
;i detached shockwaves,' usingboth inverseand direct methods. At the inve,se method, a
_, certain shockshape is assumedor prescribed, and then the governing equat|om are integrated
ii through the flow field, and the associatedbodyshape follows from the calculation. The
_ author and his associatesat the University of Alabama ResearchInstitute in Huntsville have
_ applied a direct method, where the bodyshape is given and the flow field, including the
_i shockshape, isa result of the calculation. This methodu_ "integral relatlom", first
described byDorodnltsyn(Ref. 6) in 1959 for the solution of two-dimemlonal boundmy value
, ,, 255
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prcblems, later applied by Belotserkovski;(Ref. 7) to the calculation c_fsupersonicflow
of a perfect gaspasta circular cylinder.
Up to nowa limited numberof investigatorsobtained resultsfor real gas flows in
connection with the integral method. Recently Hermannand Thoenes(Ref. 8) have given
new extended and improvedresultsfor nonequillbrlum hypersonicflow of air pasta circular
cylinder, which are presentedin this section. They have also treated, for the first time
to the author's knowledge, the ca_e of dissociation in the free stream. Such conditions are
encoun|ered either in the atmosphereat high altitude (above 90 kin), or in the nozzle of
high temperaturehypersonicflow facilities designedto simulate re-entry flight conditions,
where appreciable frozen dissociationmay occur.
Basic Equations for Inviscid Flow Past a Circular Cylinder
We are restricting ouranalysis to inviscid flow and, in addition, we are neglecting
heat conduction and radiation. Figure4 showsthe cylinder with the selected polar
coordinate system. The basic equationsof motion for steady adiabatic flow, after trans-
formation from the vectorial form to polar coordinates, yield the following first three partial
differential equations. The fourth equation, expressingthe conservationof oxygen atoms,
had to be addedslnce the gasunder consideration is reacting. F is the sourcefunction of
oxygen atoms, Equation (8).
Conservation of mass:
O 0
_. (.ou)+ _- (pvr)- 0 (11)
g-momentum.
8_" + vr _- + uv + = 0 (12)
r-momentum:
r](pUV)+ _- (p+ pv21 - Lo+ pu2)= o 113)
Rate equation:
' u_ -Fr=0. (14)
In order to solve throe equatlom for the flow field varlablm, th' mustbe supplemonted
: by the equation for the eomervotion of energy, eonta|n_ngon expressionfor the*'enthoJpy,
256 ,,
,)
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Eq. (6), and by the thermal equation of state, Eq. (3). Note that the first three equatlr_ns
(conservation of massandof the two momenta)are independentof the particular gasmodel,
while the last three equations(rate, energy, equation of state) do dependstrongly on the
selected gas model. Theconservationof massand the r-momentumequation are given in
: the so-called divergence form, which "qrequired for the application of the integral method.
Boundary Conditions
The condition for flow tangency on the body surface is vb = 0 . The conditions
behind the shockare obtained fromtheconservation of n,ass,momentumand energy across
the shock. For the presentnonequillbrium flow calculation, it will be assumedthat the
chemical compositionof the air doesnot change acrossthe shock, i.e., a 1 = as .
Various relations between the velocity componentsin front of and behind the shockwhich
will be needed later are obtained from Figure4. Fromthe samefigure, one can also
derive the following relation between the local dimensionlessshockwave distance from the
body, e , and the shockwave angle, cr, both being functionsof g :
de
=-(1 + e) cot_, 4. O) (15)dO '" • "
Application of the One-Strip Integral Method for the Cylinder
Due to the boundarycondition vb = O, it can be seenthat the g-momentumequation
and the rate equation may b_ usedin their exact forms. Hence, only two equations of the
_ set, namely the conservation of massand the r-momentumequation, have to be approximated
:,i by assuminga linear variation of certain integrandsacrossthe shocklayer. Thus, an
. integration of the equations in the direction of the radial coordinate can be performed,
_*! which in turn results in two ordinary differential equatlom with the tangential coordinate
_i as independentvariable.
_4
_ The result is the following complete set of governingequatiom.
i_ Continuity:
, [ ,]:i!i! dUb du, dp, _ 1 +. (Pbub - p, us) eot"(¢ + O)- 2p, (161
_i _, W-+Ub +p, _-+u W'" , .
_i _momentum:
!_ dUb dPb -_
i_i ._ ub_- +-_- - o ,,. 1171
J ......
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r-momentum:
d v) : 2+, 2 2_" (PsUs "--- % - Ps)  Pbub  Psu( S
.1  ,[ ((I.1.,) .i ,_]e PsUsVs cot 2 PsVs (18)
Rate:
dab
ub _ = Fbrb (19)
Energy:
U
+ hb = ht = + h1 = constant (20)
Equationof State:
Pb = PbRZbTb " (21)
The five ordinafy differential equations(15, 16, 1_', 18, 19) and the two algebraic
equations(20,21) constitute a systemof seven equationsfor the sevenunknowns,which
are the five parametersalong the wall of the cylinder ub , Pb ' Pb ' Tb ' ab ' and the two
parametersfor the shockshape, e and e. Special subroutinesduring the processof the
solution are necessaryto calculate thosevariables in the above equationsthat are functions
of someunknowns(mainly ab and Tb) and of free streamconditions.
Beforethe numerical integration of the systemof equations for the flow around the
circular cylinder can be started, the stagnation paint parameters, servingas initial valuese
mustbe determined. Forthis purpose, the governingequationsare specialized for the
stagnation streamline, where e - 0 and ub = u = 0.S
Henceforth, the further calculation of the flow parametersconsistsof two principal
sectiom: first, the calculation of the flow along the stagnation streamline including the
stagnation point Itself; second, the calculation of the flow variables along the cylinder
surfa©eand behind the shock. Bothpartsstill require considerab!eanalytical effort in
getting the final eClUatlomfor the Computerprogram. Thb )rocedure isdescribed in more
detail In Reference(8). '"
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tn the first section, the resulting Systemof six equationscan be solved for any
particular chosenvalue for the stagnation paint shockdetachmentdistance eo • To find
the solution, a stagnationpoint pressure Pb mustbe assumedas a first trial, then the
systemis integrated and iterated on Pb' until the assumedvalue Pb agreeswffh that
resulting from the integration.
After the stagnation point conditions have been obtained, the integration around
the body is startedwith an unknown, but assumedshockdetachmentdistance eo • The
equationsfor the variables along the cylinder surface are stronglydependenton the
selected value eo , and smoothtransitionsof all variables from the subsonicto the
supersonicflow regime are only obtained for a correctly chosen eo . Dependingon the
case, between ten an:: fifteen iterationswere neededto determine eo to four si[nlflcant
figures.
A flxed-step Runge-Kutta technique of fourth-order accuracy wasusedfor both
the integration along the stagnation streamline and for the integration along the body
surface. One thousandstepswere chosenfor the stagnation streamline from the shock
_i to the stagnation paint. In the secondpart, the stepslze was fixed at 0.002 radians,
•_ and approximately 800 stepswere used for the integration from the stagnation paint to
l! the equator (g = w/2). All calculations were performedon a UNIVAC 1107 high speed
L_ digital computer, which is located in the University of Alabama Res,_ "ch Institute.
_I Discussion of _e Results for the Cylinder
!_i Forchemical nonequilibr;um flow, the degree of dissociation and the,temperature
_. are particularly interestlng parameterswhich are shownin Figs. 5 and 6 a!ong the stagna-
_:_ tion stre(_mllnebetween shockand body: The free streamvelocity Is 4300 m/sec at an
_ altitude of 30 kin, correspondingto M 1= 14.2. It can be seenthat, depending on the slze r_
_I• of the body, quite different regimesof nonequillbrlum flow are encountered. Forrelatively
large bodies, a cha_cteristic flow time Is large comparedto the local chemical relaxation\\ •tlme, which causest_te flow to reach the state of thermodynamicequilibrium close behind ..
• ! the shock. During this_Rrocess,the degree of oxygen dissociation Increasesup to approxi-
', motely 90%, while the temper0_re decremes correspandinglywithin a small region behind
5i the shock. On the other hand, for small bodies, a characteristic fl0w tlme is very short If
/
_J /,
j ',, I/,
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comparedto the relaxation time. In this case, the flow remainsessentially frozen and
equilibrates only near the stagnationpaint, where the veloclty approacheszero and the
local residencetime of a flow particle agaln is large comparedto the relaxation time.
It was foundthat the flow always reachesthermodynamicequilibrium at the stagrv.ltlonpaint.
Note that with T1 = 225 OK, the temperaturescale goesfrom 4500 OK to 7650 OK. For
small bodies(noseradius< 0.1 cm) the nonequilibriumtemperature in the main part of the
shocklayer near the stagnation streamllne is between 2000 OK and 3000 OKhigher than
the equilibrium temperaturewhich existsfor a sufficiently large body (noseradius = 10 cm).
In both figures, the presentresultsfrom the integral methodare comparedwith data ;'*
calculated by Contl (Ref. 10), who usedan inversemethod, also a basically different II
approach. The air model was the sameas ours, but the reaction rate constantsare some-
.
what different. The comparisonis very gratifying.
Calculated shockshapesup to the equator of the cylinder (body radius 10 cm) are
shownin Fig. 7 for Mach numbers3.0 to 14.2, without and with dissociationin the free _i
stream. With increasingfree streamMach number, the bowshockmovesmuchcloser to the
body. This trend is already well known from perfect gascalculations and is retained in
chemical nonequilibrium flow. The figure also indicates the location of the sonic point i
on the body surface, which movestoward the stagnation paint with increasingMach number, i
The shockshapedeviates considerablyfrom a concentric circle, even where the velocity
in the shock layer is still subsonic.
The shockdetachmentdistanceat the stagnationstreamline as function of the free
streamMach numberis presentedin Fig. 8, where our nonequillbrlum flow resultswlth and
without free streamdissociation (0_I = 0.5 ; 03 = O) are comparedwith perfect gasresults
(y = 1.4) from References(1I) and (7). Figures 7 and 8 indicate clearly that dissociation
of the free stream, keepingall other free streamparametersunchangec_,.causesthe bow shock
to moveaway from the body. One reasonfor this effect is that, for a dissociated free stream,
the densitybehind the ShockIs lower than for cormspondlngconditionswithout free stream
dissociation. Theeffect is seen to increase with decreasing_freestreamMach number.
From Fig. 8 it 'is observedthat the prese# calculations for an undissociotedfree stream
yield a stagnationshockdetachment distance which is muchnailer than the values obtained
from I_'rf_t gas.calculations. Retpans'lblefor thi; effect, in the range of Mach number# *
L.
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approximately between 4 and 7, is the fact that our calculations include the energy of
!
molecular vibration, which is assumedto be in equilibrium. For Mach number6.6, the
' presentcalculation, which includesdissociation, doesnot showany degree of dlssoclation
in the flow field (Fig. 10). BeyondMach number7, the influence of the dissociationon
the shockdetachmentdistance becomesmore pronounced. At free streamMach number3,
where the temperaturecausedby the bow shockdoesnot yet causeappreciable molecular
vibration in the shocklayer, the presentcalculation furnishesa value which is very close
to the knownperfect gasresults. Finally, in the higher Mach numberrange, at M = 14.2
our resultsagree closely with thoseof Contl (Ref. 10), which were obtained by an entirely
different approach.
l The velocity distributionalong the surfaceof the cylinder as evident from Fig. 9 is
!
! almost linear up to the sonicpoint. A distinct effect of free streamdissociationcan be
seen.
The degree of oxygen dissoclatlon along the noncatalytic body surface is pr._sented
in Fig. 10. Forzero free streamdissociaHon, it is seen that at M| = 6.6 no dissaciation
. occursalong the body. The degree of dissociation increasesstronglywith increasing Mach
numberand reachesabout 0.95 at Mach number14.2. Especially for higher Mach numbers,
it is seenthat the recombinationprocessdominatesin the subsonicregime as the flow
_i expandsaroundthe body. The degree of dissociationdecreasesslowly until_ in the supersonic
_, regime, the local re_Jdence_me of a particle becomessosmall comparedto the relaxation
,,I time that the flow freezes.
:1
i ! Finally, Fig. 11 showsthe temperaturedistribution along the surfaceof the cylinder
for selected free streamMach.numberswith and without dissociationof the free stream As
_ expected, free streamdissociationhasa strongeffect on the temperature. Note that for
M = 6.6 the presenceof free streamdissociationraisesthe stagnation temperatureabout1
_i 1000 OK. It shouldbe mentionedtha! the pressuredistribution, not shownhere, along the
_! body surface is similar to the "Modified Newtonlan" distribution, and that free stream
dissociationhaspractically no effect on the pressure. _r
//
Comparison with Flow Arqund A Sphere
i Froman engineering polnttof view, sphere
/
the or the/spherically"capped cone hasa
_ #at t s ere availablea for he ph are
, greater Interest than the cylinder. Howevert only a few
1 ,
: / 26t/
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for nor._quilibrium flow. Fig. 12 showsa comparisonof the shockdetachmentdistance
between cylinder and sphereWith the resultsfor the spheretaken from Ref. 12. Note
that the Mach number;snearly identicdl; however, the altitude is markedly different.
Bothare valid for zero free streamdissociation. It is seen that the shock wave for the
sphere ismuch closer to the body and has lessthan one half of the distance of the shock
wave for the cylinder. Res_,it_with exactly equalfree streamconditions for both cases
are not available at the presenttime. The fact that the shockwave of the sphere ;s
muchcloser to the _d,v than for the cylinder shouldbe true also for identical free stream
conditions; this is knownto be the case for supersonicflow of a perfect gas. It hasbeen
found that the location of the sonic paint is very sensitive, thusone cannot comparesonic
point locations of ;wo bodieswith dlfferent flee streamc_nditlons.
SUMMARY
Analytical investigationsof hypersonicnonequillbriumflow around blunt bodiesare
reportedas cont¢ibutlon to the I nterdi_cipllnary Symposiumon Apollo Application Programs.
Flight regionsand equilibrium values of flow parametersbehind the normalshockof a space
vehicle, suchas Apollo capsule, re-enterlng the Earthesatmosphereare presented. Basic
featuresof equilibrium, none-tuillbrium, and frozen flow are discussed.
Real gaseffects are treated usinga simplified air model. With restriction to oxygen
: dlssoclat;ononly, the thermal equation of state, the thermodynamic expressionsof energyand
i! enthalpy, and the rate equation for the net production of oxygen atomsare shown. Hypersonic
inviscld flow about the forward portionsof cylinders up to the equator hasbeen numerically
! calculated in the rangeof oxygen dissociation, usingthe direct one-strlp integral methodof
_ Dorodnitsyn. The investigatlom include the influence of the absolute body size and thei
I_ effects of the free streamdissociationon the shock detachmentdlstar_e and the flow field.
Fora cylinder flying at 30 kmaltitude, real gaseffects can be detected beginriing
i: above M - 3 due to molecular vibration, and beyond M = 8, due to molecular vibration and
dissociation. Dissociationof oxygen only occurs in the range between Moch numbers8 and 14,
_i approximately, while at higher Moch numbers, nitrogen dissociation mustbe considered. The
shockdetachmentdistance for a real gas is muchsmaller than for a perfect gas. Free stream
dissociationcausesthe bow shockto move away from the body. /_ '* _, i_
-i 282 ;,
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
i
. b Constant [ - ],def. by Eq. (1) u, v Velocity componentsin x,ey -1
• direction, respectively, [ m sec ]C Number of oxygen atomsper uqlt
massof the gas [ particles kg"l ] x, y Coordinates [ m ]
D Dissociationenergy [ J kmol"1 ] Z Compressibility factor [- ]
D' Characteristic temperatureof a Degree of oxygendissociation [ - ]
dissociation [ OK ] y Ratio of specific heats [ - ]
eg E In;'ernal erLergy[ J kg"I ] or
[ j kmol-i ] A Local shockwavedetachmentdlstrmce [ m]
fl Mole fractions [- ] c Dimenslonlessshockwavedistance
F Source.functionfor oxygenatoms from body [ - ]
[ sec-I], Eq. (8) g Characteristic vibrational tempera-
h Enthalpy [ J kg"1 ] ture [OK ], and body angular
ht Total enthalpy [ J kg"1 ] coordinate [ radiansor degree ]
k Boltzmann'sconstant [,Jpartlcle'. I °K'l] p Density [ kg m"3 ]
o Oblique shockangle [ radlansor degree ]
kd Dissociation_'ateconstant
_ [ m3 particle "1 sec"! ]
i Kc Concentration equil ibrlum Subscrlpts.
• constant [ particles m"3 ]
i M Mach number [- ]
I Free stream
_1 b Bodysurface
nI Number of particles of ith
speciesper unit volume s Behindthe shock
[ particles m 3 ] n Normal component
!! NA Avogadro'snumber t Tangential component, also
i [ particles kmol"1 ] total conditions
ii p Pressure[ N m"2 ] N2 Molecular nitrogen
•.* -1
q Velocity vector [ m sec ] 02 Molecular oxygen
r, O Radial and angular coordinates O Atomic oxygen[ m; indiansor degree ]
,**, o Standardconditions, also ,,
1 R _T c°"ttant 9f undissoclatedges stagnationstreanilin" conditi°nskg-I OK'W ]
I
il , Universal gm constant /[ j kM01OK-! ., *
_! T T,mp, mtur, [ OK ]
,
i /j, '
i
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INVISCIDSHOCKLAYER
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INVISCIDSHOCKLAYER
FIG. I. HYPERSONICFLOWREGIONS(SCHEMATIC)FORAPOLLOVEHICLEIREF.I.
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